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ABSTRACT

In this thesis, we develop a formal and abstract method for specifying module
interfaces, the Trace Assertion Method. We present the underlying theory of this method
and illustrate how it can be applied to specify various types of software modules and device
interface modules. We define a tabular notation for writing trace specifications in order to
improve their readability. A rigid structure is introduced into trace specifications to ensure
that a user can find relevant information quickly, i.e., without searching through the whole
document.
Also developed in this thesis is a theory of Trace Rewriting Systems, an extension to
the theory of the traditional term rewriting systems. We show that, for the purpose of
simulating module interfaces, the trace rewriting provides an adequate operational
semantics for trace specifications.
Based on the trace rewriting system theory, we design a software tool called Trace
Simulator. The tool can be used to simulate the externally observable behaviour of
modules by interpreting their trace specifications. Various techniques, such as, reusing the
values of evaluated predicates, converting costly string comparisons to integer operations,
adopting Knuth-Morris-Pratt string pattern matching algorithm, etc., are integrated into the
design to ensure that the Trace Simulator is a practical tool.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Human beings are unable to understand and manage complex problems as a single
unit. Therefore, a large and complex software system should be developed based on the
"separation of concerns" [37] or "information hiding" [118] approach. One very crucial
step in this approach to software development is the decomposition of a software system
into modules with a precisely defined interface for each module. With precise interface
descriptions, or specifications, for each module, the development of those modules can be
assigned to different teams which can work independently and in parallel.
As Parnas [121] pointed out, the word "specification" is used with two distinct
meanings in computer literature. The dictionary definitions of the word "specification"
cover any communication that provides additional information about the object being
specified − any communication that makes the description of the object more specific. The
usual engineering definition of the word has a much narrower meaning: a specification is a
precise statement of the requirements that a product must satisfy. It is the latter definition
that we will use throughout this thesis.
1.1 The Role of Software Specifications
Traditionally, software is developed in an ad hoc manner. A system is usually
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developed without precisely stated requirements. The whole system is arbitrarily divided
into several pieces, usually according to the number of teams or persons available. The
programmers start coding right after they think they know the functions of their work
assignments. Few design decisions are recorded and little documentation, if any, is
produced along with the final product. The final integration stage usually reveals the
design flaws and a high price is paid to correct them. Due to time and budget pressures, the
problems found in the integration and testing phases are usually hastily fixed by adding
"patches."
Such a software development approach has an obvious consequence. The software
product is badly designed and produced. For example, it rarely satisfies its intended users
and it is seldom delivered on schedule and budget. In addition, without proper specification
and documentation, such a product is not easily maintained. Most important, it may contain
serious errors [21, 92, 116, 146].
Many of the above problems can be traced back to two sources − a lack of precise
specifications of the software to be produced and a lack of software component
specifications. Since the goal of a software product is not precisely specified, the resulting
system rarely satisfies the user’s needs. Errors in the final product cannot be eliminated
because the responsibilities of the programmers have never been explicitly stated. The
integration will be more difficult because the early design decisions were never precisely
recorded and validated. The product is not easily maintained because there is no document
recording the intermediate design decisions. Furthermore, the "patches" introduced in the
"debugging" and maintenance phases degrade the original structure of the software.
The delay in delivery of software products can be mainly attributed to the low
productivity in software development. This, in turn, is due to the fact that:
(1) Programmers cannot work independently since there are no clearly defined
interfaces between their work assignments. They must frequently communicate with
each other in order to figure out what functionality their assignments are supposed to
exhibit and how other programs use their own products.
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(2) Most modules in a new system must be designed from scratch since there are no
specifications from earlier similar products that can be reused.
Many successful and unsuccessful software projects have proven that software
specifications can and should play an essential role in software development. Precise and
complete specifications can be beneficial for the entire life cycle of a software product,
starting from design, through to implementation, testing, and maintenance. As pointed out
in [73], software specifications play a triple role in software development. Initially, the
specifications record design decisions precisely and independently of the implementation,
and serve as the basis for design reviews. During implementation, the same specifications
support parallel development, telling users what they can expect, telling implementors what
must be done, and serving as the basis for correctness during testing. Finally, during
maintenance, the same specifications support analysis of changes, provide a structure in
which to record changes, and aid in the training of new staff.
1.2 Information Hiding Software Modules
Most modern software design methodologies are based on the decomposition of large,
complex systems into smaller, simpler pieces, often referred to as modules. As pointed out
in [118, 119], to prepare for future possible changes in a design decision (e.g., data format,
storage format, or algorithms) and to confine the impact of the changes to a minimal level,
a module M should be designed to encapsulate the effect of that decision. M in general has
the structure of a group of programs (also known as operations) P, sharing access to a
"private" data structure D representing the design decision. D is private to M in the sense
that it cannot be accessed by programs outside of M. Programs outside of M can change or
retrieve the data in D only by using (or invoking) programs in P.
Ideally, the set of programs in P provide an abstract interface between the data
structure D and other programs, so that any change in D only affects programs in P. As
long as the externally visible features of the programs in P remain the same, no other user
programs will be affected. This is the philosophy of "information hiding," also known as
"data encapsulation," "data abstraction," or "abstract data types" [44, 49, 51, 55, 94, 97, 99,
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120, 140]. Module M is often referred to as an "information hiding module," a "package,"
or an "object." This design method is also a foundation of the "object oriented" design
methods [16, 112]. In this thesis, we will only discuss information hiding modules. We
will refer to them simply as modules and the programs in P as the module access-programs
of M.
1.3 Formal and Abstract Software Module Specifications
Software specifications can have various degrees of formality. At one end of the
spectrum, specifications can be expressed in some natural language with other specification
notations.

Such an informal specification is usually intuitive and can serve as an

introduction for readers to familiarize themselves with a system. Also, motivations for the
design decisions made in a project can only be explained by informal means. However,
informal specifications alone will not completely and precisely describe the software
functionality and record the design decisions.

They are often incomplete, vague,

ambiguous, and hard for computers to process [98].
At the other end of the spectrum are the formal specifications. A specification is
formal if it is written entirely in a language with an explicitly and precisely defined syntax
and semantics. For formal specifications, the well-defined and unambiguous semantics of
the specification language eliminates or greatly reduces the possibility of unintended
ambiguities [32, 98, 111, 119, 121, 146].
Besides decomposition, which divides a big and complex task into smaller pieces,
another approach that reduces the amount and complexity of details in software
development is abstraction. It allows us to separate attributes that are relevant from those
that are not. An abstraction represents many similar objects. The common properties of
these objects can be obtained by studying of the abstraction alone. The process of
abstraction can be seen as an application of a many-to-one mapping.
We call a specification of a module abstract if it is written solely in terms of the
observable behavior of the module, i.e., if it is independent of any implementation,
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especially any data structure in the module [62, 97, 99, 101, 103, 121, 140]. Not revealing
any implementation decisions of modules, abstract module specifications enforce the
"information hiding" principle. On the other hand, abstract specifications also provide a
maximum freedom for the modules’ implementors. They can choose any data structure or
algorithms in their implementation, as long as the resulting module has the same interface
that the specification requires.
1.4 A Survey of Module Interface Specification Methods
Different module specification methods and languages have different models. We
distinguish three classes of software module specification methods: the abstract model
based method, the algebraic method, and the trace based method. In Appendix L, we
provide a detailed critical survey on the most popular formal and abstract specification
techniques in each of the classes. In this section, we highlight the main features of some
leading specification techniques in the three classes.
1.4.1 Abstract Model Based Specification Methods
The two most popular abstract model based specification approaches are VDM and Z.
In using VDM or Z to specify a software module, a model of the module is constructed from
some commonly used and well understood data structures and operations. The required
behavior of the module is described by showing how the model behaves. Such a model is
referred to as abstract since the data structures used are usually not available in most
programming languages and hence are implementation independent.
(1) VDM
In VDM, a system is viewed as having inputs, a state (which changes in response to
inputs), and outputs. Accordingly, a formal model of such a system consists of three parts:
(1) Syntactic Domains, which are abstractions of the input/output;
(2) Semantic Domains, which are the denotations (or representations) of the states; and
(3) Interpretation Functions, which, when applied to syntactic entities, yield semantic
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entities [9, 10, 11, 87].
The specification languages used are Meta-IV [10, 11, 144] and its variants.
VDM specifies the interface of a module by specifying the effect of each module
access-program on the abstract model. The data structures that form the model are
accessible to all the access-programs. For each program P, the assumptions on the values
of these data structures before the invocation of P are specified in a predicate called the precondition of P. The required values of the data structures after the invocation are specified
in a predicate called the post-condition. A module interface specification in VDM has a
form of a abstract model definition followed by a list of pre- and post-condition pairs.
VDM was initially developed to specify the semantics of programs. When it is
applied to module interface specification, the lack of a module concept in the method is
reflected in the style of the specifications: they consist of a "flat" list of program
specifications with no clear module structure.
Among the efforts of modular structuring VDM specifications is Bear’s proposal [5]
in which the basic specification unit is a module rather than a program. Bear’s module is
a construct which encapsulates a collection of data types, constants, and programs.
Programs of a module may interact by updating a shared abstract data model. A module
consists of an interface and a body. The interface provides the "frame" of a module by
giving a syntactic description of the types, constants, and programs which are either
provided or used by the module. The body of the module specifies the semantics of the
programs.
(2) Z
Z [141] is a specification language based on the concepts and notations of first-order
logic and set theory. Sets are the only abstract data model in Z. For convenience, though,
some other well-understood data structures and operations, such as list, tree, mapping, etc.,
which are formally defined in the set theory are also introduced. All the specifications are
written in terms of pre-defined set manipulation notations. The basic specification unit in
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Z is called a schema, normally represented as:
Schema Name
declaration
predicate
A schema has a name, which can be used in other schemas, a declaration (also called
a signature) of a set of variables (also called observations) together with their type
information, and a predicate asserting the relations among these variables. A schema
definition introduces a syntactic equivalence between its name and its contents, i.e., its
declaration and predication part. If the name of a schema S appears in the predicate of
another schema S’ as shown below
Schema S’
S’_declaration
... S ...
then, semantically, S’ is equivalent to the following schema
Schema S’
S_declaration, S’_declaration
... S_predicate ...
Schemas can be conveniently used to specify mathematical relations. The declaration
part of a schema provides the type information of the domain and range elements, and the
predicate part characterizes the set of ordered pairs that form a relation.
A Z specification for a module interface is similar to a VDM module specification.
Some schemas define the data structures that form the module state, and some define the
invariant relationships that are to be maintained as the module changes its state. For each
access-program P of the module, schemas are used to specify
(1) the types of the input parameters and the output values of P,
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(2) the relations between the inputs and outputs of P, and
(3) the changes of the state caused by the execution of P.
Although schemas in Z can be used to specify the main aspects of software functions
such as types, programs, states, etc., they are not modules in the sense of encapsulating data
structures and operations. In other words, schemas may be used to represent (separated)
facets of a specification, but no schema will group all those facets into one unit that
conceptually corresponds to a module.
Sampaio and Meira suggest the use of two structures for supporting modular Z
specifications: documents and chapters [138]. A document represents a complete (system)
specification, and is divided into chapters. In fact, a document does not embody the
definitions of such chapters — it only groups references to (names of) chapters. The aim
of this approach is to have a chapter as an independent unit in order to allow the same
chapter to be a part of many distinct documents. The actual interaction that exists among
chapters that make up a system description is given by import/export declarations in those
chapters.
In an attempt to write Z specifications supporting object oriented design, Z is extended
to Object-Z [26, 39]. Introduced into Object-Z are not only the physical frame of a module
(i.e., object), but also the concepts of class and class inheritance.
1.4.2 Algebraic Specification Methods
In algebraic specification techniques, the values and operations of abstract data
objects are viewed as forming an abstract algebra. The semantics of the operations are
specified by a set of axioms stating various properties this algebra must possess. Two wellknown algebraic specification methods are OBJ and Larch.
(1) OBJ
The specification language OBJ [44, 48, 49, 52] provides methods for both checking
the details of simple algebraic specifications, and handling the complexity of large
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specifications.

The most important OBJ unit is an object which consists of some

declarations for sorts and operators, and a set of equations. A sort names a set of values.
The set of equations define an equivalence relation among all the terms constructed from
the operators. The set of equations is also referred to as the "executable code" of the object.
It is "executed" by interpreting the equations as rewrite rules. OBJ supports parameterized
objects; one can generate different object instances by different instantiations of the
parameters.
The semantics of an OBJ object is the many sorted initial (term) algebra that is defined
by the signature of the operators and set of equations. Under this semantics, (1) no
meaningless terms can be formed; and (2) two terms t1 and t2 are equal if and only if the
equation (t1 = t2) can be derived from the set of equations.
Another basic construct of OBJ is the theory. A theory, almost identical to an object
in structure, defines the interface of a parameterized object, i.e., the structure and properties
required of an actual parameter for a meaningful instantiation. Both theories and objects
are called modules in OBJ. With simple, small, and independent modules, large modules
can be constructed by using module expressions. Module expressions are used to describe
complex interconnections of modules, possibly adding, deleting, renaming, or modifying
functionality. They can also be used to instantiate parameterized modules.
(2) Larch
OBJ and other algebraic specification methods [24, 25, 41, 54, 55, 56] access modules
via operations (mathematical functions) rather than module access-programs. All the
arguments to an operation must be explicit. Such a specification does not match a real
module interface where access-programs have hidden state variables or side-effects.
Not satisfied with (1) the mismatch between the program operations and mathematics
functions in old style algebraic specifications, and (2) the "hidden functions" in the type
algebra effort to solve that problem [61], Guttag et al developed the Larch two-tiered
specification approach [57, 58, 59, 64, 79, 155, 156]. In a Larch module specification, the
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specifications of the underlying abstractions, i.e., the hidden functions which define an
algebra, are separated from the specifications of the state transformations in the actual
programs. The underlying abstractions are described in a shared specification language
which is programming-language independent, whereas the state transformations are
described in an interface specification language which is programming-language
dependent. The specification of a module thus consists of a shared language component
and an interface language component.
The shared language component of a specification gives meanings to the terms that
are used in the assertions of the interface language component. The semantic information
provided by a shared language component to an interface language component is a theory
of equality for terms.
An interface language component has a header, a body, and a link to the shared
language component of the specification. The syntax of the header is based on the syntax
of the programming language. For example, the types of the input and output arguments to
a procedure are listed in the header information of a procedure specification as they would
be in an implementation. The body contains first order assertions on the relations between
the terms defined the shared language component and the elements of the implementation
language. The meaning of the assertions is based on first order predicate logic with
equality, where equality is defined by its shared language component. The link identifies
the shared language component to be used. The interface languages Larch/CLU [99, 155],
Larch/Modula-3 [89], and Larch/C [60] are available.
1.4.3 Trace Based Specification Methods
Trace based specification methods view each data object implemented by a software
module as a finite state machine. They specify an object by describing the visible
properties of the underlying state machine. The state transition and output values of such
a machine are defined in terms of the input history, or traces, of the machine.
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(1) Parnas’72 Method
In [119], Parnas presented a software module specification method based on the state
machine model. In this method, each module is considered as providing a number of
programs that a user program can invoke. Programs are divided into O(for operation)programs and V(for value)-programs. O-programs cause changes in the state of the
module. V-programs return some values of the variables making up that state.
For each program, the following items are specified:
• the set of possible return values, including the initial values;
• the arguments; and
• the effects of the program call.
The effect of an O-program call on the module state is clearly reflected on the changes
to the values returned by the set of V-programs of the module before and after the program
call. In this method, the mathematical relations between the two sets of values are used to
define the externally observable effects of all the O-program calls.
For a V-program, the section describing its effects is empty since it implements a pure
mathematical function without "side-effects". The current values returned by a V-program
call is implicitly defined by induction: if there is no previous O-program call, the Vprogram call returns its initial values; otherwise, the values returned by the V-program call
can be computed from (1) the mathematical relations defined in the in the effect description
of the most recent O-program call, and (2) the values returned by the same V-program call
issued just before that O-program call.
An executable specification language SPECIAL, has been developed to support
Parnas’ method [135, 137]. In SPECIAL, a software system can be described as a hierarchy
of modules, in which each module is an abstract machine having a state and module accessprograms.
SPECIAL allows a third kind of programs, other than the O- and V-programs defined
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in [119]: the OV-programs. An OV-program call both changes the state of a module and
returns a value. The notion of "hidden V-programs" is introduced into SPECIAL. A hidden
V-program is used for descriptive purposes only and is not available to the user programs.
A hidden V-program is needed in places where an O-program cannot be fully defined by
the visible V-programs, i.e., the ("hidden") effects of the O-program cannot be immediately
observed by the visible V-programs. We refer to such an O-program as having a "delayed
(or hidden) effect."
(2) Trace Methods
Motivated by a desire to produce a pure "black-box" specification of a software
module, (i.e., to eliminate hidden programs), Bartussek and Parnas proposed a new
approach for specifying software modules [4]. This approach is capable of specifying
delayed effects without introducing hidden programs or revealing the module’s internal
data structures.
A trace of a module is defined as a sequence of calls on the access-programs starting
with the module in an initial state, in other words, the whole history of the module’s accessprogram calls. Traces are partitioned into two disjoint classes, legal traces and illegal
traces, depending upon whether or not calling the access-programs in the sequence
specified in the trace will result in an error state. While Parnas’72 method only makes
assertions on the relations between the outputs of V-programs and single O-program call
(i.e., trace of length 1), in the trace method, the histories of program calls are used to
specify a module’s external behavior, including the "hidden (or, delayed) effects".
A trace module specification consists of a syntactic section and a semantic section.
The syntactic section describes access-program names, the argument types, and the return
value types. The semantics section consists of three types of assertions about traces:
(1) assertions defining trace legality (L assertions). A trace specification only explicitly
defines legal traces by these assertions. Traces which cannot be shown as legal, using
these assertions, are treated as illegal.
(2) assertions defining the values returned by V-programs at the end of traces. These are
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called V assertions. If T is a legal trace, X is a syntactically correct call on a Vprogram, and L(T.X) is true, then V(T.X) describes the value delivered by X when
called after an execution of T.
(3) assertions defining equivalences, denoted ≡, among legal traces. Legal traces can be
further partitioned into equivalent classes. Two traces are equivalent if they have the
same externally visible effect on the module. More formally, let T1, T2, and S be any
traces, and let X be any V-program call, then, T1 ≡ T2 only if
L(T1) = L(T2)

and

L(T1) → (V(T1.S.X) = V(T2.S.X))

While the trace assertions in the Bartussek and Parnas style trace specification are
presented in an ad hoc way, Hoffman [69, 72] expounded a more systematic method to
write trace specifications. Some key rules of the method are:
(1) Choose a normal form: For each equivalent class of traces, one or more
representative traces are explicitly defined as being normal form. A normal form
trace is a "representative" in the sense that, for any legal trace T, either T is in normal
form, or, for some trace T’, T’ is in normal form and T ≡ T’.
(2) Structure the semantics according to normal form prefixes: Base the semantics
assertions on traces of the form T.C, where T is in normal form, and C is a single
access-program call. Then, for each call C,
• State whether T.C is legal
• If T.C is legal, then
• if T.C is not in normal form, state the normal form trace that T.C is equivalent
to, and
• if C is a V-program call, specify V(T.C)
(3) Use predicates to decompose complex assertions: Use predicates and functions to
decompose a single complex assertion into simpler assertions.
1.5 The Scope and Structure of This Thesis
Among different module interface specification methods, we choose to study the trace
specification method because it supports the "information hiding" principle and presents a
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realistic model for software modules. The main objectives of this thesis research are

• to extend and modify the trace method [69] and notations to enhance the practical
value of the method, and

• to develop a supporting tool, the Trace Simulator, to support the method.
More specifically,
(1) To modify the presentation of trace specifications.
(a) We introduce tabular expressions into trace specifications, so that complex
mathematics expressions and logic assertions become more readable.
(b) We propose a rigid module specification structure so that a specification serves
as a practical engineering documentation. In doing so, the users do not need to
search the whole document in order to find relevant information. Also the
completeness and consistency of such a specification become easier to check.
(2) To extend the trace specification method.
(a) We extend the method so that it can specify device interface modules. The
interaction between a device interface module and its environment not only
involves module access-program calls, but also includes events defined on some
physical world variables.
(b) We propose a way to specify modules with real-time requirements.
(c) We extend the method to specify non-deterministic modules.
(d) We classify erroneous traces with error tokens. This provides the users with
detailed information on the nature of the errors so that the appropriate actions can
be taken to handle the error cases.
(3) To provide a formal semantics for trace specifications.
(4) To study the feasibility of simulating trace specifications and to develop a theoretical
model for the trace simulation tool.
(5) To study implementation strategies and practical algorithms for the trace simulation.
This thesis consists of six chapters. In Chapter 2, we present our extended version of
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the Trace Assertion Method and provide a formal semantics for trace specifications. Based
on a finite state machine model, we provide step by step guidance on the use of the
specification method. We then study the minimal finite state machine defined by a trace
specification and use it as the semantics of that specification.
The format and the structure of a trace specification are presented in Chapter 3. There,
we also discuss the application of the Trace Assertion Method to the specification of some
special types of modules, including multiple objects modules, non-deterministic modules
and real-time modules. We also provide some guidelines for selecting canonical traces, a
key step in writing a trace specification.
In Chapter 4, we develop a theory of trace rewriting systems, a foundation of our trace
simulation. We show how a trace rewriting system can be used to simulate the externally
observable behaviour of a module. We also prove some properties of a trace rewriting
system that are useful for simulating trace specifications.
Chapter 5 will be devoted to the design and implementation of the Trace Simulator.
We study the mechanisms and algorithms needed to simulate trace specifications.
We present the conclusions, contributions of this thesis, and future research work in
Chapter 6.

Chapter 2

The Trace Assertion Method (I) − Theory
Parnas was among the first to discuss the problem of Module Interface Specification
[119]. He proposed to specify the interface of software modules by describing the effects
of the state change programs in terms of the values returned by programs. Following this,
a finite state machine based formal semantics was given for specifications in this style by
Principato in [134]. Not satisfied with the way in which "delayed effects" were handled in
[119], Bartussek and Parnas proposed the use of assertions on sequences of a module’s
access-program invocations, which they called traces, to specify the module interface [4].
McLean gave a model theoretic semantics for specifications written in this method[107].
Hoffman described a systematic method of writing trace specifications by explicitly using
normal form traces and the notion of "single element extension of normal form traces" to
structure trace specifications [69].
In this chapter, we will present
(1) the theory of the Trace Assertion Method; and
(2) a finite state machine based semantics for Trace Assertion Specifications.
We will present the format for the Trace Assertion Specifications and discuss the
application of the Trace Assertion Method to some special modules in Chapter 3.
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2.1 Externally Observable Behaviour of Modules
2.1.1 Interface of Software Modules
An "information hiding" software module (hereafter, module) consists of a "private"
data structure and a set of access-programs that can access the data structure directly. These
module access-programs provide the mechanism by which the module communicates with
its environment. Access-programs are designed to change the values of the hidden data
structure (often called the set-programs), to observe the effect of the set-programs on the
data structure (the get-programs), or to do both (the sg-programs). The effects of the setprograms and sg-programs can only be observed by using get-programs and sg-programs
to reveal values of the data structure.
From an external view point, the choice of the concrete representation of the data
structure is immaterial. This is because a user can only access the data structure by
invoking the access-programs and by observing the values returned by the invocations. In
the design phase of software modules, we can take advantage of these abstractions of data
structure representations to achieve "separation of concerns" [37]. We only need to design
the abstract interface of the module and leave the selection of the concrete representation
for the implementor. This separates the concern of what the module will accomplish from
the concern of how the module will accomplish it. In this approach, the data structure is
considered to be a mechanism that provides the desired external observable behaviour, not
a major "feature."
For this view of a module, the data structure and the algorithms, in [119] are called
the secret of the module, are hidden in a "black-box." External to the module, only the
sequence of access-program invocations to the module and the output values returned by
the program invocations (including the values returned as function values and values
carried back by the parameters of programs) are observable. All the possible sequences of
access-program invocations, together with the corresponding output values, completely
determine the externally observable behaviour of the module. By the definition given in
[4, 119], this behaviour of the module is the only assumption that other users should make
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about the module and hence, is the abstract interface of the module. In the module design
phase, it is this module interface that needs to be described precisely.
2.1.2 Interface of Device Interface Modules
Software modules, as "black-boxes," hide some software decisions and provide
abstract data types. Device interface modules [20] are software modules used to hide the
peculiarities of hardware devices. A device interface module provides a virtual device, i.e.,
device-like capabilities that are partially implemented in software.
A device interface module, in addition to providing a set of module access-programs,
communicates with its environment by means of a set of environmental variables [126,
152]. Environmental variables are often used to represent physical values, such as the
temperature, fluid level, device meter/switch reading value, etc. They are classified as
either input variables or output variables. Input variables of a module are monitored, or
observed by the module. The environment can send information to the module via the input
variables. Output variables are controlled by the module, such as a signal sent to some
device, the display of some symbols, etc. The module can send information to its
environment by means of output variables.
Similar to the values returned by the module access-programs, the values of the output
variables of a device interface module are also called output values of the module. In this
thesis, we assume that, for any module, the values of input and output variables are
members of a finite set.
2.2 Events, Event Expressions, and Traces
To unify the terminology, we will use the term event to refer to the action of a
software module access-program invocation, or of a value change in an input variable of a
device interface module. We will use the term module to refer to both types of modules.
We use event expressions to denote events.
Definition 2.1 (event expressions denoting program invocation events) The event of an
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invocation of program P with the arguments values a1, ..., ak is denoted by the event
expression
P(a1,..., ak)
where the program name P also serves as the event name. When k = 0, we write P instead



of P( ).

Below, we use a bounded integer pushdown stack module as an example. Informally,
the module provides three access-programs: (1) PUSH(i), which places an integer i on top
of the stack; (2) POP, which has no argument and removes the top (the most recently
inserted) element from the stack; and (3) TOP, which has no arguments and returns the
value of the top element without changing the stack. The stack has a bound (#size#) on its
capacity. Any attempt to push in more integers after the stack reaches its full capacity will
cause the bottom (the earliest inserted) element to be "squeezed" out of the stack.
For this module, the invocation of the program PUSH with an integer 7 as the
argument is an event. It is denoted by the event expression PUSH(7). The event of
invoking programs POP and TOP are denoted by event expressions POP and TOP,
respectively.
The events of value changes in some input variables, often called monitored events,
are defined using the same approach as in [67, 152]. A monitored event occurs at an instant
in time when a condition on input variables which was previously false, becomes true, or
vice versa. These conditions on input variables are defined by predicate expressions. More
formally, we have:
Definition 2.2 (monitored events descriptions) The most general format of monitored
events definition is as follows:
@T(P1) when P2
where P1 and P2 are predicate expressions on input variables. It states that an event occurs
at a moment when P1 becomes true, provided that P2 was true just prior to that moment. 
For convenience, it is also defined
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@F(P1) when P2 = @T(¬P1) when P2
For example, the event that some monitored fluid level, denoted by the input variable
$level$, overflows can be defined by
@T($level$ > #max_point#) when ($level$ ≤ #max_point#)
where, as in [67, 152], input variables and constants are marked with special brackets
"$...$" and "#...#", respectively, for improving readability.
This event can be denoted by the event expression Overflow.
Similar to the sub-routine concept in programming languages, it is often desirable to
have a mnemonic name for a class of similar monitored events, i.e., events whose definition
use the same predicate expressions (with different arguments). Different events can be
distinguished by different event arguments.

For example, with the event name

LevelReaches, the following events
@T($level$ > 3) when ($level$ ≤ 3)
@T($level$ > 5) when ($level$ ≤ 5)
@T($level$ > 11) when ($level$ ≤ 11)
can be denoted by LevelReaches(3), LevelReaches(5), and LevelReaches(11), respectively.
Thus, similar to the notion of program invocation event expressions, we have the
notion of the monitored event expressions.
Definition 2.3 (event expressions denoting monitored events) A monitored event is
denoted by an event expression of the form
E(a1,..., an)
where (1) E is the event name; and (2) a1, ..., an are a list of arguments, including some input
variable values, that are necessary to characterize the event.



In the sequel, when there is no danger of confusion, an event expression
E(a1, ..., ak) is just written as E. We will often refer to the event denoted by an event
expression E just as "the event E." The set of all event expressions of a module M is
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denoted by EM.
In this thesis, we only consider the sequential access to modules, i.e., we assume that
no two events can occur simultaneously.
A program invocation event may have some immediately observable outputs such as
the values returned by the program or some output variable value changes caused by the
program invocation.
Definition 2.4 (outputs of a program invocation event) The output of a program invocation
event P(a1,..., ak) is denoted as a vector O = (o1,..., ok, r), where for 1 ≤ i ≤ k
(1) oi is a "nil" (or void) value if the i’th argument is passed to P by value;
(2) oi = ri if the i’th argument is passed to P by reference (e.g., through a parameter) and
the value returned by the corresponding parameter is ri; and
(3) r is the value program P, as a function, returns (if P is a procedure or void function,
then r is "nil").



For the stack example, if a TOP invocation returns 3, then (3) is the output vector of
the event TOP. Since a POP invocation does not return a value, the output vector of a POP
event is (nil).
The immediately observable outputs of a monitored event are some output variable
value changes caused by the event. Assuming that the vector of the output variables of a
module is known, we have
Definition 2.5 (outputs of a monitored event) The outputs of a monitored event E(a1,..., ak)
is denoted as a vector O = (o1,..., om), where, for 1 ≤ i ≤ m, oi is the new value of the i’th
output variable.



All the possible output vectors of a module M is denoted by OM.
For non-trivial modules, the outputs of an event often depend on the previous event
history and output history (starting from the first event after the module’s initialization),
i.e., the sequence of events and their corresponding outputs, of the module. For the stack
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module, the module design requires that when the sequence of events is PUSH(2) and
PUSH(7), the value returned by a TOP program invocation should be 7; and when the
sequence of events is PUSH(2), PUSH(7), and POP, the value returned by a TOP
invocation should be 2.
We introduce the notion of traces to denote sequence of events and their
corresponding outputs.
Definition 2.6 (traces) For a module M,
(1) the empty trace, _, is a trace denoting a sequence of zero events and outputs;
(2) an event expression E ∈ EM together with its output vector O ∈ OM, i.e., E.O, is a
trace denoting a sequence of one event, i.e., the event denoted by E, and its output O;
(3) if T is a trace of M, then T1.E.O, where E ∈ EM and O ∈ OM is an output vector of
E, is a trace of M. It denotes the sequence of events denoted by T followed by E and
their respective outputs.



The set of all traces of M is denoted by UM.
For example, <2.1> is a trace of the stack module:
PUSH(3).(nil, nil).PUSH(7).(nil,nil).TOP.(3)

<2.1>

A trace thus has the form E1.O1.E2.O2.....En.On, where each Ei is an element of EM, and
each Oi is an element of OM.
Trace _.T is written as T. In (3) of Definition 2.6, we often say that T is extended by
E.O, or E.O is an extension of T. For two traces T1 and T2, we use T1.T2 as the shorthand
for the trace formed by extending T1 with each Ei.Oi pair of T2 in the same order as they
appear in T2. We also say that T1.T2 is an extension of T1 by T2.
The interface design of a module determines what outputs are acceptable, or, correct,
with respect to an event E and the input history before E. This in turn determines the set of
traces that are considered to be acceptable by the design.
Definition 2.7 (acceptable traces) A trace T is acceptable for a module if and only if each
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output vector O in T = X.E.O.Y is acceptable with respect to the event history X and the
event E.



In terms of traces, a module interface design determines which trace is acceptable for
the module and a module interface specification defines all the acceptable traces. We
denote the set of all acceptable traces of a module M by TM.
For example, judged by the stack module design, trace <2.1> is not acceptable since
3 is not the most recently inserted element. Neither is PUSH(3).(nil,nil).POP.(3) an
acceptable trace since an event POP is not supposed to return a non-nil value.
Definition 2.8 (deterministic modules) A module is deterministic if and only if, for any
events E1, E2, ..., En, if traces E1.O1.E2.O2.....En.On and E1.O1’.E2.O2’.....En.On’ are both
acceptable, then for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, Oi = Oi’.



Definition 2.8 states that, for a deterministic module, given a fixed sequence of events,
there is a unique corresponding output sequence to form an acceptable trace. In other
words, for an acceptable trace, the output history is determined by the event sequence
alone. On the other hand, a non-deterministic module allows different output vectors for
an event E with respect to an input and output history. We often call the set of possible
output vectors the choice set of the event E.
The stack module is deterministic: given a fixed input and output history, the choice
set of each event contains exactly one element. POP and PUSH can only return a "nil"
value and TOP returns the top element of the stack.
We use a UNIQUE INTEGER module as an example of a non-deterministic module.
This module provides only one access-program, GETINT, which does not take any
argument. When the program is invoked, it returns an integer value from the set of integers
a machine can represent. The only restriction on the return value is that it cannot be any
value that has been returned by previous GETINT invocations.
It is obvious that for non-deterministic modules, a given sequence of events, i.e., trace,
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cannot uniquely determine the module’s output. For the UNIQUE INTEGER module,
traces GETINT.(2).GETINT.(5) and GETINT.(2).GETINT.(4) are both acceptable. Given
a history GETINT.(2), the output of the next GETINT event can be any integer value other
than 2.
A non-deterministic module often has the properties that
(1) some previous output history may affect the module’s future outputs, and
(2) the module’s output is restricted, but not uniquely determined, by a given
sequence of events and the corresponding output history.
Traces defined in Definition 2.6 carry the history of output values so that when
needed, the output values of a non-deterministic module can be defined in terms of this
history as well as the event history. Also, for a non-deterministic module, we will use
relations to define the mapping from traces of the module to output vectors of an event so
that different choices are allowed.
For a trace E1.O1.E2.O2.....En.On, we can view each Ei and Oi as a "symbol" in a finite
alphabet (the alphabet is finite because any computer is finite). Then, ignoring the "."s, a
trace is a string over this alphabet and all the acceptable traces (TM) form a language. We
refer to TM as the language M accepts.
Because all computers are finite state machines, we are only interested in those
modules that accept a regular language [80, 93]. In this thesis, we restrict our discussions
only to such modules.
2.3 Equivalence Trace Classes
For non-trivial modules, defining TM by a regular expression is impractical. There are
too many cases that need to be covered individually. In this section, we analyse some
properties of a regular TM. Our specification method will use these properties to structure
a module specification. One key concept that will be employed is the trace equivalence
relation defined below.
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Definition 2.9 (trace equivalence relation) For a module M, the trace equivalence relation
over the set of acceptable traces, denoted ≡, is defined as:
≡ = {(T1, T2) | for any Q ∈ UM, T1.Q ∈ TM if and only if T2.Q ∈ TM}



If T1 ≡ T2, we say T1 is equivalent to T2.

Definition 2.9 implies that, for any event E ∈ EM, the possible outputs of E with
respect to the histories of T1.Q and T2.Q are the same as long as T1 ≡ T2, and T1.Q and
T2.Q are acceptable traces. For example, in the stack module, the traces PUSH(3).(nil,nil)
and PUSH(3).(nil,nil).PUSH(5).(nil,nil).POP.(nil) are equivalent traces. For the same
future extension to the two traces, the outputs for any events will be the same.
The relation ≡ partitions TM into equivalence classes.
Definition 2.10 (trace equivalence class notations) We define,
(1) [T] = {T’ | T’ ∈ TM and T ≡ T’} for T ∈ TM, and



(2) TM/≡ = {[T] | T ∈ TM}

Informally, [T] denotes the trace class consisting of all the traces that are equivalent
to T, and TM/≡ denotes the set of all equivalence trace classes of TM.
A module M accepting a regular language TM has the following property.
Theorem (Finite Trace Equivalence Classes):

For a module M accepting a regular

language TM, there is a finite number of equivalence trace classes.
Proof: By the results of the formal languages and automata theories [78, 80, 93], (1) for
each regular language L, there exists a non-deterministic finite automaton (NFA) which
accepts L; (2) each NFA can be converted into an equivalent deterministic finite automaton
(DFA); and (3) each DFA can be converted into an equivalent minimal DFA (MDFA).
Since TM is regular, by (1), (2), and (3) above, we can construct an MDFA
A = <Σ, S, s0, R, F> to accept TM, where
Σ = EM ∪ OM is the input alphabet,
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S is a non-empty, finite set of states,
s0 ∈ S is the initial state,
R: (S × Σ) → S is the transition function, and
F ⊆ S is a non-empty set of final states.
We can view A as a special Mealy machine with the output alphabet {0, 1} and an
output function G: (S × Σ) → {0, 1} such that
(a) if R(si, σ) = sj and sj ∈ F, then G(si, σ) = 1
(b) if R(si, σ) = sj and sj ∈ S − F, then G(si, σ) = 0
The transitive closure of R, denoted R*, is a function R*: Σ* → S such that
(1) for each σ ∈ Σ, if R(s0, σ) = si, then R*(σ) = si;
(2) for each σ ∈ Σ, θ ∈ Σ*, if R*(θ) = si, and R(si, σ) = sj, then R*(θσ) = sj
We define a restricted transitive closure of R, denoted R|F*, as the function
R|F*: TM → F that for any si, sj ∈ F, (Ε.Ο) ∈ (EM × OM), and T ∈ TM
(1) if R(s0, (Ε.Ο)) = si, then R|F*(Ε.Ο) = si;
(2) if R|F*(Τ) = si, and R(si, (Ε.Ο)) = sj, then R|F*(Τ.(Ε.Ο)) = sj.
Intuitively, if R|F*(T) = si, then A will be in the final state si after it accepts T. T is
called a denotation of si. Since the empty trace consists of no symbols and A has to accept
it (in order to accept any non-empty string), it is clear that we should define R|F*(_) = s0.
Let Ti, Tj ∈ TM, si, sj ∈ F, and R|F*(Ti) = si, R|F*(Tj) = sj. We show that T1 and T2 are
in the same equivalent trace class if and only if si = sj.
(1) For the "only if" part: assuming T1 ≡ T2, by Definition 2.9, for any Q ∈ TM, T1.Q
is accepted by A if and only if T2.Q is accepted by A.
Observing the outputs of A defined by G above, states si and sj cannot be
distinguished by any trace (of any length) as the input to the machine, by the results of [47],
si and sj are |S|-equivalent (for a set A, |A| denotes the size of A, i.e., the number of elements
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in A) and hence are equivalent states of A. Since A is minimal, si = sj.
(2) For the "if" part: assuming si = sj, since A is deterministic, it is obvious that A will
be in the same state after it accepts traces (as input strings) T1.Q and T2.Q for any Q ∈ TM.
Therefore, T1.Q is acceptable if and only T2.Q is acceptable. By Definition 2.9, we can
conclude T1 ≡ T2.
By (1) and (2), we showed a one-to-one mapping between the equivalence trace
classes and the set of final states of A, a finite deterministic automata. Therefore, there is
a finite number of equivalence trace classes.



The Finite Trace Equivalence Classes Theorem states that, while the denotation of a
state s of A is not unique, all the traces denoting s are in the same equivalence trace class.
In other words, an equivalence trace class is a unique "denotation" of a state.
2.4 Defining Module Interface by Relations
From a "black-box" point of view, the interface of a module M is completely specified
if the set of acceptable traces TM has been defined. By Definition 2.7, whether a trace is
acceptable or not solely depends on whether each output vector in the trace is acceptable or
not with respect to its current event and history. Therefore, to define TM, we can define,
for every trace T ∈ TM, and E ∈ EM, the set of acceptable output vectors of E with respect
to the history of T. More formally, we are to define a relation V ⊆ (TM × EM) × OM such
that
V = {((T, E), O) | O is an acceptable output
vector of E with respect to history T}
Directly defining V can be complex. In [4], the definitions of V for some modules are
given in an ad hoc approach. In such an approach, for larger and more complex modules,
it can be very hard to verify that a specification is consistent and complete.
We will define TM inductively based on the structure of traces. Definition 2.9 states
that equivalent traces have the same future output behaviour. Thus, for any trace T ∈ TM,
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T’ ∈ [T], E ∈ EM, and O ∈ OM, ((T, E), O) ∈ V if and only if ((T’, E), O) ∈ V. In other words,
for any given E, in order to define V with respect to each individual T, we only need to
define V with respect to a representative from each equivalence trace class. All the other
cases can be derived from these definitions if, for any given T ∈ TM, we know its equivalent
representative. This leads us to define V in terms of a reduction function v and an output
relation o as follows
(1) From each equivalence trace class, we choose one trace, called the canonical trace,
as the representative. The set of all canonical traces of TM is denoted by TMC. For
the special class, the class containing the empty trace _, although any trace in the
class can serve as the canonical trace, _ is obviously the simplest one. Below, for
simplifying the discussion, we assume _ ∈ TMC for every module.
(2) v: TM → TMC such that
v = {(T, TC) | [T] = [TC]}

<2.2>

(3) o ⊆ (TMC × EM) × OM is defined as
o = {((TC, E), O) | O is an acceptable output of E with history TC}. <2.3>
The following theorem shows that the reduction function v and output relation o
defined above have the desired property for our ultimate goal of defining TM: o ° v = V.
Theorem (Commuting Theorem) The reduction function v and output relation o defined
above satisfy o ° v = V.
Proof:

We prove this theorem by showing that for any T

∈

T M, E

∈

EM and O

∈

OM,

((v(T), E), O) ∈ o if and only if ((T, E), O) ∈ V.
To simplify the notation, we view both V and o as functions that return a sub-set of
OM. Then, all the possible outputs of an event E with respect to history T

∈

TM can be

denoted as V(T, E). Similarly, all the possible outputs of an event E with respect to history
T ∈ TMC can be denoted as o(T, E).
Then, we need to prove V(T, E) = o(v(T), E).
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By Definition 2.9 and <2.2>,
V(T, E) = V(v(T), E).
Since now v(T)

∈

<2.4>

TMC, by <2.3>

V(v(T), E) = o(v(T), E)

<2.5>



Together, <2.4> and <2.5> prove the theorem.

It is clear that the correctness of the Commuting Theorem is independent of the choice
of the canonical trace set. In theory, any trace in an equivalence trace class can serve as the
representative canonical trace. However, as we will discuss in Chapter 3, the choices of
canonical traces often influence the complexity and hence the readability of a trace
specification.
From Definition 2.9, it is clear:
(∀ T1, T2 ∈ TM) (T1 ≡ T2 ↔ (∀ S ∈ UM)(T1.S ≡ T2.S))

<2.6>

By <2.2>, we have:
(∀ T1, T2 ∈ TM) (T1 ≡ T2 ↔ v(T1) = v(T2))

<2.7>

(∀ T ∈ TM) (v(v(T)) = v(T))

<2.8>

and

Then, for any trace T.E.O

∈

TM of a module, by <2.6> − <2.8>, we can derive the

following property of v

⎧ v(_) = _ (assumed)
⎨
⎩ v(T.E.O) = v(v(T).E.O)

<2.9>

By <2.9>, for each module M, to completely define its reduction function v, we only
need to define v(T.E.O) for every canonical trace T ∈ TMC extended by every pair E.O such
that T.E.O ∈ TM, i.e., a function
u: TMC × EM × OM → TMC.
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The problem of deciding which E.O pairs satisfy T.E.O ∈ TM for each T ∈ TMC is solved by
<2.3>: T.E.O ∈ TM if and only if ((T, E), O) ∈ o.
Function u is called the extension function of module M. The reduction function v is
defined by u as follows:

⎧ v(_) = _ (assumed)
⎨
⎩ v(T.E.O) = u(v(T), E, O)

<2.10>

In summary, a module interface is completely defined by the tuple
<EM, TMC, OM, u, o>. Treating a relation as a set of ordered pairs, each of the components
in the tuple is a finite set. We call this tuple a relational specification of a module interface.
This idea of specifying module interface by single element extension of canonical
traces was first explicitly stated in [69] as a set of heuristics. The major differences between
our approach and [69] are:
(1) for each equivalence trace class, we choose exactly one canonical trace as the
representative; while in [69] it is possible to have more than one normal trace as
representatives; and
(2) the single element in [69] is an access-program call; whereas our single element is a
pair (E, O).
2.5 Defining Module Interface by Finite State Machines
In the relational specification of a module, <EM, TMC, OM, u, o>, the extension
function u has the signature
u: TMC × EM × OM → TMC.
When the module is deterministic, u is uniquely defined by a function
r: TMC × EM → TMC
Therefore, the new tuple <EM, TMC, OM, r, o> uniquely defines a relational
specification <EM, TMC, OM, u, o> for a deterministic module.
The new tuple, <EM, TMC, OM, r, o>, has a finite state machine (FSM) interpretation
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such that
(1) EM is interpreted as the input alphabet,
(2) TMC is interpreted as the state set,
(3) _, the empty trace, is interpreted as the initial state,
(4) OM is interpreted as the output alphabet,
(5) r is interpreted as the state transition function, and
(6) o is interpreted as the output function.
This interpretation depicts a machine that accepts events as input, changes its state
accordingly, and generates some output. This model precisely describes the externally
observable behaviour of a module, and often is more convenient for programmers to use
than the relational view.

Hereafter, we will refer to a deterministic module as a

deterministic finite state machine and interpret the components of a trace specification in
terms of (1) - (6) above. For example, for a module M, if r(T, E) = T’, we say that when M
is in state T, the input symbol E will change it to state T’.
For a non-deterministic module, we define the extension function u by a relation
r’: (TMC × EM) ⊆ (OM × TMC)
such that
u = {((T1,E,O), T2) | ((T1,E), (O,T2)) ∈ r’}
and view the new tuple <EM, TMC, OM, r’, o> as a definition for a non-deterministic finite
state machine that its output value and next state are both non-deterministic.
Hereafter, we specify module interfaces by the new tuple only.

The tuple

<EM, TMC, OM, r, o> (or, <EM, TMC, OM, r’, o>, for non-deterministic modules) is called
a Trace Assertion Specification, or, Trace Specification for short.
We can simplify the trace notations for deterministic modules. Since that each output
Oi in an acceptable trace E1.O1.....En.On is uniquely determined by E1.O1.....Ei-1.Oi-1.Ei, we
can conclude that each Oi is uniquely determined by the event sequence E1, E2, ..., Ei-1, Ei.
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In defining r or o, there is no need to explicitly refer to the output histories. Both can be
defined in terms of the sequences of events, also called traces. For example
r(PUSH(3), PUSH(4)) = PUSH(3).PUSH(4)
o(PUSH(3).PUSH(4), TOP) = 4
where, PUSH(3) and PUSH(3).PUSH(4) are assumed to be canonical traces for the stack
module.
2.6 Parameterizing Finite State Machine Descriptions
To specify a module interface, we choose to specify an FSM that models the module.
In traditional FSM studies, e.g., [78, 80, 93], both the machine state set S, and the input
alphabet Σ, are relatively small. There, the direct definition of state transition and output
values by matrices, diagrams, tables, etc. is feasible. For an FSM modelling a software
module, however, S and Σ are usually extremely large and, often these traditional methods
are impractical.
We again use the stack module as an example. As discussed in [47], the states of a
machine is a set of variables that together with input, can determine the outputs of the
machine (we will discuss the state design in more detail in Chapter 3). Thus, intuitively,
for the stack, a state is determined by the finite set of integers in the stack and the order in
which these integers were entered into the stack. Therefore, each distinct stack content
requires a different state to reflect the input history. The machine has the state set S of size
#size#

∑ (2 × MaxInt)k

k=0

and |Σ| = |{POP, TOP} ∪ {PUSH(i) | −MaxInt ≤ i < MaxInt}| = 2 × MaxInt + 2. When
MaxInt = 10 and #size# = 6, |S| is in the order of millions already!
It is obvious that the traditional state/output tables, diagrams, matrices, etc., which are
cumbersome for defining a machine with more than a few dozen states, cannot handle
machines with such a big state set and input alphabet. When the two sets are big, it is
inevitable that the size of the description is forbiddingly long.
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The most obvious solution to this problem is to use a parameterization mechanism
(introducing variables) to describe a set of state transitions and outputs. In mathematics,
terms, expressions, equations, etc. with variables, are used to denote big or even infinite
sets of elements. Instead of using individual cases to express mathematical relations,
parameterization allows us to express general patterns of mathematical relations via the
variables (i.e., parameters).
Events expressions can be easily parameterized. For program invocation events, we
can use a program name with a list of variables (as parameters) to denote the invocations
of the same program with different arguments. For example, PUSH(x), where x is an
integer valued variable, represents any PUSH program invocation with an (unspecified)
integer argument. Similarly, we can use an event name with a list of variables to denote a
class of the monitored events.
A parameterized event expression is called an event schema and the variables are
called argument variables. In Chapter 3, we will discuss in detail how to use events
schemas to specify EM and OM.
Event schemas can be used to construct parameterized traces, called trace patterns,
such as PUSH(x).PUSH(y). Just as an event schema defines a set of event expressions, a
trace pattern defines a set of trace instances − the traces that can be obtained by replacing
all the argument variables by the actual event arguments.
Equipped with event schemas and trace patterns, we can introduce a parameterized
approach to describe state transitions and output relations.
For the stack, we can choose the canonical traces as the traces that consist of only
PUSH events, i.e., PUSH(3), PUSH(3).PUSH(9), and PUSH(5).PUSH(7).PUSH(4), etc.
(assuming #size# > 3). The state transition description
r(PUSH(4), PUSH(7)) = PUSH(4).PUSH(7)

<2.11>

states that when the stack is in the state of containing integer 4 only, the occurrence of the
event of PUSH(7) invocation changes the stack to the new state of containing two integers
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4 and 7, and 7 is "on top of" 4.
To completely specify a machine state transition, we need to specify, for each state
(denoted by a canonical trace), and for each event expression (as an input "symbol"), the
corresponding new state (denoted by a canonical trace). In a specification, there will be
many state transition descriptions like <2.11>. To simplify the notation, we will hereafter
write
T.E =r T’

<2.12>

r(T, E) = T’

<2.13>

instead of

For example, we can specify the effect of a POP event on the state denoted by the
canonical trace PUSH(5).PUSH(7).PUSH(4) by the following description:
PUSH(5).PUSH(7).PUSH(4).POP =r PUSH(5).PUSH(7)

<2.14>

Here, the underlying assumption is that PUSH(5).PUSH(7).PUSH(4) is a canonical
trace. We underline this prefix just to emphasize this assumption.
Taking the advantage of the event schemas and trace patterns, we can specify the state
transition more concisely. For example, <2.14> should hold for the same stack with 5
being replaced by 9, 7 by 3, and 4 by 11. In effect, we expect <2.14> to hold for any
integers in the places of 5, 7, and 4. When the stack contains three elements, the occurrence
of a POP event will delete the most recently entered element. The effect of the event POP
on the stack containing any three integer elements can be described by
PUSH(x1).PUSH(x2).PUSH(x3).POP =r PUSH(x1).PUSH(x2)

<2.15>

Such a description makes assertions on a set of state transitions (and similarly, on a
set of output values, as we will see later) based on trace patterns and is called a trace
assertion.
A trace assertion of the form <2.15> can be generalized to describe the effect of POP
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on the stack containing any number of integer elements by introducing trace variables into
trace patterns. Just as an argument variable denotes a set of arguments, a trace variable
denotes a set of traces. The behaviour described by <2.15> is a subset of that described by
the following generalized state assertion:
T1.PUSH(x).POP =r T1

<2.16>

where T1 is a trace variable denoting traces that consist of zero or more PUSH calls. The
assertion <2.16> describes the effect of POP on any non-empty stack.
We assume that all the variables (both argument and trace variables) in a trace
assertion are implicitly universally quantified. So, in the predicate logic, <2.16> expresses
(∀ T1 ∈ TM, integer x)(T1.PUSH(x).POP =r T1)

<2.17>

Trace variables in trace patterns allow us to use fewer trace patterns to represent a
large trace set. The trace set represented by a trace pattern is mainly determined by the
positions where the trace variables occur in the pattern. For example, the trace pattern
T1.PUSH(x) represents any trace ending in a PUSH event − the trace variable T1
determines the PUSH event must be the last event expression; TOP.T2 represents any trace
beginning with a TOP event; and T1.POP.T2 represents any trace with at least a POP event
− T1 and T2 can be any trace, including the empty trace. However, these trace patterns may
be too general for some cases. In defining the state transition function and the output
relations, we often need to make some assertions on sub-sets of the traces represented by a
trace pattern. We may want to further restrict the traces represented by the trace pattern
T1.PUSH(x) to a smaller set. For instance,
(a) T1 does not contain any PUSH(0) call,
(b) the length of T1, i.e., the number of events in T1, is less than a number n, or
(c) the length of T1 is an odd number.
Each of the three sub-sets can be easily characterized by a predicate expression:
(a) ∼∃(S1, S2)(T1 = S1.PUSH(0).S2), or in short, T1 ≠ S1.PUSH(0).S2;
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(b) length(T1) < n; and
(c) odd(length(T1)),
where S1 and S2 are trace variables, length is a meta function on traces which returns the
number of event expressions contained in a trace, and odd is a meta predicate on integers
such that odd(i) = true if and only if i is an odd number. Note that all these predicate
expressions are assertions on the "meta" feature of T1, a feature which cannot be
conveniently expressed by just using variables in trace patterns alone.
A trace assertion can be enriched by adding a condition which is a predicate
expression P on the trace variables appearing in T and on the argument variables appearing
in T and E. A conditional trace assertion on state transition is written as
P :: T.E =r T’

<2.18>

For example, suppose that the stack is designed to ignore the PUSH events with a
negative argument when it contains an odd number of elements. This behaviour can be
described by
odd(length(T1)) ∧ (y < 0) :: T1.PUSH(y) =r T1

<2.19>

In summary, by introducing predicates into trace assertions as conditions, we have the
following most general form trace assertion on state transition relation r:
P(χ(TL)) ::

TL =r TR

<2.20>

where
(1) TL, called the LHS (left-hand side) of the assertion, consists of a trace pattern T
(intended to denote a set of canonical traces) extended by an event schema E.
(2) P(χ(TL)) is the condition of the assertion. χ(TL) denotes the set of variables
(argument variables and trace variables) in the trace pattern TL. P is an assertion on
the set of variables in χ(TL), which implies that all the variables having free
occurrences in P must also be in TL. When χ(TL) is empty or there are no extra
constraint on χ(TL), the condition is true by default, and often omitted. In the
following, when no confusion may arise, we often abbreviate P(χ(TL)) as P.
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Bounded variables introduced by existential or universal quantifiers can be used in P
but their scope is limited to P only. For example, the following conditional assertion
states that when the stack is in a state that all the elements are negative, an occurrence
of the POP event clears its contents
(∀ x, S1, S2)(T = S1.PUSH(x).S2 → x < 0) :: T.POP =r _

<2.21>

(3) TR, called the RHS (right-hand side) of the assertion, is a canonical trace pattern with
the restriction that χ(TR) ⊆ χ(TL).
The following five conditional trace assertions completely define the state transition
of the stack informally defined in Section 2.2.3:
length(T) < #size# :: T.PUSH(x) =r T.PUSH(x)
length(T) = #size# −1 :: [PUSH(y).T].PUSH(x) =r T.PUSH(x)
_.POP =r _
T.PUSH(x).POP =r T
T.TOP =r T
These five assertions replace the |TMC × EM| state transition descriptions that would
be needed in the conventional approach (using state instances) of specifying finite state
machines.
Similarly, by parameterizing the trace assertions defining the output relation o, we
have the following most general form of trace assertion on the output relation o:
P(χ(T, E)) ::

o(T, E) = V

<2.22>

where
(1) T is a canonical trace pattern T and E is an event schema.
(2) P(χ(T, E)) is the condition of the assertion. χ(T, E) denotes the set of variables
(argument variables and trace variables) in T and E. All the variables having free
occurrences in P must also be in T and E. When χ(T, E) is empty or there are no extra
constraint on χ(T, E), the condition is true by default, and often omitted.
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(3) V, denoting a set of values, can be an argument variable, a constant, or a well-defined
mathematical operation with argument variables and constant as operands. It must
satisfy the restriction that χ(V) ⊆ χ(TL).
For the stack example, the following trace assertions define all the outputs of the stack
module:
length(T) = 0 :: o(T, TOP) = 0
length(T) ≥ 0 :: o([T.PUSH(x)], TOP) = x
o(T, POP) = nil
o(T, PUSH(x)) = (nil, nil)
Here we write a tuple of length 1 just as a single value; the output vector for TOP
event is written as x, rather than (x). In a trace specification, we often omit all the trace
assertions defining output values where the output vector consists of only nil values. So,
for the stack module, the last two value assertions will be omitted.
2.7 Specifying Undesired Events
In designing a module interface, we expect the users to follow certain rules in
accessing the data structure hidden inside a module. For example, it is reasonable that a
user stores data items in a stack before he/she retrieves them. Attempting to retrieve data
from an "empty" module breaks this rule and thus, should be considered as an illegal usage
of the module. In a trace specification, we specify the behaviour of the module under
expected normal usages in terms of the state transition function r, and output relation o. We
also need to specify the corresponding states for those illegal usages so that it is possible
for the users to take proper actions to recover from the errors. On the other hand, the
outputs in case of errors can be an unspecified value (denoted by undefined) indicating that
the value returned is meaningless.
In case of an erroneous access of a module, the specifier should inform the user of the
three things.
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(1) The access may cause an error.
(2) The state transition is abnormal. The new state should be either the old state so that
no information will be lost, or when that is not possible, a state with a minimal
information loss.
(3) The output may be meaningless. For instance, when the stack is in its initial state
(empty stack, denoted by the empty trace _), a TOP invocation causes an error since
there is no sensible output. We should keep the machine in its old state and mark the
output value as undefined.
We extend the output vector of every module with an extra element: an error token,
K. An error token is an identifier used to classify and inform the users of the error cases.
When in a given state the current event is a legal usage, K = %normal%; otherwise,
K = %error name%. To enhance the readability, following [30], we use "%" as the token
delimiter. For example, in the above mentioned access to an empty stack by the TOP
invocation, we can let K = %empty%.
As an element of the output vector, K can be specified the same way as other output
values by value assertions. However, we choose to treat it differently and specify it
together with the state assertions. This is because an event causes an error if and only if
there is no proper state transition (we prefer to let the machine stay at the old state or the
one with minimal information loss so that the error recovery is possible).

The

corresponding output is often meaningless. Warning the specification readers of the errors
"up in front" by state assertions properly invalidates outputs for those cases.
Therefore, the RHS of the trace assertions defining the machine state transition now
becomes a pair: a canonical trace T’ and an error token K. In most cases, we only need to
explicitly specify one of them. If the current event is a normal usage, i.e., K = %normal%,
we can omit the K. If it is an illegal usage, but the module design requires the module to
remain in the old state, we can omit the T’. Only for other cases do we need to explicitly
specify both. The output values corresponding to the error event can be marked as
undefined. For example,
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_.POP =r %empty%
o(_, TOP) = undefined
A trace specification for the stack module (with proper error tokens) is provided in
Appendix A.
2.8 A Semantics for Trace Specifications
Our ultimate goal is to design and specify an FSM that models a module, i.e., provides
the same external observable behaviour. The design of the finite state machine, just as any
other engineering design, is a creative process and hence it is unrealistic to expect that two
designs are exactly the same. With different experience and understanding of the problem,
different designers will come up with different designs and hence with different trace
specifications. Therefore, it is important that we can answer the following questions:
(1) Given two different trace specifications, are they equivalent in the sense that they
describe the same externally observable behaviour of a module?
(2) More importantly, what is the essential meaning (or semantics) of a trace
specification?
We ask the second question because in the design of a state machine, notations and
concepts "accidentally" introduced [22] may disguise the genuine properties desired.
Given a module, different people may conceive different trace specifications, for example,
by choosing different canonical trace set.
In Appendix B, we give another trace specification for the same stack module as the
one specified in Appendix A. Although the two specification appear to be different, they
describe the same behaviour. Intuition tells us that, just by examining the input sequences
and corresponding outputs, the two specifications describe the same external observable
behaviour equally well. In other words, they are equivalent specifications. The meaning
or semantics of each specification should be something that the two specifications have in
common.
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The answers to the two questions are embedded in the classical FSM theories.
Extending the work in [78], we define two trace specifications
M = (EM, TMC, OM, r, o) and M’ = (EM, TMC’, OM, r’, o’)
as isomorphic to each other if and only if there exists a one-to-one mapping h (called an
isomorphism) between TMC and TMC’, i.e., h: TMC → TMC’, such that
(a) h(r(t, e)) = r’(h(t), e))
(b) o(t, e) = o’(h(t), e)
for each t ∈ TMC and e ∈ EM.
It is well known [78, 81] that, if two FSM’s are isomorphic to each other, they provide
the same input sequence to output sequence mapping, i.e., they have the same acceptable
traces. Therefore, for two trace specifications, if the two FSM’s defined are isomorphic,
then the two specifications are equivalent. The two specifications in Appendix A and
Appendix B are isomorphic. Let the canonical trace sets defined by the two specifications
be TMC and TMC’, respectively. The isomorphic function h: TMC → TMC’ is
h(T) = T.TOP for T ∈ TMC and T ≠ _, and
h(_) = _
However, this is only a partial answer to question (1) − only two specifications with
the same trace equivalence class partitions but with different canonical trace selections
(e.g., Appendix A and Appendix B) can be judged this way.

Chapter 3

The Trace Assertion Method (II)
− Format and Application
As explained in Chapter 2, a module interface is fully specified by the FSM definition
<EM, TMC, OM, r, o>. In theory, a specification is complete as long as all the components
are fully defined, no matter where and how they are presented. However, in order for a
trace specification to be a useful reference document in practice, a user should be able to
find relevant information quickly, i.e., without searching through the whole document. We
treat the design of the format for trace specifications as an intrinsic part of our method
rather than just a different "style". We organize the components of a trace specification in
a rigid order and format as described in Section 3.1.
The most important step in a finite state machine description is choosing the
representation of the machine states. The representations are usually based on some
informal descriptions of the problem under study. In Section 3.2, we discuss some
heuristics of selecting state representations, canonical traces.
The theory of trace assertion method presented in Chapter 2 is designed to specify the
interfaces of general "information hiding" software modules and device interface modules.
However, for some special types of modules, slavishly following the steps described in
Chapter 2 may result in some long and complex trace specifications. In Section 3.3, we
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discuss some notational conventions and techniques that can drastically reduce the length
and complexity of trace specifications for such modules.
3.1 Trace Assertion Specification Format
We divide a trace specification into the following five sections
(1) Syntax Section,
(2) Canonical Trace Definition Section,
(3) Trace Equivalence Section,
(4) Output Value Section, and
(5) Dictionary Section.
In terms of a finite state machine, the first four sections specify
(1) the input alphabet EM and output alphabet OM,
(2) the state set TMC,
(3) the state transition function r, and
(4) the output relation o.
The Dictionary Section defines the functions and relations used in the other sections.
3.1.1 The Syntax Section
In the Syntax Section of a trace specification, we describe the syntax of the event
expressions of a module by an Access-Program Table and a Monitored Event Table.
An Access-Program Table specifies module access-program names, the number of
arguments each program takes and the type of each argument, the type of each return value.
A sample access-program table is given in Table 3.1 below.
Program Name
ADD_ELE
GET_ELE

Arg#1
<integer>
<integer>

Arg#2
<ele>
<ele>:O

Value
<boolean>

Table 3.1 A Sample Access-Program Table
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As shown in Table 3.1, the Program Name column lists all the program names. The
Value column describes the types of the values, if any, returned by the programs (e.g.,
Pascal functions, or C non-void functions). The Arg#1, Arg#2, ... Arg#n columns give the
type information about the first, second, ..., and nth arguments needed to invoke the
program. The type information of an argument can be described as "<t> :O" indicating that
this argument is passed to the program by a parameter (i.e., variable), and as a result of the
program invocation, the parameter value may be changed.
Each row of the Access-Program Table defines the syntax of an event schema (cf.
Section 2.6) E(x1, x2, .., xn), where E is the program name defined on that row, xi is an
argument variable of type defined by Arg#i column. For example, the second row of Table
3.1 specifies the syntax of the event schema GET_ELE(i, e) where i is assumed to be an
<integer> typed variable, and e is an <ele> typed variable. Since the second argument is
marked with an ":O", it is passed to the program by reference. This schema in turn defines
the set of all the GET_ELE event expressions − the ones that can be obtained by replacing
the variable i with any integer value and the variable e with any value of type <ele>.
A Monitored Event Table defines a set of input variables related events and specifies
the syntax of the event schema that denotes these events. Any module that monitors input
variables will need such a table.
Event Name
LevelReaches
Overflow
Temp_change

Definition
@T($level$ > #max_point#)
when ($level$ ≤ #max_point#)
@F($temp$ = ’$temp$)

Arguments
($level$)
()
($temp$)

Table 3.2 A Sample Monitored Event Table
As shown in Table 3.2, a monitored event table consists of three columns. The Event
Name column lists names of the events defined. In the Definition column, the events are
defined by the descriptions of the form introduced in Definition 2.2. When the predicate
expression used in the events definition is complex, it can be defined in terms of other
predicates, called auxiliary predicates. The actual definition of those auxiliary predicates
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will be provided in the Dictionary section (cf. Section 3.1.5). The Arguments column
provides the event arguments, i.e., input variable names, that are necessary to fully define
an event.
Table 3.2 assumes that level and temp are input variables. Following the convention
in [67], input variable names are bracketed in "$" and constants bracketed in "#". Each row
of the monitored event table defines an event schema of the form E(arg#1, ..., arg#n), where
E is the event name and arg#1, ..., arg#n are the list of parameters defined on the row.
"E( )" will be written "E", such as Overflow. E(arg#1, ..., arg#n) denotes a set of input event
expressions − the ones that can be obtained by replacing each arg#i with an allowed value.
Table 3.2 alone does not provide complete syntactical information about the event
expressions. The input variables involved are named, but their types are not specified. The
type information of input variables are specified in the Input Variable Table of the form
Table 3.3:
Variable Name
$level$
$time$

Type
<real>
<integer>

Table 3.3 A Sample Input Variable Table
When a module has output variables, they are listed in the Output Variable Table.
The Output Variable Table has the same format as the Input Variable Table, except that the
output variable names are in brackets "$$," such as $$shutdown$$.
The Access-Program Table, the Monitored Event Table, and the Input Variable Table
together completely define the set of event expressions EM.
In each of the above four types of tables, to speed-up the information retrieval, the
rows are alphabetically ordered by the first column, i.e., by the names for input (output)
variables, access-programs, and monitored events.
Each row in the Access-Program Table also defines a set of output vectors of the
module. For a row with Arg#1, Arg#2, ... Arg#n, the output vectors defined are of the
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format (o1, ..., on, r). In the vector, if Arg#i is not marked with ":O", then oi is a "nil" value
otherwise, oi is a value of the type defined in the Arg#i entry; and r is a "nil" value if the
Value entry is empty, or a value of the type defined in the Value entry. These are all the
output vectors that the corresponding program invocation events may have.
For example, in Table 3.1, the second row defines a set of output vectors of the form
(nil, e, b) for the events GET_ELE, where e is a value of type <ele>, and b is a boolean
value.
The Output Variable Table with m rows (i.e., m output variables) defines another set
of output vectors (o1, ..., om), where each oi is a value of the type defined in the row i of the
table.
Altogether, all the output vectors defined in the Access-Program Table and the Output
Variable Table constitute the set of output values OM.
3.1.2 The Canonical Trace Definition Section
We describe the set of canonical traces TMC in this section. The canonical traces, one
from each equivalence trace class, are defined by a predicate canonical. A trace T is a
canonical trace if and only if canonical(T) = true.
Unless otherwise stated, by default, the empty trace _ is a canonical trace in its
equivalence trace class. It denotes the initial state of a module.
For the stack example, if we select the canonical traces as the traces consisting of zero
or more (up to #size#) PUSH events, it can be stated as:
canonical(T) =

Condition
Trace Patterns
0 ≤ n ≤ #size# T = [PUSH(xi)]i n= 1
~(0 ≤ n ≤ #size#) T = [PUSH(xi)]i n= 1
(true)
T ≠ [PUSH(xi)]i n= 1

Value
true
false
false

where [S(xi)]ik= j is a shorthand for S(xj).S(xj+1).....S(xk), and when k < j, it denotes the empty
trace, _.
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Such a predicate definition table, where only one row has the value true, can be
simplified as
canonical(T) ⇔ (T = [PUSH(xi)]i n= 1 ) when (0 ≤ n ≤ #size#)
where the key word when separates the trace patterns from the trace conditions.
When the definition of the predicate canonical is complex, to improve the readability,
it may be defined in terms of other simpler predicates, such as
canonical(T) ⇔ (T = [PUSH(xi)]i n= 1 ) when Cond(n)
It states that a trace T is a canonical trace if and only if T consists of up to n PUSH events
and n satisfies the predicate Cond. Cond is an auxiliary predicate. Its actual definition, in
this particular case, (0 ≤ n ≤ #size#), is given in the Dictionary Section (cf. Section 3.1.5).
More discussion on canonical trace selection is given in Section 3.2.
3.1.3 The Trace Equivalence Section
In a trace specification, the section defining the state transition function r is entitled
the Equivalence Section. It contains all the trace assertions defining the state transition.
To improve readability, we organize all the assertions with the same current (or, extending)
event schema E in a tabular format as shown below:
T.E =r

Condition
P1(χ(TL1.E))
...
Pn(χ(TLn.E))

Trace Patterns
TL1
...
TLn

Equivalence
TR1
...
TRn

Table 3.4 Trace Equivalence Table Format
where Condition, as described in Section 2.6, are predicates on the variables (both trace
variables and argument variables) appearing in TLi and E. The Equivalence are canonical
trace patterns, i.e., any trace instance of a pattern is a canonical trace. Each TLi under the
Trace Patterns column is either a canonical trace pattern, or, a characteristic predicate for
a canonical trace pattern. Each row i of Table 3.4 is interpreted as defining a trace assertion
(cf. <2.20>)
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Pi(χ(TLi.E)) :: TLi.E =r TRi
where, (a) TLi is a predicate, and T satisfies TLi; or, (b) TLi is a trace pattern, T = TLi.
Again, when Pi (or TLi) itself is a complex predicate expression that would make the
table unreadable, auxiliary predicates (functions) can be used.
For example, Table 3.5 defines the equivalent canonical traces for a canonical trace T
extended by a PUSH(x) event of the stack module:
T.PUSH(x) =r

Condition

Trace Patterns

Equivalence
T1.PUSH(x),
length(T) = #size# T = PUSH(y).T1
%full%
length(T) < #size#
(true)
T.PUSH(x)
Table 3.5 A Sample Trace Equivalence Table

The (true) value in the Trace Patterns column indicates that there is no need to
introduce trace patterns containing variables. In such cases, by <2.20>, T and x are the only
variables that can be used in the Condition column. If all the entries in the Trace Patterns
column are (true), then the whole column can be omitted. Also, if all the entries in the
Condition column are (true), i.e., there are no extra constraints on canonical trace T (other
than the trace patterns in the Trace Patterns column) and E, the Condition column can be
omitted from the table.
For ease of reference, in a trace specification, we list the Trace Equivalence Tables in
the alphabetic order of the names of the extending event schema. For example, in the stack
specification, we have three Trace Equivalence Tables listed in the order of POP, PUSH(x),
and TOP.
For an event schema E(x1,...,xn), let CSE be the trace set defined as
CSE = {T.E(a1,...,an) | T ∈ TMC, and E(a1,...,an) ∈ EM}.
Then, Pi together with TLi.E define a subset CSEi of CSE. In a trace module specification,
to guarantee all the equivalence tables together completely define the state transition
function of the machine modelling the module, we require that:
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(1) there is one equivalence table for each event schema E;
(2) in the equivalence table for E, assuming the table has n rows, CSE1, CSE2, ...,
CSEn is a partition of CSE, i.e.,

• CSEi ∩ CSEj = ∅, for each 0 ≤ i, j ≤ n and i ≠ j; and
• CSE1 ∪ CSE2 ∪ ... ∪ CSEn = CSE;
(3) each row of the equivalence table defines a function, i.e., for each trace in
CSEi, the corresponding entry under the Equivalence column uniquely defines
a canonical trace.
The second requirement can be equivalently expressed as: for any canonical trace T
extended by an single event E, there is one and only one row k in the equivalence table for
E such that T.E ∈ CSEk.
We refer to trace specifications satisfying (1) - (3) as state-proper. We are interested
in state-proper specifications because the state transitions defined in such a specification
are guaranteed to be complete and consistent: for the module in some state, when any event
occurs, the new canonical trace is specified exactly once. In the remainder of this thesis,
we only consider state-proper trace specifications.
For example, for a different stack design, the Trace Equivalence Table below satisfies
(2) and (3):
T.PUSH(x) =r
Condition
Trace Patterns
length(T) < #size#
T
(length(T) = #size#) ∧
T = PUSH(y).T1
even(y)
(length(T) = #size#) ∧
T = PUSH(y).T1
odd(y)

Equivalence
T.PUSH(x)
T1.PUSH(x),
%full%
%full%

Table 3.6 A Sample Trace Equivalence Table for PUSH(x)
In Table 3.6, the condition, together with trace pattern, in the first row defines all the
canonical traces of length less than #size# extended with a PUSH event, while those in
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second (third) row define canonical traces of length #size# (when the first element is an
even (odd) number, respectively) extended with a PUSh event. All three sets of traces are
pairwise disjoint and the union of the three sets is CSPUSH.
3.1.4 The Output Value Section
A module’s output can be observed in two ways: by the values returned via the
module’s access-programs, and by the values of the output variables. Hence, in the Value
Section of a trace specification, there are two tables specifying the respective output values.
For the output values returned via the access-programs, we need to specify which
programs return what values. This information is specified in a list of Output Value Tables,
one for each event schema.
The general format of an Output Value Table is as follows:
o(T, E) =

Condition
P1(χ(T1.E))
...
Pn(χ(Tn.E))

Trace Patterns

Value

T1
...
Tn

V1
...
Vn

Table 3.7 Output Value Table Format
Each row i defines a trace assertion (cf. <2.20>)
Pi(χ(Ti, E)) :: o(Ti, E) = Vi
By default, if each of the events denoted by the event schema E only returns a vector
of nil values, we can omit the Output Value Table for E.
For example, Table 3.8 defines the outputs of TOP events of the stack module:
o(T, TOP) =

Condition
(true)
(true)

Trace Patterns
T=_
T = T1.PUSH(a)

Value
undefined
a

Table 3.8 A Sample Output Value Table for a Program Invocation Event
In effect, Table 3.8 is the only Output Value Table under the Value Section of the
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stack specification since neither PUSH nor POP returns non-nil values.
In Table 3.8, the Condition can be omitted; by default, a missing Condition column in
an Output Value Table and a Trace Equivalence Table indicates that all the conditions are
true. As in the Trace Equivalence Tables, when all the entries in the Trace Patterns
column of an Output Value Table are (true), the whole column can be omitted.
For programs that return more than one non-nil value, we need different Output Value
Tables to specify different values. To distinguish whether a value is returned through a
program value return or through some of its arguments, and to identify the table that defines
each output value, we use either Value, or, Arg#i as a subscript of the vector o(T, E), such
as o(T, E)[Value], to indicate which output value an Output Value Table specifies.
For example, Table 3.1 indicates that the program GET_ELE returns two values,
Value, and Arg#2. The two values are defined separately in the following two tables:
o(T, GET_ELE(i, e))[Value] =
Condition
(i < 0) ∨ (i > length(T))
0 ≤ i ≤ length(T)

Trace Patterns
(true)
T≠_

Value
undefined
success(T, i)

Trace Patterns
(true)

Value
undefined

T = T1.Add(v).T2

v

o(T, GET_ELE(i, e))[Arg#2] =
Condition
(i < 0) ∨ (i > length(T))
(0 ≤ i ≤ length(T)) ∧
(length(T1) = i)

Again, in an Output Value Table, we can use auxiliary functions, such as the boolean
valued function success in above table, and provide their definitions in the Dictionary
Section (cf. Section 3.1.5).
Output variable values are also specified in Output Value Tables. Since the values of
the output variables are considered to be observable at any time, for the occurrence of every
event, the values of the output variables must be specified. A sample output value table is
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provided in Table 3.9:
o(T, E)[$$alarm$$] =
Condition
P1(T, E)
P2(T, E)

Trace Patterns
T = ...
...

Value
on
off

Table 3.9 A Sample Output Value Table for an Output Variable
If an event has no effect on the values of output variables, we can omit the
corresponding Output Value Table.
We list all the Output Value Tables in a trace specification in the alphabetic order of
the current event schema E.
We call a trace specification value-proper if
(1) for each output variable, its value is defined for each state and each current
event;
(2) for a value return program (get-program or sg-program), each value returned by
the program and its argument(s), if any, after the program invocation is defined
for each state.
A proper trace specification is a specification that is both state-proper and valueproper.
The stack specification in Appendix A is a proper trace specification.
3.1.5 The Dictionary Section
The Dictionary Section in a trace specification provides the definitions of the terms,
auxiliary functions (including predicates), types, and other structures that are used in the
body of the specification.
To keep the tables in the other sections concise and readable, we have in many places
mentioned that some functions (including predicates), referred to as auxiliary functions,
can be used in tables without including their definitions in the table. To have a complete
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and self contained trace specification, the definitions of these auxiliary functions are
provided in the Auxiliary Function table in the Dictionary Section.
Auxiliary functions are usually used in the following situations:
(1) Some functions or predicates used in the body of a specification are too complex to
be fully expanded in one place. Auxiliary functions are introduced to decompose the
complex functions or predicates into simpler, easier to understand units.
(2) Some commonly used expressions appear over and over again in a specification, so
it would make sense to factor them out and only define them in one place. The
advantages of doing this are twofold: the specification will become more concise, and
the further changes on these functions will be simpler and guaranteed to be
consistent.
(3) Due to the structure of the data object under specification, some functions have to
be defined recursively and hence, must be explicitly named.
Auxiliary functions are defined as mathematical functions; they have no "sideeffects." When an auxiliary function itself is too complex, it can also be defined in terms of
other auxiliary functions. The syntax table for auxiliary functions is the same as for the
access-programs, except that each function has a value, and no argument can be marked as
":O". The rows in the syntax table are alphabetically ordered by the function names.
The semantics of each auxiliary function is defined in a separate table similar to a trace
equivalence table. A sample function definition table for the auxiliary function success
(used in defining o(T, GET_ELE(i, e))[Value], in Section 3.1.4) is shown in Table 3.10:
success(T, p) =

Condition
Trace Patterns
0 < p < length(T1)
T = Init.T1
~(0 < p < length(T1))
T = Init.T1

Value
true
false

Table 3.10 A Sample Auxiliary Function Definition Table
By the body of the o(T, GET_ELE(i, e))[Value] definition in Section 3.1.4, T in Table
3.10 is a canonical trace with the properties described in the canonical predicate of the
module.
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3.2 Canonical Traces Selection
In specifying a module by the Trace Assertion Method, the two most important steps
are
(1) to identify a (minimal) set of states sufficient to describe the behaviour of the
module, and
(2) to choose a set of proper canonical traces to denote these states.
Both steps heavily depend on the specifier’s understanding of the problem at hand and
experience. Nevertheless, there are some general guidelines that can help the specifiers.
According to [47], the state of an FSM is a set of variables whose values, together with
the input, determines the output. An abstract machine state must represent the net effect of
the past input history (and output history in case of non-deterministic module) of the
machine. Since we are only interested in the externally observable behaviour (e.g., output
values) of a module, the abstract state of a machine modelling the module should represent
only the externally observable information contained in the module. The abstract state of
a stack, for instance, should reflect the elements currently contained in the stack and the
order in which the elements were entered. An abstract state captures the abstract semantics
of a stack without mentioning any internal representation. We do not need to know the
actual input history of the stack. As long as we know the net effect of the input history, i.e.,
the current contents of the stack, we can predict the future output behaviour. Since all the
input histories denoted by traces in the same equivalence class have the same net effect, it
is usually natural to choose the shortest of the traces as the canonical trace.
For the stack example, the state that the stack contains two elements 4 and 7, and 7 is
on top of 4 can be reached by infinite number of input histories. The shortest trace is
PUSH(4).PUSH(7). We choose the building blocks of canonical traces as PUSH event
expressions because they represent both (1) the elements stored in the stack (by their event
arguments) − any stack contents can be represented by the PUSH event expressions only;
and (2) the order of the elements in the stack − by their relative positions in a canonical
trace. There is no shorter trace than the PUSH sequence to denote the module state.
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Following Section 2.1.1, we have three categories of programs: set-programs, getprograms, and sg-programs. Since pure get-programs do not change the data stored in a
module, they do not have any effect on the module state, and hence do not need to appear
in the canonical traces. Some set-programs and sg-programs contribute data to a module,
called Information Contributors (ICT); some remove part of the existing data, called
Information Consumers (ICS); and some change the value of the existing data, called
Information Modifiers (IMD)†. Any non-trivial module that implements some abstract data
objects has some ICT’s to enter data to the module. A heuristic in choosing the event
expressions that will constitute canonical traces is that the module state should be denoted
by a canonical trace consisting only of ICT’s − any traces containing ICS’s and IMD’s can
be replaced by a short, equivalent trace containing only ICT’s. In the stack example, PUSH
is the only ICT. That is why in Appendix A, we define all the canonical traces as the
sequences of PUSH’s.
Some module may have several ICT’s. For example, in the table list module [4], both
INSERT and APPEND are ICT’s. An INSERT sequence can be replaced by APPEND
sequence and vice versa. There is no need to use both ICT’s in the canonical traces. In
these cases, we can arbitrarily make a choice to include only one ICT in canonical traces.
The effect of other ICT events can be described in terms of the chosen ones.
The stack is an example where the relative order of the PUSH events arguments in a
canonical trace is the order in which those elements were entered into the stack. Since the
order in which the elements entered on the stack determines the order in which they will
appear at the top of the stack, PUSH(4).PUSH(7) is a different state than
PUSH(7).PUSH(4). On the other hand, there are some modules where the order in which
the ICT programs are invoked does not affect the state. For example, in a set module that
provides INSERT(x), DELETE(x), and IS_IN(x) programs, INSERT(3).INSERT(5) and
INSERT(5).INSERT(3) denote the same abstract set, i.e., state − there are two elements 3
and 5 in the set.
†. They are called constructors, destructors, and modifiers, respectively, in [62].
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For such a module, it is not sufficient to characterise the canonical traces as sequence
of INSERT’s because then a canonical trace is no longer a unique representative in the class
of equivalent traces. For instance, in the set example, both INSERT(3).INSERT(5) and
INSERT(5).INSERT(3) are such sequences but they belong to the same equivalence trace
class, i.e., denote the same state. We need to choose one trace in a class. A handy way to
eliminate equivalent canonical trace candidates is to enforce an (artificial) order on the
expression arguments so that exactly one trace can satisfy the order. For example, the
canonical trace for the set module can be specified as:
canonical(T) ⇔ (T = [INSERT(xi)]i =n1) when (n ≤ #size#) ∧ (∀ 1 ≤ j < n)(xj < xj+1)
The above states that a canonical trace is a sequence of INSERT’s sorted by their
integer arguments in the strictly increasing order (no duplicated element is allowed). The
use of the increasing order is arbitrary, decreasing order works equally well. By this
definition, INSERT(5).INSERT(3) is not a canonical trace. For an interesting comparison,
the canonical trace definition for a bag module [99] (which allows duplicated elements) is
canonical(T) ⇔ (T = [INSERT(xi)]i =n1)
when (n ≤ #size#) ∧ (∀ 1 ≤ j < n)(xj ≤ xj+1)
which states that a canonical trace is a sequence of INSERT’s sorted by their integer
arguments in a non-decreasing order.
3.3 The Application of the Trace Assertion Specification Method
3.3.1 Viewing a Module as Implementing a Set of Homogeneous Objects
In Chapter 2, we viewed each module as implementing a single abstract data object,
such as a stack. In practical applications, it is not unusual that a module is designed to
implement several independent objects. For example, in some applications, one may need
to design a stack module that implements two or more stacks. Following the method
described in Chapter 2, we can still treat this module as implementing a single composed
object, an m-stack (multiple-stack), and specify it accordingly. As a result, the canonical
traces are long and complex since a state now must represent the contents of every stack in
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the module. The trace assertions also become long and complex (since they are defined on
canonical traces), even though most, if not all, module events only have effect on one of the
stacks.
We can drastically reduce the length and the complexity of this kind of specifications
by means of projection. Mechanical engineers often specify a complex physical object by
projecting its image onto three orthogonal planes. The projected image on one plane can
be studied without looking at the other two. The composition of the three images
constitutes a complete specification of the original object. A multiple-object module can
be seen as comprising a tuple of objects, and the behaviour of an object in the tuple as being
a projection of the module’s behaviour. If we know the behaviour of each object, by some
appropriate composing mechanism, we can obtain the behaviour of the module. Since we
assume that the objects are homogeneous, all the projections are identical. We only need
to project the behaviour of the module along one "dimension", i.e., we only need to specify
the behaviour of one representative object. Following the method presented in the last
chapter, we can specify this chosen representative as though it was an independent finite
state machine. The state of this machine need only to reflect its own content, hence the
canonical traces and trace assertions can be much shorter and simpler.
We can view a module, such as the m-stack module, as implementing a set of
homogeneous objects only if we can distinguish one object from another object. To be able
to distinguish different component objects, each object must have a unique name. For
specifications of single object modules, each event, by default, has some effect on the one
object implemented by that module. For multiple-object modules, a name is required to
appear as an argument in event expressions to indicate which object an event will act upon.
More precisely, we assume that:
(1) if an event expression has objects’ names as arguments, then the corresponding
event, called an object specific event, will act on only those objects named; no other
objects will be affected; and
(2) if an event expression has no object name argument, then the corresponding event,
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called a universal event, will act on every component object in the module.
Our underlying finite state machine model determines that each module can only
implement a finite number of objects. Therefore, the set of object names of a module is
also finite. Names can be of any data type admitting equality (so that we can distinguish
different objects).
We use a module that implements three integer stacks (3-stack module) as an
example. Other than having an extra CLEAR program, each stack behaves the same as the
stack specified in Chapter 2. The CLEAR program invocation, as a universal event, deletes
all the elements in all stacks. Let the name set of the module be {1, 2, 3}. Directly applying
the trace assertion method, i.e., treating the three stacks together as a single object, results
in the specification shown in Appendix C. Since the states must represent the contents of
all the three stacks, the canonical traces consist of three clearly separated segments
denoting the contents of the respective three stacks. Each segment is identified by the event
expressions with the same name argument. All the three segments of a canonical trace must
be considered in every trace assertion, although the descriptions of all the events, except
CLEAR, only make assertions on one segment denoting a specific, named stack.
For the same 3-stack module, a representative stack s is specified in Appendix D using
the multiple-object view. S is not an object name but a variable ranging over the set of valid
object names. It denotes one of the objects. Comparing this specification with the single
stack module specification in Appendix A, except the new CLEAR program, the only
difference is the extra name arguments in each of the access-programs (and hence the
corresponding event expressions). By substituting an object name, say 2, for x, we obtain
the specification for the stack 2.
We can use this object specification as the specification of the module.
Note that in such a multi-object module specification, an object is passed to a program
by reference, i.e., by the object name. Just as other arguments passed to a program by
reference, a name parameter can be marked ":O", indicating that as a result of the program,
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the object state may be changed. For example, in the Access-Program Table of Appendix
D, the name arguments for the two set-programs POP and PUSH are marked with ":O"
indicating the programs change the content of the stack. The name argument for the getprogram TOP has no ":O" mark. This means that an invocation of the TOP program does
not change the content of the stack.
In the 3-stack example above, the events act on either a single, named object only or
all the objects. Besides these two types of events, there are often events that act on several
but not all of the objects. Let object x be the representative object, E be an event name, and
y be a name such that y ≠ x. For the object x, the effects of the events E(x, y, ...), E(y, x, ...),
E(x, x,...), etc. (i.e., all the events where x can appear as an argument) on x must be
specified. For the 3-stack example, if we add a program JOIN(x,y), which appends the
content of stack y to the "bottom" end of stack x, we would need the following two
extension tables (cf. Appendix E):
Ts.JOIN(s, s1) =r

Condition
length(Ts) + m > #size#
length(Ts) + m ≤ #size#

Ts1 =
Ts1 =

Trace Patterns

Equivalence

[PUSH(s1,yi)]i m= 1
[PUSH(s1,yi)]i m= 1

%overflow%
Ts1.Ts

Ts.JOIN(s1, s) =r

Condition
~(s = s1)
(s = s1) ∧ (2 × length(Ts) ≤ #size#)
(s = s1) ∧ (2 × lengthh(Ts) > #size#)

Equivalence
Ts
Ts.Ts
%overflow%

The first table states the effect of a JOIN program invocation on s as the first
argument. If the total number of elements in s and in the other stack s1 (which can be s
itself!) exceeds #size#, then the invocation generates an %overflow% error and s is
unchanged; otherwise, the content of s1 will be added at the bottom end of s.
Similarly, the second table states the effect of a JOIN program invocation on s as the
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second argument. If s1 and s are not the same stack, the content of s will not be changed.
Otherwise, the content of s will be either duplicated (Ts.Ts) or remain the same (in case of
%overflow% error) depending on the original size of s.
3.3.2 Specification of Non-deterministic Modules
In a module interface design, there are cases that for a module in a certain state, any
element in a set of values is acceptable as an output of a module access-program or output
variable. For implementation efficiency, it is desirable to give the implementors the
freedom to make the choice and to specify this "don’t care" situation by means of nondeterministic specifications. As discussed in Chapter 2, in a trace specification for a nondeterministic module, for some events, a choice set (of output values), rather than a specific
value, is specified. The implementor can choose any member of this set as an output of
these events.
We distinguish the following two types of non-determinism:
(1) For any event, the choice of the output within the choice set has no effect on any
future outputs. For instance, the list module (a simplified version of an example in
[73], an informal specification is included in Appendix F) illustrates this type of nondeterminism: when there are several positions storing the same value x in the list, an
invocation of the program GETPOS(x) can have any of these positions as an output.
The chosen value has no relation with the choice set of any future GETPOS event.
(2) The choice of the output of an event has some effects on the future outputs. For
example, in the UNIQUE INTEGER module discussed in Chapter 2, once an integer
is chosen and returned by a GETINT event, it can never be chosen (returned) again.
In other words, the chosen value of a GETINT event posts some constraints on the
choice set of all the future GETINT events.
Another example of type (2) non-determinism is the priority queue [107] module (an
informal specification is included in Appendix G). In this module, for a FRONT event, the
restrictions on its return value are:
(a) if there is no other FRONT event in the event history, then it can return any value in
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the queue with the highest priority;
(b) if there are FRONT events in the event history and after the most recent FRONT,
there are some INSERT events or REMOVE events (i.e., the contents of the queue
changed), then it can return any value in the queue with the highest priority;
(c) otherwise, it returns the same value the most recent FRONT event returned.
A REMOVE event removes a value (together with its priority key) that a FRONT
would return.
Since our finite state machine model allows the outputs to be described by relations,
type (1) non-determinism can be conveniently specified. Although the modules are nondeterministic, we can still use the simplified traces (without the output history). This is
because, just the same as the deterministic modules, the output history of type (1) nondeterministic modules does not play any role in the choice of the future output values or
states. The trace specification for the list module is given in Appendix F.
When using the Trace Assertion Method presented in Chapter 2 to specify type (2)
non-deterministic modules, we can further simplify the notation.
For type (2) non-deterministic modules, a trace contains a sequences of E.O pairs. In
an acceptable trace, each O must be acceptable for the current event E with respect to the
history. For a program invocation event denoted by the schema E(a1, ..., ai, ..., am), the
output vector must be the form of O = (o1, ..., oi, ..., om, r). It would be more concise and
convenient to combine each pair as a single item, written as
E(a1/o1, ..., ai/oi, ..., am/om)/r.

<3.1>

By default, if the i’th argument of E is passed by value, then oi will always be "nil"
and can be omitted, and <3.1> can be written as
E(a1/o1, ..., ai, ..., am/om)/r.

<3.2>

If E is a program that does not return a value (i.e., a procedure or void function), then
the "/r" part can be omitted. For example, according to the syntax definition in Table 3.1,
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the first argument of GET_ELE is passed by value while the second argument is passed by
reference. Thus, the pair GET_ELE(3, e).(nil, e1, true) can be concisely combined as
GET_ELE(3, e/e1)/true. In the UNIQUE INTEGER module specification, we can denote
the pair GETINT.(3) just as GETINT/3.
An E.O pair written in format <3.2> is often denoted as E/O.
Using this notation and the method described in Chapter 2, the UNIQUE INTEGER
module specification is given in Appendix H.
As discussed in Section 3.2, a module state should reflect the data items and the
relations among the data items stored in the module. A canonical trace denoting a state
usually consists of the events that are ICT’s that represent the net effect of some history. If
we know the contents of a module, then after an ICT event, the new contents of a module
is usually predictable (or, determined). However, if a non-deterministic module has some
ICS’s/IMD’s and their effects depend on some of the previous output history, then the
situation becomes much more complex.
For the priority queue module, the contents of the queue can be denoted by a sequence
of INSERT’s, such as INSERT(5, 6).INSERT(5, 9) (both 6 and 9 have the same priority,
5). However, whenever there is more than one element with the highest priority, we cannot
specify the effect of a REMOVE event deterministically − to keep the specification as
general as possible, we should allow any element with the highest priority to be removed
by the REMOVE event. Because of this non-determinism, we cannot find a canonical trace
consisting solely of ICT’s to denote the contents of the queue after the REMOVE. For
example, if the module is in the state denoted by T = INSERT(5, 6).INSERT(5, 9), then
T.REMOVE is equivalent to neither INSERT(5, 6) nor INSERT(5, 9).

Actually,

T.REMOVE itself is a canonical trace of its own equivalence class − the class denoting the
state that an undetermined element, 6 or 9, together with its priority key, has been removed.
With this canonical trace denoting an undetermined queue contents, the further extensions
are much harder to specify. Theoretically, the method presented in Chapter 2 is still
capable of specifying this types of modules. In reality, however, the semantic meanings of
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the abstract data objects implemented by the modules are often lost in the complex
specifications.
To make the specification more intuitive and readable, for type (2) non-determinism
with ICS’s/IMD’s, we have modified our method: instead of specifying the equivalent
canonical trace T’ for a trace T extended with an event E, we allow to specify a set of
canonical traces T1, T2, ..., Tn, i.e.,
T.E =r {T1, T2, ... Tn}

<3.3>

where each Ti is a canonical trace and for any E’ ∈ EM, S ∈ TM
o(T.E.S, E’) = o(T1.S, E’) ∪ o(T2.S, E’) ... ∪ o(Tn.S, E’).

<3.4>

The assertion <3.3> is interpreted as: when the module is in the state denoted by T,
the occurrence of the event E changes the module to one of the states denoted by T1, T2, ...,
and Tn. Usually, <3.3> is used when each Ti is a canonical trace consisting solely of ICT’s.
For example, for the trace T = INSERT(5, 6).INSERT(5, 9), instead of specifying the
equivalent trace for T.REMOVE (as discussed above, which would be T.REMOVE itself),
we specify
INSERT(5, 6).INSERT(5, 9).REMOVE =r {INSERT(5, 6), INSERT(5, 9)}
which indicates that after the REMOVE event, the module can be in the state denoted by
either INSERT(5, 6) or INSERT(5, 9).
For general cases, we have:
T.REMOVE =r
Condition
highest(p,T)

Trace Patterns
T = T1.INSERT(p,v).T2

Equivalence
T1.T2

where the auxiliary predicate highest is defined as
highest(p, T) = (∀ S1,S2, p1,x)(T = S1.INSERT(p1, x).S2 → (p1 ≤ p))
Note that in the above table, the T1 and T2 are not uniquely defined. Thus, the table
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defines a relation: for any canonical trace T, when it is extended by REMOVE, the
Equivalence column defines a set of canonical traces. Using this modified method, the state
denoted by T.REMOVE is replaced by a set of possible states with definite queue contents.
These states are denoted by the canonical traces consisting of solely INSERT’s.
The trace specification following this approach is given in Appendix G. It states that
a pair of integers (priority, value) with the highest priority may be inserted as the last pair
of the queue and hence may be deleted (returned) by the REMOVE (FRONT). Since, for
a given trace, the last pair of the queue is undetermined. The element to be removed by
REMOVE or returned by FRONT appears non-deterministic.
This modified approach generalizes the FSM model of Chapter 2: when a trace is
extended by an event, with the same output (in case of REMOVE, a "nil" value), a machine
can be in one of several different states. The machine is now a non-deterministic machine
in which both the output value and the next state are non-deterministic. As we will see in
Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, while this modification of the specification method improves the
readability, such a specification cannot be effectively simulated to check all the acceptable
implementations. In order to simulate such a trace specification, after each occurrence of
an event, all the possible canonical traces have to be computed. The number of canonical
traces can become forbiddingly large as the simulation runs for a while.
3.3.3 Specifying Real-Time Requirements
Device interface modules monitor various input variables. Included in the set of input
variables monitored by a module can be a variable denoting time (time). With this variable,
assertions can be made on the time intervals between the events of a module. These
assertions in effect state the real-time requirements on the events of the module. Modules
with real-time requirements are often referred to as real-time modules.
Within the framework of Chapter 2, we treat time as an integer valued input variable
monitored by modules having real-time requirements. Other modules ignore the time
variable. We assume that there is a system clock that regularly sends clock "tick"’s to each
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real-time module. The frequency of the clock tick can be a parameter. The event of a clock
tick occurs, denoted by Tick is defined as below,
Event Name
Tick
...

Definition
@T(($time$ mod #period#) = 0)
...

Arguments
()
...

Table 3.11 The Tick Event Definition
In Table 3.11, (1) #period# is a parameter that determines the clock resolution, i.e.,
the frequency at which the "tick"’s are sent out; and (2) mod is the integer modulo
operation whose result is the remainder of the integer division.
Let Δt and Δt’ denote two intervals. We can specify the following basic cases of realtime requirements.
(1) Two events are required to occur within Δt of each other.
(2) Two events are required to occur at least Δt apart.
(3) Assuming Δt < Δt’, two events are required to occur within Δt’ of each other, yet at
least Δt apart.
To illustrate the use of the time variable in these cases, we design a module to monitor
the time interval between two events E1 and E2. The required behaviour of the two events
is that
(1) after the module initialization, the first event should be E1,
(2) between any two E2 events, there is at least one E1, and
(3) if E2 occurs, the time interval between it and the previous E1 should be longer than
t1 but shorter than or equal to t2 (t1 < t2).
The module sets the output variable status to true for the normal case and false for
other cases, i.e., E2 occurs either too early or too late, or E2 occurs consecutively. The
canonical traces of the module can be defined as
canonical(T) ⇔ (T = _) ∨ (T = E1.Tickm) when (0 ≤ m ≤ t2)
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The equivalence section contains the following state assertions.
T.E1 =r E1
T.Tick =r

T.E2 =r

Condition

Trace Patterns

Equivalence

(true)
k < t2
k = t2

T=_
T = E1.Tickk
T = E1.Tickk

_
T.Tick
E1, %late%

Condition
(true)
k ≤ t1
t1 < k ≤ t2

Trace Patterns
T=_
T = E1.Tickk
T = E1.Tickk

Equivalence
%noE1%
_, %early%
_

The value assertions are
o(T, E2)[$$status$$] =

Condition
t1 < k ≤ t2
~(t1 < k ≤ t2)

Trace Patterns
T = E1.Tickk
T = E1.Tickk

Value
true
false

In this example, the time interval between E2 and the next E1 is ignored.
There are cases where the requirement on the interval between two events is in terms
of other intervals. For example, suppose that a module monitors three events E1, E2, and
E3. The requirement on the interval between E2 and E3 is that it must be longer than the
interval between E1 and E2. This requirement can be described by an assertion like
T.E3 =r

Condition
m≥n

Trace Patterns
T = E1.Tickm.E2.Tickn

m<n

T = E1.Tickm.E2.Tickn

...

...

Equivalence
(error report)
(state denoting
correct sequence)
...

Chapter 4

Trace Rewriting Systems
Once a module interface is formally specified in the Trace Assertion Method, not only
do the members of the development and maintenance team have a precise specification to
work with, but also some useful software tools can be built to support various software
development and maintenance activities.
With the Trace Assertion Method, one very useful tool, called trace simulator, can be
developed to simulate the module interfaces specified in trace specifications. Given a trace
specification S for module M, by symbolically interpreting the set of trace assertions in S,
the trace simulator accepts external events of M and simulates the response of M. The
simulator duplicates the externally observable behaviour of the module M specified by S.
Such a simulation can help:
(1) module designers to validate their designs: One common error found in formal
specifications is that the specifiers write down something that does not correspond to
their intent. The simulation provides a means of double checking the specifications
and helps to eliminate such errors. Also, in designing application domain dependant
modules, some users familiar with these specific domains might not have the
necessary training in the Trace Assertion Method or language, and hence cannot (or,
do not want to) read the specifications. The simulation will open a channel for
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communicating with these users;
(2) the users to understand a module’s behaviour: The users of a module M may receive
an intuitive understanding of the externally observable behaviour of M by running
simulations; and
(3) module testers to test implementations: Using the same testing data, the simulated
results of a specification can be used as a standard to check against the testing results
of implementations.
In this chapter, we introduce a theoretic model for the trace simulator − the trace
rewriting system and study the properties of some special trace rewriting systems. We then
show how to use trace rewriting systems to simulate the interfaces of modules.
4.1 The Trace Evaluation Problem
In a trace specification, the set of trace assertions (in format <2.20> and <2.22>) plus
the rules <2.6> − <2.9> completely defines a trace equivalence relation. This is the same
approach as the one in equational systems where a set of equations together with the
equational deduction rules are used to define an equivalence relation among terms [2, 7,
82]. An equational system is often simulated by means of term rewriting [2, 82, 90]. A
term rewriting system is a logic deduction system with a given set of equations on terms as
the axioms and the deduction rules that are often described as "replacing equals (equal
terms) by equals". As the axioms of a rewriting system, the set of equations are applied to
one direction only. A term rewriting system is often applied to the following problems:

• The "Word Problem": given two terms, check if they denote the same value;
• Expression Simplification: given an expression, i.e., a term, simplify it to some predefined canonical form; and

• Equation Solving: given two terms with variables, check if there exists an assignment
of values to the variables in the two terms so that the two terms, with the assignment,
denote the same value.
According to [90], an equation can be used as a rewriting rule, i.e., an axiom, if and
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only if
(R-1) the LHS of the equation is not a variable;
(R-2) all the variables appearing in the RHS also appear in the LHS; and
(R-3) if the equation is conditional, then, all the variables appearing in the conditions
also appear in the LHS.
For our trace simulation, a given trace specification S of a module M together with the
trace simulator form a "black-box". The users can feed the "black-box" with a sequence of
events of M. The simulator accepts the inputs and interprets the trace assertions in S and
generates outputs accordingly. The fundamental problem that the trace simulator has to
solve is the Trace Evaluation problem: given a trace T and an event expression E as the
inputs to the simulator, what are the acceptable outputs for E?
Based on the Trace Assertion Method, the solution to the Trace Evaluation problem
consists of two parts:

• the solution to the Trace Simplification problem: given a trace, find its equivalent
canonical trace; and

• the solution to the problem of finding the acceptable outputs for an event with respect
to a given canonical trace.
We observe that a trace specification S resembles a term rewriting system in the
following aspects:
(1) the format of the trace assertions in S, satisfies the requirements on rewriting rules
((R-1) − (R-3) above);
(2) as shown in the Commuting Theorem of Chapter 2, in the Trace Assertion Method,
we already used the idea of replacing some traces by their equivalent canonical
traces; and
(3) the Trace Simplification problem resembles the Expression Simplification problem
in the term rewriting systems.
These observations lead us to consider simulating trace specifications by interpreting
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trace assertions as trace rewriting rules. The introducing of the rewriting techniques into
the trace simulator is very natural. When we specify an interface of a module, we use a
parameterization approach where each variable in a trace assertion represents a set of
values. When we apply these rules to actual traces, the variables need to be instantiated to
their respective values. The rewriting techniques provide us with the necessary "deparameterization" mechanism.
In Section 4.2 through Section 4.6, we will view a trace assertion P(χ(TL)) :: TL =r TR
in a trace specification S as a conditional rewriting rule and view the set of trace assertions
in S as forming a trace rewriting system. We study the Trace Simplification problem in
these trace rewriting systems.
In Section 4.7, we discuss how to use the solutions of the Trace Simplification
problem together with the output trace assertions in S to solve the Trace Evaluation
problem for traces of S.
4.2 Trace Rewriting Systems
In this section, we define the elements of a trace rewriting system. We then build the
linkage between a trace rewriting system and a trace specification in Section 4.3.
Definition 4.1 (trace patterns, traces): Let
(1) P be a non-empty, finite set of elements called types;
(2) E be a non-empty, finite set of elements called event names, where each E ∈ E has a
signature (P0 × P1 × ... × Pk) for some k ≥ 0 and each Pi ∈ P;
(3) C = {CP | P ∈ P} be a family of elements called constants; each set CP consists of
constants of type P;
(4) VT, and VE be two denumerable sets of elements called trace variables and event
variables, respectively; and
(5) P, E, C, VT, and VE be pairwise disjoint.
Then, the trace pattern set T(P, E, C, VT, VE), or simply T, is constructed as follows:
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(i) the distinguished empty trace, "_", is in T, i.e., _ ∈ T;
(ii) all the elements in VT are also in T, i.e., VT ⊆ T;
(iii) for each E ∈ E with a signature (P0 × P1 × ... × Pk), and for each ai ∈ (VE ∪ CPi),
oi ∈ (VE ∪ CPi ∪ {nil}), E(a1/o1, a2/o2, ..., ak/ok)/o0 ∈ T. By default, ai/nil is written
as ai, and E/nil is written as E;
(iv) if T1, T2 ∈ T, T1 ≠ _, and T2 ≠ _, then, T1.T2 ∈ T; and
(v) these are the only members of T.
A subset of the trace patterns, T(P, E, C, ∅, ∅), i.e., the trace patterns without variables,
are called traces.



A trace pattern denotes a set of traces. To obtain traces from a trace pattern, we need
to replace the variables in the trace pattern by constants or traces. Thus the concept of
substitution:
Definition 4.2 (substitution, matching): Given any trace pattern set T(P, E, C, VT, VE), a
substitution θ is a mapping [x1 |→ c1, ..., xm |→ cm, T1 |→ T1*, ..., Tn |→ Tn*], where each
xi ∈ VE, ci ∈ C, Ti ∈ VT, and Ti* ∈ T(P, E, C, ∅, ∅).
An application of the substitution θ to a trace pattern T, denoted as θ(T), is an
operation that
(a) simultaneously replaces every occurrence of xi (1 ≤ i ≤ m) in T by the corresponding
ci; and
(b) simultaneously replaces every occurrence of Tj (1 ≤ j ≤ n) in T by the corresponding
Tj*. The replacement of a Tj by the empty trace, _, removes Tj from T together with
one of its adjacent ".".
A trace pattern T matches a trace S if there exists a substitution θ, such that
θ(T) = S.



It is clear that θ(T) is a trace if and only if χ(T) is a subset of the domain of θ.
For the trace simulation purpose, we only need a trace rewriting system accepting
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traces, rather than trace patterns, as inputs. For this reason, we only need the matching
(between a trace pattern and a trace) concept rather than the more powerful unification
(between two trace patterns) mechanism.
For the stack example, the trace pattern T1.PUSH(x) matches the trace
PUSH(1).PUSH(2).PUSH(3) by the substitution
θ = [ T1 |→ PUSH(1).PUSH(2), x |→ 3 ].
Note that a trace pattern may match a fixed trace by different substitutions. For
example, in the UNIQUE INTEGER module, the trace pattern T1.GETINT/x.T2 matches
the trace GETINT/3.GETINT/6.GETINT/1 by any of the three substitutions
θ1 = [ T1 |→ _, x |→3, T2 |→ GETINT/6.GETINT/1 ],
θ2 = [ T1 |→ GETINT/3, x |→6, T2 |→ GETINT/1 ], or
θ3 = [ T1 |→ GETINT/3.GETINT/6, x |→1, T2 |→ _ ].
The meta function length on traces is defined as follows
Definition 4.3 (lengths of traces):
(1) length(_) = 0; and
(2) length(T.E) = length(T) + 1, where T

∈

T(P, E, C, ∅, VE) and E is a simplified

notation of an event and the corresponding output pair as defined in <3.2>.



Intuitively, (i) for a trace of a non-deterministic module, the E.O pair is counted as one
element; and (ii) the length of a non-empty trace S is the number of "."s in S plus one. For
example, length(GETINT/3.GETINT/6.GETINT/1) = 3.
Note that we do not define the lengths for trace patterns since a trace variable can
represent traces of any length.
Definition 4.4 (subtraces): Subtraces of a given trace T = E1.E2.....En are the sequences of
events in:
Ts = {Ej.....Ek | where 1 ≤ j ≤ k ≤ n} ∪ {_}
k

The subtrace Ej.....Ek of T can be denoted as T| j - 1 , and the empty trace _ as T|00. Traces in
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the subset of Ts, T|0k , where 0 ≤ k ≤ n, are called the prefix subtraces of T and can be denoted



as T|k.
k

The subtrace notation T| j - 1 can be understood as follows: we view each non-empty
trace T as having two invisible "."s: at the beginning and the end of the trace. We then
number all "."s, including the two "invisible" ones, in T from left to right with natural
k

numbers. T| j - 1 is the subtrace of T between the two "."s numbered j − 1 and k.
k

subtrace
T =

E1 . E2 .
0

1

2

...

T| j - 1

. Ej .
j−1

j

...

. Ek .

...

k−1

k

. En
n

It is clear that T|length(T) = T, and T|00 , (or T|0), i.e., _, is a prefix subtrace of any trace T.
Definition 4.5 (subtrace replacement):

Given two traces T and S, and assuming

0 ≤ j ≤ k ≤ length(T), a subtrace replacement in T, denoted T[<j>:<k> ← S], replaces the
k

subtrace T| j of T by the trace S. Assuming T = Ei1.....Eij.....Eik.....Ein, and S = Ek1.....Ekm,
then
T[<j>:<k> ← S] = Ei1.....Eij.Ek1.....Ekm.Eik+1.....Ein.
When j = 0, T[<j>:<k> ← S] can be simplified as T[<k> ← S] and is often referred to
as a prefix subtrace replacement.



As will be discussed in Section 4.4, for the trace simulating purpose, all the subtrace
replacements will be prefix subtrace replacements. Note that if k = length(T), then we
have T[<k> ← S] = S.
Definition 4.6 (trace rules): Given a trace pattern set T(P, E, C, VT, VE), a trace rule is a
triple, <P, TL, TR>, such that
(1) P is a predicate expression,
(2) TL ∈ T, TR ∈ T, TL ∉ (VE ∪ VT), and
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(3) any variable appearing in TR and any free variable appearing in P must also occur in



TL.

Definition 4.7 (trace rewriting system): A trace rewriting system R is a tuple <T, Ö>
where T is a set of trace patterns constructed from some given P, E, C, VT, and VE, and Ö
is a set of trace rules that all the LHS’ and RHS’ are trace patterns in T.



Strictly speaking, Definition 4.7 is not a complete definition of a trace rewriting
system: it only defines the set of axioms of the system but does not define the deduction
rules of the system. We do not attempt to develop a general trace rewriting theory in this
thesis. Rather, we are only interested in the trace rewriting systems that are converted from
trace specifications. We will define the deduction rules, i.e., rewriting relations, on those
systems in Section 4.4 and Section 4.5.
4.3 Trace Rewriting Systems Defined by Trace Specifications
Based on the definitions of general trace rewriting systems in Section 4.2, we can
formally define the special trace rewriting systems that will be used in the trace simulator

− trace rewriting systems defined by trace specifications.
Definition 4.8 (traces defined by a trace specification): A trace specification S defines a
set of trace patterns T(P, E, C, VT, VE), such that the set can be constructed as specified in
Definition 4.1 from
P = {all the data types listed in the access-program table and monitored event
table of S}
E = {the union of all the event names listed in the access-program table and
monitored event table of S};
for each E ∈ E, its signature is defined by (1) the number of arguments;
(2) the type of each argument; and (3) the type of the output value; all
are specified in its access-program table or monitored event table of S;
C = {CP | P ∈ P} where each CPi is the set of constants of type P;
VT is a denumerable set that includes all the trace variables named in S;
VE is a denumerable set that includes all the event variables named in S; and
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P, E, C, VT, and VE are pairwise disjoint.
For the stack specification (cf. Appendix A),
P = {<integer>}
E = {PUSH, POP, TOP}, where
PUSH with the signature <nil> × <integer> and
POP and TOP with the signature <nil>,
C = {integers},
VT ⊇ {T, T1}, and
VE ⊇ {y, x, x1, x2, ... xn}
Definition 4.9 (trace rules defined by a trace specification):

A trace specification S

defines a set of trace rules Ö such that
(1) if S is a specification for a deterministic module, then <P, TL, TR> ∈ Ö if and only
if P :: TL =r TR is a trace assertion in S;
(2) if S is a specification for a non-deterministic module, then <P, TL.E/O, TR> ∈ Ö if
and only if P :: TL.E =r TR is a trace assertion in S, and O ∈ o(TL, E);
Definition 4.10 (trace rewriting system defined by a trace specification):


A trace

specification S defines a trace rewriting system R = <T, Ö> where T is the set of trace
patterns defined by S, and Ö is the set of trace rules defined by S.



In the following, we often refer to R as a trace rewriting system when the trace
specification S that defines R is not of interest.
Definition 4.11 (proper trace rewriting system): A trace rewriting system R is proper if
the trace specification S that defines R is proper.



4.4 The General Trace Rewriting Relation
In Section 4.3, we defined the set of trace rules, the "axioms", in a trace rewriting
system R defined by a trace specification S. Yet to be determined is the deduction rules of
R, i.e., the way to apply the trace rules in R to traces. In term rewriting systems, the
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deduction rule is given by a rewriting relation defining what deduction step is allowed.
Before we define the trace rewriting relations, we need to introduce the definitions of
reducible expression (redex), redex index, etc.
In a term rewriting system, given a term M, a redex of M is a sub-term of M that
matches the LHS of a rewriting rule (an equation) and hence can be replaced by the RHS
of the rule. The meaning of a redex of M is "context free" in the sense that no matter where
it appears in M (its positions in M are denoted by some redex indices), it can be replaced
by the equal term defined by the RHS of the rule, and the resulting term is equal to M.
On the other hand, in a trace rewriting system, traces denote sequences of events
where the position of the events in a trace implies the order in which these events occur.
Therefore, the meaning of a subtrace in a trace T is "context sensitive", i.e., the same
subtrace appearing at different positions of a trace cannot be treated the same. If we want
the result of each rewriting step to be an equivalent trace, we need to decide which subtraces
of a trace can be replaced, or, is a redex.
For example, for a module implementing an integer queue (cf. Appendix I), the two
appearances of the subtrace S = INSERT(3).REMOVE in
T = INSERT(3).REMOVE.INSERT(1).INSERT(3).REMOVE
have different effects on the contents of the queue. From the trace assertions we can derive
S ≡ _. However, the trace rewriting relation should not allow the replacement of the both
occurrences of S in T by the empty trace _: if such replacements are allowed, then in this
rewriting relation, T can be derived to be "equivalent" to INSERT(1), which contradicts our
intuition that T should be equivalent to INSERT(3) (the second REMOVE should remove
the second inserted element, 1).
We are only interested in those trace rewriting relations that are sound as defined
below.
Definition 4.12 (sound rewriting relation): Let → denote a rewriting relation of a trace
rewriting system. The relation → is said to be sound if T → T’ implies T ≡ T’.
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The trace equivalence relation defined by a set of trace assertions has the property
stated in <2.6>, i.e.,
(∀ T1, T2 ∈ TM) (T1 ≡ T2 ↔ (∀ S ∈ UM)(T1.S ≡ T2.S))

<4.1>

It states that if we replace the prefix subtrace T1 of given trace T by a trace T2 which
is equivalent to T1, the resulting trace is equivalent to T. In the queue example above, if
only the prefix subtrace S in T is replaced by the empty trace, then the resulting trace
INSERT(1).INSERT(3).REMOVE is equivalent to T. To guarantee that the results of each
step of rewriting are equivalent traces, the rewriting relation should only allow the prefix
subtrace replacement. This is reflected in the following Definition 4.13.
Definition 4.13 (redex, redex point, rpsr triple): In a trace rewriting system R = <T, Ö>,
for a trace T, if there exist an integer 0 < j ≤ length(T), a trace rule <P, TL, TR> ∈ Ö, and
a substitution θ such that
(1) T|j = θ(ΤL),
(2) canonical(T|j-1) = true, and
(3) θ(P(χ(TL))) = true
then, T|j is called a redex of T, j is called a redex point of T, and the triple (j, θ, <P, TL, TR>)
is called a rpsr (redex point-substitution-rule) triple of T. A rpsr triple (j, θ, <P, TL, TR>)
is called a max rpsr triple (mrpsr) of T, if j is the maximum redex point of T. The set of
rpsr’s of T is denoted as rpsr(T) and the set of mrpsr’s of T is denoted as mrpsr(T) (a subset



of rpsr(T)).

Definition 4.13 states that (i) a redex of a trace T must be a prefix T|j of T; and
(ii) T|j-1 must be a canonical trace (so that the trace assertions can be used as rewriting
rules). Due to the linear structure of traces, the redex index concept of term rewriting
systems is degenerated to redex point in this definition.
In the stack example (Appendix A), assuming #size# = 2, for the trace
S = PUSH(4).PUSH(6).PUSH(9).TOP.POP,
1, 2, and 3 are redex points, and the following are their corresponding rpsr triples (the trace
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variables T and T1 in the trace specification are renamed as T’ and T1’ to avoid possible
confusion):
rpsr1 = (1, [T’|→_, a |→ 4], r2),
rpsr2 = (2, [T’ |→PUSH(4), a |→6], r2), and
rpsr3 = (3, [T1’ |→ PUSH(6), a |→ 9, x |→ 4], r1)
where r1 and r2 are the two trace rules defined by the row 1 and 2 in the T.PUSH(a) table,
respectively.
Note that 4 is not a redex point since S|3 = PUSH(4).PUSH(6).PUSH(9) is not a
canonical trace (its length exceeds #size#), i.e. canonical(S|3) = false.
It is obvious that 3 is the maximum redex point and rpsr3 is the mrpsr triple of T.
Similar to the conditional term rewriting approach [2, 35, 90], we can apply the trace
rules with no other restrictions than those defined in Definition 4.13 and define the
following (most general) rewriting relation →R:
Definition 4.14 (the general rewriting relation →R): Given a trace rewriting system R, for
a trace T of R and each rpsr triple (j, θ, <P, TL, TR>) ∈ rpsr(T), T →R T[<j> ← θ(TR)], and
these are the only members of →R.
If T →R T[<j> ← θ(TR)], we say that T|j is reduced to θ(TR) and T is →R rewritten to
T[<j> ← θ(TR)] in one step.



Definition 4.14 defines a rewriting relation that allows any redex of a trace to be
replaced by an equivalent trace and hence is most general.
Theorem (Soundness Theorem): The relation →R defined in Definition 4.14 is a sound
trace rewriting relation.
Proof: By Definition 4.13 and Definition 4.14, for any rewriting step T →R T’, only the
prefix subtraces of T can be replaced by their respective equivalent canonical traces. By
<4.1> and Definition 4.12, →R is sound.
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But the soundness property alone does not qualify the relation →R as a suitable
rewriting relation for the purpose of trace simulation. The purpose of the trace rewriting is
to reduce a given trace to its equivalent canonical trace. The reduction usually takes a
sequence of rewriting steps. The other properties we desire a trace rewriting relation to
have are
(P-a) Confluent: if there are different ways to rewrite a trace T, then eventually, all the
rewriting sequences rewrite T to the same trace;
(P-b) Terminating: given a trace, the rewriting relation does not generate an endless
rewriting sequence; and
(P-c) Coincident: if a rewriting sequence terminates, the resulting trace is a canonical
trace.
Formally, properties (P-a) and (P-b) are defined as follows.
Definition 4.15 (confluent rewriting relation): Let → be a rewriting relation of a trace

∗ is the transitive-reflexive closure of →. The relation → is said
rewriting system, and →
∗ T1 and T →
∗ T2 implies there exists a T’ such that T1 →
∗ T’ and
to be confluent if T →
∗ T’.
T2 →



Definition 4.16 (terminating rewriting relation): Let → be a rewriting relation of a trace
rewriting system. The relation → is said to be (finitely) terminating if for any trace T, it
has no possible infinite sequence (or path) of rewritings
T → T1 → T2 → T3 → ... ...



To facilitate the discussion on (P-c), we introduce the canonical form concept.
Definition 4.17 (canonical form): Given a trace rewriting relation →, for a trace T, if there
exists a rewriting sequence T → T1 → T2 → ... → Tx, but Tx cannot be further rewritten by
→, then Tx is called a canonical form of T in →.



In terms of canonical forms, in a terminating trace rewriting relation (P-b), every trace
has some canonical forms; and in a confluent trace rewriting relation (P-a), any trace having
canonical forms has a unique canonical form. Therefore, in a terminating and confluent
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system, any trace has one and only one canonical form. The advantage of such a system is
that the order in which the rewriting rules are applied has no effect on the rewriting results.
If such a system is coincident (P-c), i.e., the canonical form of any trace T is the canonical
trace equivalent to T, then the Trace Simplification problem is solved.
Judged by the properties (P-a) − (P-c), the general rewriting relation →R defined in
Definition 4.14 is not suitable for our simulation purpose: it is often non-terminating.
When it is used to solve the Trace Simplification problem, we may never get any answer.
The most obvious non-terminating rewriting sequence is S →R S →R S →R... for the trace
S = PUSH(4).PUSH(6).PUSH(9).TOP.POP, since →R rewriting S at the redex point 2
results in S again.
Some more complicated infinite rewriting sequences are in the form of
T →R T1 →R T2 ... →R T →R T1 →R T2 →R ...

or

T →R T1 →R T2 ... →R Ti →R ...
where T ≠ T1 ≠ T2 .... These sequences are caused by the situation in which after (→R)
reduces a redex Q to Q’, Q’ still preserves some (shorter) redexes which were originally in
Q. Later, (→R) reduces these redexes in Q’ results in Q again. These situations only occur
when some prefixes of a canonical trace are not canonical traces. We provide such
examples in Appendix J.
Two approaches can be used to fix the problem of →R:
(1) We modify →R by restricting it to a subset so that the new relation satisfies the
properties (P-a) − (P-c). Such a rewriting relation is defined in Section 4.5; or
(2) In Section 4.6, we develop a rewriting strategy [35, 90] that controls which rewriting
step to take and guarantees to reduce a trace to its equivalent canonical trace.
4.5 The Smart Trace Rewriting Relation
As discussed in Section 4.4, the rewriting relation →R is too general to be useful for
our simulation. We need to add some restrictions on this relation − we need to get rid of
those rewriting steps that generate infinite rewriting sequences. We define the (smart) trace
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rewriting relation →R-S as follows:
Definition 4.18 (trace rewriting relation →R-S):

Given a trace rewriting system R, the

(smart) trace rewriting relation →R-S is such that for each trace T of R and each rpsr triple
(j, θ, <P, TL, TR>) ∈ mrpsr(T), T →R-S T[<j> ← θ(TR)] if and only if canonical(T) = false;
and these are the only members of →R-S.



For the above trace S, (→R-S) rewriting at the maximum redex point 3, we have
S →R-S S[<3> ← PUSH(6).PUSH(9)] = PUSH(6).PUSH(9).TOP.POP
Note that →R-S is obtained from →R by
(1) forbidding any rewriting on a canonical trace T; and
(2) reducing only the longest redex and hence ignoring all the shorter redexes. This
eliminates those infinite rewriting sequences as described in Appendix J.
These two restrictions effectively eliminate all the possible non-terminating rewriting
sequences in →R (hence "smart"). Using the following lemmas and theorems, we can prove
that, for a proper trace rewriting system R, →R-S is both terminating and confluent.
Lemma (Single Triple Lemma): In a proper trace rewriting system R, for any trace T ≠ _,
mrpsr(T) contains exactly one rpsr triple.
Proof:

(1) We first prove that mrpsr(T) is not empty. Since T ≠ _, we can assume

T = E1.....En, where n > 0.
According to Definition 4.13, all the rpsr triples contained in the set mrpsr(T) have the
same redex point, the maximum one. Since R is proper, there must exist a trace rule
<P, TL, TR> ∈ Ò and a substitution θ such that θ(P(χ(TL))) = true, and _.E1 = θ(TL).
Therefore, T has rpsr triples.
Due to the fact that the length of T is finite, T has a maximum redex point. By
Definition 4.13, T has max rpsr triples. Thus, mrpsr(T) is not empty.
(2) We now prove, by contradiction, that mrpsr(T) contains no more than one rpsr
triple.
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Suppose that mrpsr(T) contains more than one rpsr triples. Then there exist two rpsr
triples (j, θ, <P, TL, TR>) and (j, θ’, <P’, TL’, TR’>), such that
(i) θ(P(χ(TL))) = true, θ(TL) = T|j, and
(ii) θ’(P’(χ(TL’))) = true, θ’(TL’) = T|j.
This would mean that in the trace specification that defines R, T|j is both in the trace
subset defined by P and TL|length(TL) and in the subset defined by P’ and TL’|length(TL’).
Therefore, R is not proper. This contradicts the assumption that R is a proper rewriting



system.

Theorem (Coincident Theorem): Let R be the proper trace rewriting system defined by a
proper trace specification S. A trace of R is a canonical form in →R-S if and only if it is a
canonical trace in S.
Proof: For the special case, we show that the empty trace, _, is both a canonical form in R
and a canonical trace in S. By default, _ is the canonical trace denoting the initial state of
the module specified by S. Since there is no trace assertion in S and hence no trace rule in
R with the LHS being the empty trace, it cannot be rewritten in R and therefore is a
canonical form in R.
For the general cases:
(1) For the "if" part, let Tc be a non-empty canonical trace in S, i.e., canonical(Tc) =
true. By Definition 4.18, Tc is not in the domain of →R-S, and hence is a canonical form.
(2) For the "only if" part, let Tc be a non-empty and canonical form in R, i.e., T cannot
be rewritten in R by →R-S.

By Definition 4.18, there are two possibilities: either

(a) mrpsr(Tc) is empty, or (b) canonical(Tc) = true. By the Single Triple Lemma, we know
mrpsr(Tc) is not empty. Therefore, (b) must be true, i.e., Tc is a canonical trace in S.



Definition 4.19 (reduced rewriting system): A conditional trace rewriting system R is
reduced with respect to a rewriting relation → if and only if for each rewriting rule
P(χ(TL)) :: TL Ö TR in R, each substitution θ, and each trace S, θ(TL) = S and θ(P(χ(TL)))
= true implies θ(TR) is a canonical form in →.
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Theorem (Reduced System Theorem): A proper trace rewriting system R is a reduced
rewriting system with respect to →R-S.
Proof: Let S be the proper trace specification that defines R. By Definition 4.9, a trace
rule P(χ(TL)) :: TL Ö TR is in R if and only if the trace assertion P(χ(TL)) :: TL =r TR is in
S. For each substitution θ and each trace S, when θ(TL) = S and θ(P(χ(TL))) = true, by
<2.20>, we know θ(TR) is a canonical trace. By the Coincident Theorem, θ(TR) is a
canonical form in →R-S.



In the following, we prove that →R-S on a proper trace rewriting system has both the
confluence and termination properties.
Theorem (Confluence Theorem): For a proper trace rewriting system R, →R-S is a
confluent rewriting relation.
Proof: First, we know the empty trace is a canonical form in R and hence cannot be
rewritten.
By the Single Triple Lemma, in R, for any non-empty trace T, mrpsr(T) contains
exactly one rpsr triple. Therefore, if such a T is not a canonical form, then there exists a
unique T1 such that T →R-S T1. By the transitivity of this "uniqueness", T has a unique
rewriting path. By Definition 4.15, →R-S is (trivially) confluent.



We need the following well ordered set concept in order to prove the termination
property of →R-S.
Definition 4.20 (well ordered set): A set W is ¾-well-ordered if ¾ is an irreflexive and
transitive relation on W such that for any X ∈ W, there is no infinite sequence of elements
X ¾ X1 ¾ X2 ¾ ... ...



One often used well ordered set is the natural number set, NAT, with the "greater
than" relation, >.
Theorem (Termination Theorem): For a proper trace rewriting system R, →R-S is a
terminating rewriting relation.
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Proof: We prove the termination property based on the following theorem:
Theorem [106]: A rewrite system R over a set of expressions S is terminating if,
and only if, there exists a ¾-well-ordered set W and a mapping τ from S to W such
that
u →R v implies

τ(u) ¾ τ(v)

for all expressions u and v in S.
Denoting the maximum redex point of a trace T as maxr(T), we define
τ:

T(P, E, C, ∅, ∅) → NAT

as the function below:

⎧

τ(T) = ⎨

0,

⎩ length(T) − maxr(T) + 1,

if T is a canonical trace
otherwise

Now, we prove that, for any two traces M and N, M →R-S N implies τ(M) > τ(N).
Let M = E1.....Ej.....En and mrpsr(M) = {(j, θ, <P, TL, TR>)} (by the Single Triple
Lemma, we know mrpsr(M) contains only one rpsr triple). Then,
M|j = E1.....Ej = θ(TL), θ(P) = true, and N = M[<j> ← θ(TR)]
Since R is proper and θ(TR) is an instance of the RHS of a trace rule, by the Reduced
System Theorem, θ(TR) is a canonical form and hence a canonical trace. There are two
cases:
(1) If j = length(M) = n, then N = θ(TR), i.e., N is a canonical trace, and hence
τ(N) = 0.

<4.2>

On the other hand, we have
τ(M) = length(M) − j + 1 = 1.

<4.3>

(2) If j < n, then N = θ(TR).Ej+1.....En and
τ(M) = length(M) − j + 1 = n − j + 1.

<4.4>

Since θ(TR) is a canonical trace and R is proper, there must exist a trace rule in R such
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that its LHS can be matched to θ(TR).Ej+1. This implies
maxr(N) ≥ length(θ(TR)) + 1.
And hence
maxr(N) > length(θ(TR)).
On the other hand,
length(N) = length(θ(TR)) + n − j.
Therefore,
τ(N) = length(N) − maxr(N) + 1
< length(N) − [length(θ(TR))] + 1
= [length(θ(TR)) + n − j] − [length(θ(TR))] + 1
= n − j + 1.

<4.5>

From <4.2> − <4.5>, in both cases, we have τ(M) > τ(N). Therefore, →R-S is



terminating.

Corollary: In a proper trace rewriting system R, a non-empty trace T of length m can be
rewritten to its canonical form in no more than m rewriting steps.
Proof: From the proof of the Termination Theorem, we observe that if T is not a canonical
form, it has a unique rewriting path T →R-S T1 →R-S T2 →R-S T3 →R-S ... Tn. By using the
same τ defined in the proof, we have
m ≥ τ(T) > τ(T1) > τ(T2) > τ(T3) ... > τ(Tn) = 0.
Therefore, n ≤ m.

o

The Confluence Theorem, the Termination Theorem, and the Coincident Theorem
together prove that the rewriting relation →R-S has the properties (P-a) − (P-c) stated in
Section 4.4.
For the stack specification of Appendix A, assuming #size# = 2, the trace
S = PUSH(4).PUSH(6).PUSH(9).TOP.POP,
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can be rewritten by →R-S to its canonical form in the following sequence
S →R-S PUSH(6).PUSH(9).TOP.POP

<4.6>

→R-S PUSH(6).PUSH(9).POP

<4.7>

→R-S PUSH(6)

<4.8>

where, <4.6>, <4.7>, and <4.8> are obtained by rewriting S, <4.6>, and <4.7> at their redex
point 3, respectively (the three rules used are defined by the first row of the PUSH(a)
equivalence table, the second row of the TOP equivalence table, and the second row of the
POP equivalence table).
4.6 The Stepwise Trace Rewriting Strategy
As shown in Section 4.4, the general rewriting relation →R is not terminating. It
means that, starting from a given trace, the rewriting sequence may be infinite (a loop). We
can still make use of the general rewriting relation →R if we know how to avoid the infinite
sequences. The following stepwise rewriting is one such strategy.
Definition 4.21 (trace rewriting relation →R-L): Given a trace rewriting system R, the
(locally smart) trace rewriting relation →R-L on traces is defined as follows
(1) for each trace T of R and each rpsr triple (j, θ, <P, TL, TR>) ∈ mrpsr(T),
T →R-L T[<j> ← θ(TR)]; and
(2) these are the only members of →R-L.



Comparing →R-L with →R-S, it is clear that the →R-L is almost the same as →R-S except
that it allows a canonical trace T to be rewritten (to itself). By the Single Triple Lemma, for
a proper trace rewriting system R, →R-L is a function (rather than a relation) and hence
trivially confluent. However, →R-L is not terminating since a canonical trace T will be →RL

rewritten to itself.

Definition 4.22 (stepwise rewriting): Given a trace rewriting system R and a trace
T = E1.E2.....En, the stepwise rewriting strategy rewrites T to Tn* as follows:
STEP 1: →R-L rewrite _.E1 to T1*;
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STEP j:

→R-L rewrite Tj-1*.Ej to Tj* (1 < j < n);

STEP n: →R-L rewrite Tn-1*.En to Tn* and stop.



Note that in this definition →R-L is used as a function and thus the rewriting result in
each step is unique.
For the stack example, assuming #size# = 2, for the trace
S = PUSH(4).PUSH(6).PUSH(9).TOP.POP,
the five steps of the stepwise rewriting are:
step 1:

_.PUSH(4) →R-L PUSH(4)

step 2:

PUSH(4).PUSH(6) →R-L PUSH(4).PUSH(6)

step 3:

PUSH(4).PUSH(6).PUSH(9) →R-L PUSH(6).PUSH(9)

step 4:

PUSH(6).PUSH(9).TOP →R-L PUSH(6).PUSH(9)

step 5:

PUSH(6).PUSH(9).POP →R-L PUSH(6)

Theorem (Stepwise Rewriting Theorem): For a proper trace rewriting system R and a
trace T = E1.E2.....En of R, in each step j of the stepwise rewriting, Tj* is the canonical trace
equivalent to T|j = E1.....Ej.
Proof: We prove the theorem by induction.
In step 1, _.E1 is →R-L rewritten to T1*. Since T1* is an instance of the RHS of a trace
rule in R, by <2.20> and Definition 4.9, it is the canonical trace equivalent to _.E1, i.e., E1.
In step j (1 < j ≤ n), we know Tj-1* is the canonical trace equivalent to E1.....Ej-1.
According to →R-L, local to this step, Tj-1*.Ej is the maximum redex to be (→R-L) reduced.
Again, Tj* is an instance of the RHS of a trace rule in R. By <2.20> and Definition 4.9, Tj*
is the canonical trace equivalent to Tj-1*.Ej. By <2.6>, Tj* is equivalent to E1.....Ej. Finally,
Tn* is the canonical trace equivalent to T.



4.7 Augmented Trace Rewriting Systems
The Trace Simplification problem can be solved in the trace rewriting systems by
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either the smart rewriting relation or the stepwise rewriting strategy. The result of a
terminated rewriting sequence, i.e., a canonical trace, can then be used in the second stage
of the trace evaluation: find the acceptable output values for an event expression E with
respect to the canonical trace as the input history.
In a trace specification S, the set of trace assertions on output values (cf. <2.22>) also
satisfy the requirements of the rewriting rules (R-1) − (R-3) (cf. Section 4.1). They can be
viewed as forming a rewriting system − a rewriting system on a set of values, called terms,
rather than traces.
Definition 4.23 (terms): Let T(P, E, C, VT, VE) be a set of trace patterns. The family of
terms constructed from T and a set of function symbols F, denoted as Term(T, F) =
{Term(T, F)P| P ∈ P}, is defined as follows
(1) for each c ∈ CP ∈ C, c ∈ Term(T, F)P;
(2) for each v ∈ VE, v ∈ Term(T, F)P, for every type P;
(3) for each f ∈ F, if f is a k-arity function with the signature
f: P1 × P2 × ... × Pk → P0
and for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, ti ∈ Term(T, F)Pi, then f(t1, t2, ..., tk) ∈ Term(T, F)P0



In such a rewriting system, each trace assertion on output values defines a conditional
rewriting rule, called an output rule, of which the LHS is a term of the form o(T, E) and
RHS is a term with no function symbol o. Therefore, after applying an output rule, there is
no other rewriting rule, trace rule or output rule, that can be used to rewrite (or reduce) the
resulting term. This implies that, for a term o(T, E), each rewriting sequence is exactly of
length one and hence is always terminating. Since we allow different choices for outputs
in non-deterministic cases, the confluence concept is not applicable for such a rewriting.
(Also, the theory and notations of the Trace Assertion Method presented in Chapter 2 are
not rich enough to extend this second stage of trace evaluation to another interesting
rewriting process.

Some possible extensions, such as multi-level and multi-module

rewritings, are discussed in Section 6.4.)
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We augment the trace rewriting systems with output rules defined by these output
value assertions. The following Definition 4.24 − Definition 4.29 about the augmented
trace rewriting system are parallel to Definition 4.6 − Definition 4.11 about the trace
rewriting system.
Definition 4.24 (output rules): Given a set of trace patterns T(P, E, C, VT, VE), an output
rule is a tuple, <P, VL, VR>, such that
(1) P is a predicate expression,
(2) VL and VR ∈ Term(T, F) for a set of function symbol F, and
(3) any variable appearing in VR and any free variable appearing in P must also occur in
VL.



Definition 4.25 (augmented trace rewriting systems): Let R = <T, Ö> be a trace rewriting
system. An augmented trace rewriting system is a triple RA = <T, Ö, Î>, where Î is a
set of output rules.



Definition 4.26 (terms defined by a trace specification): Let T(P, E, C, VT, VE) be the set
of trace patterns defined by a trace specification S. The set of terms defined by S is
Term(T, F) where
F = {o} ∪ { f | f is an auxiliary function of S}



Although not explicitly defined, the meta functions length and count are in F of every
trace specification. Count(S, E) returns the number of occurrences of the event name E in
S. Not explicitly defined in each individual trace specification but assumed functions also
include the usual arithmetic, i.e., +, −, ×, ÷, mod, etc. Terms constructed by these function
symbols are usually written in the infix style.
Definition 4.27 (output rules defined by a trace specification): A trace specification S
defines a set of output rules Î, such that <P, o(T, E), V> ∈ Î if and only if
P :: o(T, E) = V is a trace assertion (on output values) of S.



Definition 4.28 (augmented trace rewriting systems defined by a trace specification): Let
R = <T, Ö> be the trace rewriting system defined by a trace specification S. An augmented
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trace rewriting system defined by S is the triple RA = <T, Ö, Î>, where Î is the set of



output rules defined by S.

Definition 4.29 (proper augmented trace rewriting systems): Let RA = <T, Ö, Î> be the
augmented trace rewriting system defined by a trace specification S. RA is proper if and



only if S is proper.

Definition 4.30 (output rewriting relation): Let RA = <T(P, E, C, VT, VE), Ö, Î> be the
augmented trace rewriting system defined by a trace specification S. The output rewriting
relation →R-O is defined as such: for a trace T, an event expression E, and a value
V ∈ Term(T, F), (T, E) →R-O V if and only if there exist an output rule <P’, T’.E’, V’> ∈

Î, and a substitution θ such that
(1) θ(T’) = T,

(2) θ(E’) = E,

(3) θ(P’) = true, and

(4) θ(V’) = V



As long as a RA is proper, for any given canonical trace T and event expression E,
there exists some V such that o(T, E) →R-O V.

Chapter 5

The Trace Simulator Design and
Implementation
Intended to be a communication medium and design documentation, trace
specifications are designed for human readers.

Although it seems natural that the

declarative style trace assertions in a trace specification be interpreted in a declarative
language, such as Prolog and Lisp, experience [72, 76, 154] has shown that a trace
simulator built in such a language would be either very slow, or difficult to integrate with
other software tools.

In this chapter, we study some problems in the design and

implementation of the trace simulator in an imperative programming language, such as
Pascal and C.
In this chapter, unless otherwise indicated, all the trace specifications are assumed to
be proper. We also assume that the variables in a trace specification can be distinguished
from constants, event names, etc.
5.1 Trace Rewriting Mechanism Selection
In the design of the trace simulator, we must choose between the smart rewriting
relation, →R-S, and a trace rewriting based on the stepwise rewriting strategy.
As discussed in Chapter 4, counting the number of rewriting steps, the smart rewriting
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relation, →R-S, is more efficient because it avoids rewriting steps that do not lead toward
the goal of rewriting a trace to its equivalent canonical trace. For the same task of rewriting
a trace T to its equivalent canonical trace, using →R-S usually takes fewer than length(T)
steps while using stepwise rewriting takes exactly length(T) steps. For the worst case,
however, →R-S may take the same number of rewriting steps as that of the stepwise
rewriting. This happens when the maximum redex in each step i of →R-S coincides with
the Ti-1.Ei, the trace to be reduced in the stepwise rewriting of step i. For example, in the
rewriting system defined by the stack specification in Appendix B, either →R-S or the
stepwise rewriting takes 6 steps to rewrite the trace
T = PUSH(2).POP.PUSH(5).POP.PUSH(2).POP
to its equivalent canonical trace, _.
The "smartness" of →R-S relies on the assumption that global information of a trace to
be reduced is always available so that the maximum redex of the trace can be computed.
However, such a “batch” style rewriting, i.e., assuming that the complete input history (a
complete trace) is known ahead of the rewriting process, is not very convenient either
(1) when the complete input history is not known at the time of rewriting, or
(2) when the complete output history of a given trace is required.
Judged by the overall computation complexity, the smaller number of rewriting steps
in →R-S does not necessarily mean that the simulation will be faster. This is because in
computing the longest redex of a given trace T (cf. Definition 4.13 and Definition 4.18), the
canonical predicate has to be evaluated. Depending on the complexity of this predicate,
the evaluation can be very costly. At each step, to find the maximum redex, the predicate
may have to be evaluated several times on different prefix subtraces of T.
On the other hand, stepwise rewriting performs much better than the smart rewriting
under the constraints (1) and (2) above since it only makes use of the local information of
the prefix subtraces of a trace T to be reduced (cf. Definition 4.21). This strategy supports
an “on-line” or interactive style simulation of a module interface as follows: Initially, the
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module is set to its initial state denoted by the empty trace _, and _ is treated as the rewriting
result of the 0’th step. Then, with each subsequent event occurrence of Ei, a rewriting step
i is entered in which the rewriting result Ti-1 of the previous rewriting step i − 1 is used to
(1) rewrite Ti-1.Ei (or, Ti-1.Ei/Oi, in case of a non-deterministic module) to a new
canonical trace Ti according to the trace rules defined by the trace specification of the
module; and
(2) if the output of each rewriting step is required, then
(i) if the module is deterministic, rewrite o(T, Ei) to a term (representing an output
value) according to the output rules defined by the trace specification of the
module; or
(ii) if the module is non-deterministic, display the output relation o(T, Ei) according
to the output definition of the module.
The important difference between →R-S and stepwise rewriting is that, at each
rewriting step, while the former needs to look ahead in the trace to be reduced as far as
possible to find the maximum redex, the latter does not need any information other than the
current event and the past history. This difference makes it possible for stepwise rewriting
to take advantage of a proper trace rewriting system to avoid the potentially costly
evaluation of the canonical predicate − the proof of the Stepwise Rewriting Theorem
clearly shows that in each stepwise rewriting step, the result of the previous rewriting step
is a canonical trace and thus satisfies the canonical predicate.
Because of these advantages of stepwise rewriting over smart rewriting, we choose to
implement the stepwise rewriting in the trace simulator. The discussions in the remainder
of this chapter are based on this design decision.
As described in Section 4.6, to implement stepwise rewriting, at each step we need to
find the applicable rewriting rule in the given specification. With the canonical trace T and
the current event E, we need to search, in the equivalence table of E, for the row that defines
the subset of the canonical trace that includes T as a member. This search, involves the
trace pattern matching of T with the trace pattern defined in the Trace Patterns column,
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and the evaluation of the trace conditions defined in the Condition column. The same
search is also needed for generating output values from the output value tables of the trace
specification.
Before we study the problems of trace pattern matching and trace condition
evaluation, we first define the syntax for trace patterns and trace conditions.
5.2 Defining a Trace Specification Language
Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 described the theory of the Trace Assertion Specification
Method and the format of a Trace Assertion Specification. For the maximum flexibility
and readability, no extra constraints were imposed on the trace assertions other than those
stated in <2.20> and <2.22>. Specifically, the syntax of the trace assertions was only
loosely defined. In order for the trace specifications to be interpreted by the trace simulator,
the syntax of trace assertions must be further defined.
In this section, we define a trace specification language by defining the syntax of trace
patterns and trace conditions. The remainder of this chapter will be based on these
definitions.
5.2.1 Defining Trace Patterns
As described in Chapter 3, each Trace Equivalence Table or Output Value Table has
a Trace Patterns column. Each entry under this column is a trace pattern descriptor (TP
descriptor, as defined below) describing the syntactic properties of a canonical trace pattern
T.
Definition 5.1 (TP descriptors):
(1) true is a TP descriptor, by default it can be omitted from the Trace Patterns column;
and
(2) Let Q be a trace variable, and TPat be a trace pattern (cf. Definition 4.1) containing at
most one occurrence of any variable. Then, both (Q = TPat) and ∼(Q = TPat) are TP
descriptors on Q (~(Q = TPat) can also be rewritten as (Q ≠ TPat)).
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For a TP descriptor (Q = TPat), we say all the variables in TPat are introduced by the
TP descriptor.
Definition 5.1 defines a rigid syntax for the TP descriptors. This rigidness, however,
does not restrict the expressive power of trace assertions.

If one needs

(Q = T1.PUSH(x).T1) to imply that Q is a trace with two identical subtraces T1 being
separated by a PUSH event expression, it can be explicitly stated by the TP descriptor
(Q = T1.PUSH(x).T2) with a condition (in the trace condition of the same row) (T1 = T2).
For various tables in a trace specification, we define the TP descriptors in their Trace
Patterns column as follows.
Definition 5.2 (TP descriptors for tables of a trace specification)
(1) Under the Trace Patterns column of a Trace Equivalence Table or Output Value
Table, each TP descriptor must be a TP descriptor on the canonical trace variable T;
(2) Under the Trace Patterns column of an auxiliary function definition table for the
function F(x1, ..., xn), each TP descriptor must be a TP descriptor on a trace variable
in x1, ..., xn.



5.2.2 Defining Trace Conditions
According to <2.20> and <2.22>, we have the general trace conditions of a Trace
Equivalence Table, Output Value Table, or an auxiliary function table defined as:
Definition 5.3 (trace conditions): For a row of a table, the condition of the row is a firstorder logic predicate expression [124] such that any free variable in the condition must be
introduced by the TP descriptor of the same row.



Note that, a negative TP descriptor of the form ~(Q = TPat) does not introduce any
variable. Therefore, for a row of a table, if the trace pattern entry is a negative TP
descriptor, then, the trace condition of the same row can not have free variables.
For the trace simulator, we can only simulate the specifications that are (1) proper (as
we have assumed), (2) written with the restricted trace conditions, and (3) well-defined.
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Definition 5.4 (restricted trace conditions): For a Trace Equivalence Table, Output Value
Table, or an auxiliary function definition table, a restricted trace condition P in row i is a
trace condition (as defined in Definition 5.3) that contains no quantifiers.



Hereafter, we only consider restricted trace conditions.
Definition 5.5 (well-defined trace specification): A trace specification is well-defined if
each primitive predicate expression [124] in every restricted trace condition P is
(1) a built in predicate expression, including,
(a) x = i,

(b) x > i,

(c) x ≥ i, or (d) x ∈ S,

where
(i) x and i are terms as defined in Definition 4.26;
(ii) S is a set; or
(2) of the form Pred(p1, .., pn), and is defined by an auxiliary predicate table in either
the SEE style (cf. Section 5.4.2) or as
Pred(x1, .., xn) =
Condition
P1
...
Pj

Trace Patterns

Value

TP1
...
TPj

V1
...
Vj

where each Pi is a restricted trace condition, TPi a TP descriptor on a trace variable in
x1, .., xn, and Vi a true or false value.



For example, the following expression
(length(S1) > n + 1) ∧ (x < y)
is a trace condition provided that the variables S1, n, x, and y are all introduced by the TP
descriptor in the same row.
If the predicate hasedge is defined as
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hasedge(S,x,y) =
Condition

Trace Patterns

Value

x>y

S = S1.AddEdge(x,z,w).S2

true

x≤y

S = S1.AddEdge(x,z,w).S2

false

(true)

S ≠ S1.AddEdge(z,y,w).S2

false

Table 5.1 Predicate Definition Table for hasedge
then,
hasedge(S, y, 5) ∧ (y < 5)
is a restricted trace condition provided that S and y are introduced by the TP descriptor of
the same row.
5.3 Trace Pattern Matching
In trace rewriting systems, trace pattern matching plays an important role since in
selecting trace rewriting rules, the conditions of the rules cannot be evaluated without the
results from the trace pattern matching. We can view the trace pattern matching as a
process that assigns values to the variables in the trace pattern so that the trace conditions,
with all the "free" variables bound to some values, can be evaluated.
We formulate the trace pattern matching problem as follows: Given a trace T, and a
TP descriptor (Q = TPat) as input, compute a substitution θ (cf. Definition 4.2) such that
θ(TPat) = T. If the computation succeeds, return θ and the flag true as the output; otherwise,
return the flag false.
Note that if the TP descriptor is a negative one, i.e., of the form ~(Q = TPat), no variable
in TPat can have free occurrence in the trace condition of the same row. In this case, the
result of the trace pattern matching (using the TP descriptor (Q = TPat)) determines if the
trace condition of the same row should be evaluated: it is evaluated only if the pattern
matching fails.
To clearly distinguish this trace instance T from a trace pattern, a free trace, we
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hereafter call T the trace text. A substitution θ satisfies θ(TPat) = T is called a binding
substitution of TPat.
In general, we have the format of the trace pattern TPat
S1.T1.S2.T2....Tn-1.Sn

<5.1>

where, each Si, called E-pattern, is a subtrace (possibly the empty trace) without trace
variables, and each Ti is a trace variable.
In the remainder of this section, we will discuss how to match a trace text with a trace
pattern of the form <5.1>.
5.3.1 Trace Pattern Matching Versus String Pattern Matching
Although both the trace pattern and trace text resemble a string, trace pattern matching
is quite different from those conventional string pattern matching problems [1, 18, 91,
133]. While the latter, acting like a function, only returns a Yes or No answer and an index
indicating where a matching is found, the former, acting as a procedure, assigns (binds, as
often used in the symbolic computation community) the matching values in the trace text
T to the variables in the trace pattern TPat, if a matching is found.
We observe that, if each variable in a trace pattern is treated as a "wild card" that
matches any trace elements, then a trace pattern resembles those in [133] called "patterns
with wild cards". In [133], a wild card, "*", in a string pattern is a "don’t care" symbol that
matches several symbols in a string text. It is the constant symbols in the string pattern and
the given string text that together decide what symbols a wild card symbol should match.
For example, in Figure 5.1 <a>, the pattern "a*ac" matches the text "abbaac". The substring
"a" before "*" and the substring "ac" after "*" in the pattern determine that "*" = "bba".
text = a b b a a c
pattern = a
<a>

*

a c

text = a a a a c
pattern = a

*

a c

<b>

Figure 5.1 Examples of String Pattern Matching with Wild Card
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In Figure 5.1 <b>, the same pattern matches the text "aaaac" by matching "*" to "aa".
We often say "a ac" is the context in which this wild card occurs. In other words, the
context of a wild card plus the given string text determine the symbols a wild card symbol
should match.
Similar to the "*" symbol above, in a trace pattern, both argument variables and trace
variables are wild cards in the sense that the former can match any constant arguments and
the latter can match any subtraces. The actual values they are matched to are determined
by (a) the context in which they occur, and (b) the given trace texts.
For example, the trace pattern PUSH(x).T1.TOP.T2 matches the trace text
PUSH(4).TOP.PUSH(3).POP as shown in Figure 5.2.

trace = PUSH(4) . TOP . PUSH(3) . POP
pattern = PUSH(x).T1.TOP.

T2

Figure 5.2 A Trace Pattern Matching Example
In Figure 5.2, the positions of PUSH(x) and TOP determine that
(1) T1 can only match the empty trace;
(2) T2 matches the subtrace PUSH(3).POP; and
(3) x, an argument variable, matches 4.
The same trace pattern can match another trace text PUSH(7).PUSH(2).TOP by matching
T1 to PUSH(2), T2 to _, and x to 7.
It is clear that in a trace pattern matching process, the E-patterns in the trace pattern is
the context of the trace variables and hence should be processed first. For the general trace
pattern S1.T1.S2.T2.S3...Tn-1.Sn, each trace variable Ti has its context Si. .Si+1. The match
of a trace variable can only proceed after its context matching, i.e., the E-pattern matching.
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5.3.2 E-pattern Matching
In this section, we assume that the given trace pattern TPat has no trace variables,
TPat = E1(a11, ..., a1i). E2(a21, ..., a2j)...Em(am1, ..., amk),
where each Ei(ai1, ..., ain) is an event schema.
In the study of the general string pattern matching problems, there is no assumption
on the profile of either the string text or the string pattern; they are arbitrary strings from an
alphabet. In the famous Knuth-Morris-Pratt algorithm [91], the string pattern is preprocessed in order to compute the profile, i.e., the next sliding distances of the string
pattern. In the trace pattern matching problem, however, the following facts about the
profiles of the trace text and trace pattern are known:
(1) A trace text is a string with many repeated substrings. The substrings are events
names defined in the syntax table of a trace specification. For example, any trace of
the stack module contains many substrings of "PUSH", "POP", or "TOP".
(2) An expression schema is the logical unit to perform the matching operation. A match
in string pattern matching operation, for example, when text = EnterStaffAddr and
pattern = StaffAddr, is not a match in the context of trace pattern matching. As shown
in Figure 5.3, after the initial matching fails, the sliding of the trace pattern to the fifth
character of the trace text is a wasted operation.
trace text:

EnterStaffAddr("Simth",...)....

initial pattern position:

StaffAddr(x)

wasted sliding:

Staffaddr(x)

Figure 5.3 A Useless Pattern Sliding
Taking the advantages of the two facts, we can reduce the costly string comparisons
in the E-pattern matching to integer comparisons with the help of a symbol table.
The general scheme of the E-pattern matching is very similar to that of string pattern
matching. The given E-pattern slides against the trace text in order to find a matching with
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a subtrace of T. As indicated by (2) above, the minimum meaningful sliding distance
should be the next "." position in T. The trace concatenator "." in T serves as the next
sliding position indicator as shown in Figure 5.4.
trace text:

PUSH(3).TOP.PUSH(1).PUSH(4)

initial pattern position: PUSH(x).PUSH(4)
first sliding:
second sliding:
...

PUSH(x).PUSH(4)
PUSH(x).PUSH(4)
...

Figure 5.4 Minimal Trace Pattern Sliding Distances
Let length(TPat) = n. Suppose TPat is at the position i of the trace text T (positions
within a trace are introduced in Section 4.2). Then, whether or not to further slide the Epattern to the right of the current position is determined by the matching result of the
current segment of T, i.e., the subtrace T| (i +i n), and TPat. The segment matching involves
(a) the matching of the events names in TPat and T| (i +i n); and (b) the matching of the
argument lists if (a) succeeds.
The name matching, as a string pattern matching, can be a costly operation. For
example, for two events named AddGraphNode and AddGraphEdge, respectively, not until
the 9th character comparison does it become clear that the matching fails. On the other
hand, to confirm the match of the two AddGraphEdge event names takes 12 character
comparisons.
To accelerate the name matching process, we choose to apply the technique that a
compiler often uses to manipulate strings: to operate on the integer representations of
strings through a symbol table. As stated in the fact (1) above, as a substring, the event
names have many repeated occurrences in a trace text and trace pattern (otherwise, this
symbol table approach is not economical). The symbol table for the events names can be
constructed by just scanning the syntax table of the given trace specification. Then, the
internal representation of event names in both the trace text and the E-pattern become
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integers. Using this technique, the name matching now takes only one integer comparison.
The cost of symbol table operations are well justified since the name matching will be
repeatedly performed during the trace simulation process.
With the help from the symbol table of events names, a more efficient E-pattern
matching algorithm can be developed if we apply the hashing approach used in matching
terms. The hashing approach, as described in [34], views all term patterns as forming a
hashing table. Each term pattern in the table is a "bucket" with a signature which is some
characteristics of the pattern. This signature serves as a necessary condition that any
matching term must satisfy. For a term to be matched, its signature is computed and used
as the key to enter a bucket in the table where the detailed checking is performed. The
effectiveness of this approach depends on how simply the signature can be computed and
how effective is the signature (so that most of the un-matchable terms can be eliminated).
For the E-pattern matching problem, with the help of the symbol table, there is an
obvious signature that is both simple and effective: the list of events names in the E-pattern.
For example, given the trace text
T = AddTuple(3,x,9,y,a).AddTuple(4,5,z,6,7).AddSet(3,s).AddTuple(8,3,9,4,2)...
and the trace pattern
TPat = AddTuple(3,x,9,y,a).AddTuple(4,5,z,6,7).AddTuple(3,3,3,3,3),
suppose that through the symbol table, the event names "AddTuple" and "AddSet" have the
integer representations 362 and 874, respectively. Then, the trace text has the internal
representation
T’ = 362(3,x,9,y,a).362(4,5,z,6,7).874(3,s).362(8,3,9,4,2)...
and the trace pattern
TPat’ = 362(3,x,9,y,a).362(4,5,z,6,7).362(3,3,3,3,3).
A necessary condition for T’ to be matched to TPat’ is that there are at least three
consecutive 362’s in T’.
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In general, the list of event names (represented as integers) in TPat’ should be used as
the signature to check against the trace text T’ before getting into the argument list
matching. In the above example, the initial signature check fails at the third integer
comparison.

Whereas using the naive sequential comparison approach, it takes 12

comparisons (2 for event name matching, and 10 for arguments matching) before the
detecting of the mismatching.
The biggest advantage of this signature checking approach is that some efficient string
matching algorithms can be integrated into it to fast check the signatures. Treating each
integer number as a symbol, the name lists of TPat’ and T’ (represented as integer lists) to
be matched now become strings, and the signature checking becomes the string pattern
matching. Thus, some fast string pattern matching algorithms, such as the Knuth-MorrisPratt algorithm [91], can be applied to quickly find the substring in T’ that matches the
signature. In the above example, when the initial subtrace of T’ fails to match TPat’,
according to the KMP algorithm, TPat’ should slide to position 3 of T’ as shown in Figure
5.5.
trace text:

362(...).362(...).874(...).362(...).362(...).362(...)

initial TPat’ position:

362(...).362(...).362(...)

first sliding:

362(...).362(...).362(...)

Figure 5.5 Applying KMP Algorithm to E-Matching
After the checking of the necessary condition, i.e., a successful signature checking,
the next step of E-pattern matching is to check the sufficient condition for the checked
subtrace of T’ to match the E-pattern TPat’ − matching each argument list in TPat’ with the
subtrace. This can only be done sequentially: for the list of expression schemas in TPat’, we
sequentially match the argument list of each schema; for each argument list, we
sequentially match each argument in the list.
The algorithm outlined above is presented as the E-Match algorithm in Appendix K
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(<Alg.6>).

The modified KMP string pattern matching algorithm is also given in

Appendix K (<Alg.13>).
5.3.3 Matching Trace Variables
With the result of Section 5.3.2, we can now match each variable in a general trace
pattern TPat = S1.T1.S2.T2...Tn-1.Sn. For each E-pattern Si, we use two positions, li and ri, to
record the subtrace of T it matches, i.e., T|liri.
We first match the prefix of T with the E-pattern S1. If the matching succeeds, we
record the matching subtrace of T by l1 = 0 and r1 = length(S1); otherwise, the whole
matching fails. Suppose the matching for S1 succeeds, we then try to match S2 to T starting
from r1. If it fails, then the whole matching fails; otherwise, the wild card T1 is set to match
with the subtrace of T|r1l2 as shown in Figure 5.6.
trace text:

E1 . E2 . ... . Ei . Ei+1 . ... . Ej . Ej+1. ... . Ek . Ek+1. ... . Em
S1

S2
T1

l1

r1

l2

r2

Figure 5.6 Matching Trace Variables
This process continues until either any of the E-pattern matchings fails, which fails
the whole pattern matching, or, Sn is matched (and thus Tn-1 is matched), which successfully
concludes the whole pattern matching. Note that Sn must match the suffix subtrace of the
trace text, i.e., rn = m.
The algorithm for matching trace variables, FindSub, is presented in Appendix K
(<Alg.5>). This algorithm, employing the E-Match and matching trace variables in a trace
pattern, searches for a binding substitution for the given trace pattern.
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5.4 Trace Conditions Evaluation
Since no quantifiers are allowed in the restricted trace conditions, the logic connectors
in a restricted trace condition can only be "∨", "∧", "→", "¬". Since these logic connectors
have standard interpretations [124], in this section, we concentrate on the evaluation of the
primitive predicate expressions that are (1) some relational operations that are treated as
built into the trace language (no specifications are given to these operations), or (2)
auxiliary predicates.
5.4.1 Local Reuse of Predicates Values
As discussed in Section 5.1, the costly canonical predicate evaluations are avoided in
stepwise rewriting because in each of the rewriting steps, the result of the previous
rewriting step is reused. For the user defined auxiliary predicates in the trace conditions,
although their evaluations cannot be entirely avoided, the philosophy of reusing the
previous evaluation results can still be used to significantly accelerate the trace condition
evaluation process.
It is very often the case that some user defined auxiliary predicates appear in the
Condition column of a table repeatedly, such as the predicates hasnode, hasedge and
inrange in the following Table 5.2. (As an equivalence table in a proper specification, each
pair of the trace conditions in the table is mutually exclusive.)
It is clear that all the occurrences of the same predicates with the table-wise shared
variables, like T, x, y, and z, should have the same truth value. Therefore, such a predicate
should be evaluated only once across the table. Considerable time and effort can be saved
by storing the value of hasnode(T,x) when it was first evaluated (in the first row) and by
retrieving this stored value whenever a trace condition in the following rows containing the
primitive predicate expression hasnode(T,x) is evaluated. We call this type of reuse of
predicate values as local (to a table) reuse.
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T.AddEdge(x,y,w) =r
Condition

Equivalence

~hasnode(T,x)

%NoSrcNode%

hasnode(T,x) ∧ ~hasnode(T,y)

%NoDestNode%

hasnode(T,x) ∧ hasnode(T,y) ∧
inrange(w)

%IllegalLength%

hasnode(T,x) ∧ hasnode(T,y) ∧
inrange(w) ∧ hasedge(T,x,y)

T

hasnode(T,x) ∧ hasnode(T,y) ∧
inrange(w) ∧ ~hasedge(T,x,y)

...

Table 5.2 AddEdge Equivalence Table
Similarly, the local reuse strategy can also be applied to the output value tables and
auxiliary function tables.
Note that this type of local reuse only applies to a predicate expression where each
variable in its parameter list is global to the whole table, for example, in Table 5.2, the
canonical trace variable, T, the argument variables x, y, and w of the current event schema
AddEdge(x,y,w). Since the scope of trace variables introduced by a TP descriptor is only
the row in which the TP descriptor appears, the different appearances of the syntactically
identical predicate expression Pred(X, Y) on different rows may have different values. For
example, in the table below, the values of isrelated(T, x, S1) in the first row cannot be
reused in the second row since the trace variable S1 is not a global variables in the table.
valid(T, x) =
Condition
isrelated(T,x,S1)
isrelated(T,x,S1)
...

Trace Patterns
T = S1.Apt(x,y).S2
T = Apt(x,y).S1
...

Value
true
false
...

Our experience shows that most trace conditions have some predicates on the global
trace variable T and the argument variables of the current event schema. It justifies the
effort of storing predicate expression values for the future reuse.
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5.4.2 Global Reuse of Predicates Values
The local reuse of the results of the previous predicate evaluation happens within a
single table. The same reuse philosophy can be extended to a more sophisticated and
efficient reuse, called global reuse, in the following cases:
(1) If a predicate expression is evaluated in the equivalence table of an event E, and E
does not change the module state, then the locally stored value of the predicate
expression should still be valid; or
(2) The event E may change the state of the module, and hence invalidate the stored
value of a predicate expression. But, the predicate value after the state change can be
much more easily computed (or, updated) from the previous stored value than by reevaluating the predicate expression.
In these cases, the previous stored predicate value can be reused across different tables
provided that the variables in the parameter list are global to the specification. Global reuse
requires a predicate to be defined in a style similar to the "Single Element Extension of
canonical traces", or, SEE style.
Recall that in applying the SEE approach to define r(T,E), it is assumed that T is a
canonical trace, and the new canonical trace after T is extended by the current event E is
defined in terms of T and E. For any trace E1.E2.....En, its equivalent canonical trace is
stepwise defined. Under the stepwise rewriting strategy, we can also apply the SEE
approach in defining the predicate values used in trace conditions. For any predicate
expression with the canonical trace T as one of the arguments, such as hasnode(T,x), its
initial value (when T = _) is defined. Then, assuming the value of the previous step is
known, the new value of the predicate is defined when T is extended by each possible event.
For example, the predicate hasnode(T,p) can be define as
hasnode(T,p) =
Initially: false

AddNode(p)

DelNode(p)

Else

hasnode(’T,p)

true

false

NC

~hasnode(’T,p)

true

false

NC

Table 5.3 SEE Definition for the Predicate hasnode
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Table 5.3 defines the predicate hasnode recursively: initially, i.e., when T = _,
hasnode(T, p) for any p is false since the module has no node yet. No matter what was the
previous value of hasnode(’T, p), (’T denotes the old value of the canonical trace T), the
predicate becomes true after the occurrence of the event AddNode(p), and false after the
event DelNode(p). All the other events (denoted by the Else column) have no effect on the
value of the predicate (NC stands for No Change).
In any step of the stepwise rewriting, the value of the predicate expression hasnode
can be updated according to Table 5.3. In each rewriting step, the updating of this value
only takes a single operation, while the evaluation of the predicate expression
hasnode(T, p) = (∃ T1, T2)(T = T1.AddNode(p).T2)
takes O(log(length(T)), assuming T is sorted and binary search can be performed.
SEE style definitions can only be used for predicates with specification-wise global
variables, in most of the cases, the canonical trace T. In Table 5.3, the variable p is not a
global variable, but a variable representing any potential node in the module. As a result,
we need N copies of such a table each with p being instantiated to a different node number
1 ≤ p ≤ N, where N is the number of the nodes allowed in the module.
Note that while the global reuse requires the predicates be defined in the SEE style,
the local reuse can be implemented for an arbitrary predicate definition (must satisfy
Definition 5.4, though). This special SEE format of predicate definition is recursively
defined solely in terms of the module interface elements and hence does not violate the
"information hiding" principle.
Other than predicates, some auxiliary functions, again with global variables as
parameters, can also be defined in SEE style. For example, in a trace specification, the most
often used "meta" function, length(T), can be defined in a SEE table (which overrides the
built-in length(T)). For the stack module, the function can be defined as
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length(T) =
Initially: 0
length(’T)

PUSH(x)

POP

length(’T) + 1 Max(0, length(’T) − 1)

TOP
length(’T)

Table 5.4 SEE Definition for the Function length
With a "conventional" definition, the evaluation of the function length(T) (cf.
Definition 4.3) takes O(length(T)) time; while with this SEE definition, the updating at
each step takes only a single operation.
5.4.3 Evaluating Built-in Predicates
The symbolic execution of equations in a term rewriting system requires that any
system must be self-contained in the sense that there are some rewriting rules for every type
of values. This is because the symbolic execution of equations is the only means of
carrying out the rewriting in a pure term rewriting system. Any operation on any types of
values must be governed by some rewriting rules. For example, a set of equations defining
an integer stack with a DEPTH operation cannot be executed unless there are also some
equations, such as "+", about operations on integers. Otherwise, a term denoting the stack
depth, for instance, (1 + 1), cannot be reduced to number 2.
In a trace specification, the building blocks of trace conditions are the built-in
predicates constructed from
(1) some well-defined mathematics relations (cf. Definition 5.4 (2)), such as >, =, <, etc.;
(2) terms constructed out of the operations and data types (cf. Definition 4.23) provided
by the modern imperative languages, such as arithmetic operations on integers and
reals, boolean operations, array operations, etc.
Since we do not write specifications for the well-known data types and their
operations, when a trace specification is interpreted, there are no rewriting rules on these
built-in terms and predicates. For example, in the stack module, if the function length(T)
is defined in the SEE style as shown in Table 5.4, lacking rewriting rules governing integer
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operations, the result of length(T) after three PUSH events will be 0 + 1 + 1 + 1, rather than
what a user wishes to obtain, 3. Moreover, since the operator ">" is not defined in the stack
specification, the predicate expression (length(T) < #size#) cannot be evaluated. The
rewriting process will abort at the row with this condition (cf. Appendix A).
One solution to this problem is to literally follow the traditional term rewriting system
approach, i.e., to provide the trace specifications for those built-in data types to make a
rewriting system "complete" and self-contained. While this can be done, it is not very
natural. First of all, writing a specification for those well understood data types and
operations is not necessary. Furthermore, all these operations are available from the chosen
imperative simulation language.
A practical solution is to adopt the hybrid approach of executing term rewriting
systems used in the OBJ interpreter [52]. In the interpretation of OBJ specifications, the
operations on built-in data types are interpreted directly by the rules written in the
interpretation language (Lisp). Taking advantage of the facilities provided by the chosen
simulation language, we can evaluate the terms and predicates on built-in data types and
operations much more efficiently. The key to this approach is to have some appropriate
internal representations for these built-in data types so that they are not represented as
typeless symbols, but as the intended data types in the simulation language. In the trace
simulator, we need a table of built-in operators. For each operator in the table, a subroutine
is written in the simulation language which computes the result of the operation. Whenever
a term or predicate expression involves a built-in operator is encountered, this table is
searched and, if an entry is found, the corresponding subroutine is invoked.
For example, in the table below, we assume the operations "+", "∧", ">" and "≠" are
built in the simulation language.
Condition
...
(x + 1 > y) ∧ (y ≠ 0)
...

Trace Patterns
...
T = S1.PUSH(x).PUSH(y)
...

Value
...
x
...
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Let (1) the canonical trace T = PUSH(3).PUSH(7), and (2) in the simulation language,
arguments 3 and 7 be represented as integer values (rather than symbols ‘3’ and ‘7’). Then,
through the trace pattern matching, x and y are assigned to values 3 and 7, respectively.
When the trace condition is evaluated, the subroutine for the operation "∧" will invoke the
subroutines for the operations ">" and "≠", respectively. The subroutine for ">" will, in
turn, invoke the subroutine for "+" which takes the integer values x and 1 and returns the
result, 4. This value will falsify the predicate ">" and hence the whole trace condition.
This approach only works if the built-in data types in the canonical trace T (and,
perhaps, the current event expression) can be identified and correctly represented in the
simulation language. Since the values of the built-in data types can only appear as
arguments of some event expressions or auxiliary functions, their type information can be
easily gathered from the syntax tables for the access-programs, monitored events, and
auxiliary functions. In the above example, the syntax table in the stack specification clearly
indicates that the argument of a PUSH event should be internally represented as an integer.
Since T grows stepwise by one event expression, at each step of rewriting, we only need to
identify which arguments of the current event expression are of built-in data types and
convert them to the corresponding internal representations.
In Definition 5.4, only a few mathematics relations and the set membership checking
are allowed to be the built-in predicates. The definition can be extended to allow more
conventional mathematical operations provided that each new operator adds an entry in the
built-in operation table, and has a subroutine in the simulation language to compute its
result.
5.5 Searching for Substitutions by Backtracking
Section 5.3 and Section 5.4 discussed the problems of trace pattern matching and trace
condition evaluation, respectively, in isolation. However, in searching for applicable rules,
the operations on each row of a table are not simply trace pattern matching followed by
condition evaluation. Due to the interaction between the two problems, they have to be
studied together.
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As stated in Section 3.1, in a row of an equivalence table or an output table, it is the
trace pattern and the trace condition that together define the subset of canonical traces.
Given a canonical trace T, and the current event E, the searching for a matching row in the
E equivalence table or o(T, E) table can only be sequential. At each row, (1) it should be
checked whether T matches the trace pattern defined by the TP descriptor of that row, and
(2) the trace condition in the same row should be evaluated based on the binding
substitution obtained by (1). There are three possible results from the trace pattern
matching and the condition evaluation operations:
(C1) the pattern matching fails;
(C2) the pattern matching succeeds, but the trace condition evaluation fails;
(C3) both the trace pattern matching and the trace condition evaluation succeed.
In case (C1), it is certain that the row is not applicable. Case (C3) indicates the rule
defined in the row is applicable. For case (C2), however, there is no definite conclusion:
the failure of the condition evaluation by one binding substitution does not exclude the
possibilities that other binding substitutions may satisfy the condition. The FindSub
algorithm always finds the left-most matching subtrace of the trace text T for each Epattern, and hence finds the left-most binding substitution. There are often some other
binding substitutions to the right of it. To be conclusive, we need to find all the possible
binding substitutions, i.e., all the possible assignment of the trace variables in the trace
pattern, until either a new substitution satisfies the trace condition (the case is reduced to
(C3)), or, the trace text is exhausted in which case we can safely claim that the rule defined
in the row is not applicable (the case is reduced to (C1)).
For example, suppose that the trace text is
T = PUSH(3).PUSH(5).PUSH(8).PUSH(3).TOP
and the row to be processed is
Condition
...
length(T1) = 3
...

Trace Patterns
...
T = T11.PUSH(x).T22
...

Value
...
x
...
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Applying FindSub algorithm results in the binding substitution
[T1 |→ _, T2 |→ PUSH(5).PUSH(8).PUSH(3).TOP, x |→ 3].
This substitution fails the trace condition length(T1) = 3. However, this failure does not
disqualify the rule in the row as an applicable candidate: another binding substitution
θ = [T1 |→ PUSH(3).PUSH(5).PUSH(8), T2 |→ TOP, x |→ 3]
satisfies the trace condition length(S1) = 3. For this particular example, there are four
binding substitutions as shown in Figure 5.7.
PUSH(3) . PUSH(5) . PUSH(8) . PUSH(3) . TOP

trace text:
1st matching:
2nd matching:
3rd matching:
4th matching:

x

T1

T2
x

T1

T2
x

T1
T1

T2
x

T2

Figure 5.7 Non-unique Trace Pattern Matchings
In Figure 5.7, the three binding substitutions obtained by the first three trace pattern
matchings fail the trace condition. It is the last binding substitution, the right-most one, that
satisfies the condition.
For a general TP descriptor P on trace T, we can view a binding substitution as a
decomposition of T into subtraces denoted by the trace variables in TPat and their context.
We need a systematic mechanism that not only allows us to find all the possible binding
substitutions of the TPat, but also reuses as much as possible the matching results from the
previous steps.
The back-tracking technique used in Prolog interpreters [31, 143] provides us with the
desired mechanism. The general idea of back-tracking is to exhaustively search for all the
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possible matches while keep as many as possible matched variables unchanged from the
last matching operation. In the trace pattern matching problem, when the left-most binding
substitution found fails the trace condition, we should try to rematch the E-patterns in TPat
to search for other binding substitutions. Note that in any binding substitution, Sn must be
matched to the suffix of T. To efficiently reuse the matched values for the other E-patterns
and trace variables, the rematch should start from the E-pattern, Sn-1. Suppose that ln-1, the
left position of Sn-1, is i. We should try to match Sn-1 with the suffix subtrace of T to the
right of i, i.e., T|m-w
i+1 , where, m is the length of T and w is the length of Sn. If such a match
is found, then, the right position of Tn-2, should be reset to the new position as shown in
Figure 5.8. .
trace text:

E1 . E2 . ... . Ei . Ei+1 . ... . Ej . Ej+1. ... . Ek . Ek+1. ... . Em

old matching:
new matching:

’Tn-2

’ln-1

’Sn

’Tn-1

’Sn-1
’rn-1

Tn-1

Sn-1

Tn-2
ln-1

rn-1

ln

Sn

rn

Figure 5.8 A Backtracking Example
Since the values assigned to the E-patterns S1, S2, ..., Sn-2 are not changed in this
rematch of Sn-1, the values assigned to T1, T2, ..., Tn-3 remain the same. With the successful
rematch of Sn-1 and the adjusted value for the wild card variable Tn-2, we now obtain a new
binding substitution. We should use this binding substitution to re-evaluate the trace
condition. If the new binding substitution, again, fails the trace condition, the same process
for rematching Sn-1 is repeated until either (a) a newly obtained substitution satisfies the
trace condition, or, (b) T is exhausted.
In case (a), we conclude that the rule defined in the row is applicable.
In case (b), we conclude that, with the values for the E-patterns S1, S2, ..., Sn-2 kept
unchanged, there is no binding substitution which satisfies the trace condition. Therefore,
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we need to go back further to start a new round, i.e., to check whether, by keeping the values
assigned to the E-patterns S1, S2, ..., Sn-3 unchanged, we can find a new binding substitution
that satisfies the trace condition. This requires to rematch E-patterns Sn-2 and Sn-1.
In general, in the back-tracking process, if the trace text T is exhausted with the
rematch of the E-pattern Sj, we should next start a new round with the new E-pattern Sj-1.
The backtracking proceeds until either (i) a binding substitution found satisfies the trace
condition; or, (ii) the rematch of E-pattern S2 fails. Same as case (a) above, case (i)
concludes that the rule defined in the row is applicable. In case of (ii), we exhausted all the
possible binding substitutions and hence can safely conclude that the rule defined on the
row is not applicable.
The backtracking scheme can be conveniently implemented by a stack. The elements
of the stack will be triples of the form <S, l, r>, where S is an E-pattern identifier, l and r,
where l ≤ r, are the left and right positions of S in the trace text T. Every time an E-pattern
matches a subtrace of T, its triple is pushed to the stack. The E-patterns in the trace pattern
listed from left to right correspond to the elements in the stack from bottom to top. At any
time, the contents of the stack records the matched E-patterns. When the top element in the
stack is the E-pattern Sn, we have a binding substitution. Since the backtracking only
applied to a successful first, i.e., left-most, substitution, we always start the backtracking
from the E-pattern Sn, the top element of the stack. The triple for Sn is popped from the
stack, and rematch of Sn-1 starts. If Sn-1 cannot be rematched, we then start from the new
top element, Sn-2. This process continues until either (i) a new binding substitution is found,
or, (ii) the stack has only S1 in it.
The BackTrack algorithm in Appendix K (<Alg.9>) accurately describes this
process.

Chapter 6

Conclusions, Contributions, and Future Work
6.1 Conclusions
The Trace Assertion Method developed in this thesis abstractly specifies the
externally observable behaviour of software modules.

This method supports the

"information hiding" principle and modularized development of software systems.
The Trace Assertion Method is a practical specification method. The ability to make
assertions based on the input/output history enables the method to conveniently specify
non-deterministic features of modules. The exceptional cases specification mechanism in
the method makes it possible for a module designer to precisely specify the module’s
behaviour in exceptional cases, and for a implementor to handle, and, recover from, errors.
The tabular format notation, which has not been used in other formal methods, improves
the readability of trace specifications.
Using object specification as the specification of multi-object modules simplifies
trace specifications for these modules and enhances the practicality of this method.
The finite state machine based semantics provides a formal and easy to understand
semantics for trace specifications.
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Parallel to the general term rewriting theory, the Trace Rewriting theory developed
gives trace specifications an operational semantics. The theory provides an adequate
foundation for simulating trace specifications.
The design of the Trace Simulator integrates various techniques, such as the wild card
symbol matching, the signature matching, the Knuth-Morris-Pratt algorithm, the symbol
table, etc. Together, these techniques improve the performance of the trace simulator, and
make it a practical tool.
6.2 A Comparison of Trace Rewriting and Term Rewriting Systems
There are many similarities between a trace rewriting system (TraceRS) and a
traditional term rewriting system (TermRS). Almost all the terminology defined in Chapter
4 is from the literature on TermRS, and the definitions are also very similar to their
counterparts in the TermRS literature.
A TermRS usually consists of a set of rewriting rules, i.e., symmetric equations, rarely
having any structure. Whereas in TraceRS’s, the rules in a TraceRS are rigidly structured
(structured by canonical traces). A rule in a TraceRS can only be applied to one direction.
In a conditional TermRS, all the rules and conditions must be equations, no meta
conditions are allowed. As the result, the match between terms, if one exists, is always
unique. In a TraceRS, meta conditions, i.e., first order logic assertions on a set of trace
patterns, are used extensively. As shown in Chapter 5, the match of a trace pattern and a
trace text, if one exists, is not necessarily unique. As the result, a back-tracking mechanism
has to be employed in order to correctly simulate a TraceRS.
In a terminating and confluent TermRS, the "word problem" has a solution. For a
proper TraceRS, the "trace word problem" also has a solution: for any two traces M and N,
of length m and n, respectively, the problem "is M ≡ N?" can be solved in m + n rewriting
steps, whether by smart rewriting or by stepwise rewriting. In at most m + n steps, we
rewrite the traces M and N to their representative canonical traces. Then, M ≡ N if and only
if they are represented by the same canonical trace.
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Specifically, a TraceRS resembles, but differs from, the following types of
TermRS’s:
(1) String rewriting systems.

A string rewriting system [17] is a special type of term rewriting system where all the
functions are monadic (having only one argument) and hence terms can be treated as
strings.
Treating each event expression as a "symbol" from an alphabet, a trace can be viewed
as a string. But, TraceRS is different from, and, more powerful (in the sense of expressive
power) than, string rewriting. The conditions in trace assertion can describe complex traces
patterns, whereas terms in most string rewriting systems can only be string instances.
(2) Membership conditional rewriting systems.

A membership conditional rewriting system [147] is a conditional TermRS. The
conditions for rewriting rules can be a set membership test which checks whether some
variables in the LHS (a term) belong to a given set. Unlike conventional conditional
rewriting systems where conditions are also equations, such a membership condition is a
"meta" one that cannot be evaluated by the set of rewriting rules alone.
As stated in Section 3.1.3, for a trace assertion P(χ(T.E)) :: T.E =r T’, the condition
P and the trace pattern T define a subset of canonical traces. The trace T.E can be rewritten
by the rule defined by this assertion only if T is a member of this subset. Therefore, trace
rewriting is also a membership conditional rewriting. The crucial difference is that in [147]
the sets are defined by listing all of their members (so that the membership test takes only
constant time), while in the conditions of trace assertions, the canonical trace subsets are
given by their characteristic predicates which can be arbitrarily complex. These powerful
predicates enable us to conveniently and concisely specify large sets, but at the same time
cause difficulties in the simulation, which is the main reason why the backtracking strategy
is introduced.
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(3) Priority rewriting systems.

In a priority rewriting system [3], rewriting rules are syntactically marked with
priorities such that, given a term, that may be matched by the LHS’ of several rewriting
rules, it will only be rewritten by the rule with the highest priority.
On the other hand, for a smart TraceRS, given a ground trace T, the rewriting rule to
be used is the one that matches the longest prefix of T. In other words, we use the length
of the matching prefix of T as the priority. The priority of rewriting rules is dependent on
the input data.
6.3 Contributions of This Thesis
The research of this thesis resulted in the following contributions to the studies of
formal methods for software specifications, software prototyping, and general algebraic
rewriting theory:
(1) Starting with the previous work by Bartussek-Parnas [4] and Hoffman [69], the
Trace Assertion Method is developed further. By generalizing the trace elements
from Hoffman’s program calls to events (possibly with output values), the method is
capable of specifying modules implementing abstract data types, having real-time
requirements, monitoring environmental variables, and having non-deterministic
features.
(2) The abstract state machine based semantics of trace specifications provides an easy
to understand, and realistic model for software modules.

The rigid structure

introduced into the trace specifications provides step-by-step guidance in
systematically writing, checking, and using trace specifications. The defined tabular
notation further improves the readability of trace specifications.
(3) The theory of trace rewriting systems extends term rewriting theory and technique
beyond the traditional foundation of equational systems. The meta level rewriting
scheme enlarges the scope of rewriting technique applications. The theory also
provides an operational semantics for trace specifications, and lays the groundwork
for the Trace Simulator design.
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(4) We designed key trace simulation strategies and algorithms, such as, the local and
global reuses of the previous results, the step-wise rewriting, the use of the symbol
table, signature checking with KMP fast string pattern matching algorithm, hybrid
approach of evaluating trace conditions, etc., to ensure the practicality of the
simulation algorithm. Based on these strategies and algorithms, the designed Trace
Simulator can be a useful software tool for fast prototyping and testing software
modules.
6.4 Future Research Work
The work presented in this thesis can be further extended in the following directions:
(1) Unlike the Larch "two-tiered" specification approach, the Trace Assertion Method
has only one tier. The abstraction of a module, a finite state machine, is presented
via the actual programming language elements. Experience indicates that, when the
programs have longer names, to fit the canonical traces or trace patterns into the table
cells could be a challenge. Also, the error case specification and side effects
specification often distract a reader from understanding the abstract model. A
possible research topic is to check the feasibility of extending this method to a
multiple tiered approach to separate the abstract model from the programming
language dependent representations.
(2) The Trace Assertion Method can be further extended to allow each event to have an
"extra" argument, a time stamp, which records the time that the event occurs. This
argument, though, will not be passed in the actual conventional programming
language; it is externally observable to a module. With this extension, modules with
real-time requirements can be more conveniently specified.
(3) In this thesis, the treatment assumes proper trace specifications. However, a
properness check of a trace specification would be a non-trivial problem, and is not
studied in this thesis. Since the conditions and trace patterns are defined by first order
predicates, a powerful theorem prover may be needed in order to check the
properness of trace specifications.
(4) The current trace rewriting is a single module and single level rewriting: any value
appearing in the argument list of an event expression is considered as a constant from
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a "foreign" module. The trace rewriting systems can be extended to many-module
and multiple-level rewriting systems in which, in the place of these foreign constants,
traces of the foreign (lower level) modules can appear. This extension would require
a trace rewriting system to include all the rewriting rules from the trace specifications
of all the involved foreign modules. The properties of such an extended rewriting
system need to be studied. The simulation strategies and algorithms developed in this
thesis need to be extended and modified accordingly.
(5) The current ground trace rewriting can be extended to non-ground trace rewriting.
By allowing the input to be event schemas, and by extending the matching algorithm
to a unification algorithm, a trace rewriting system can be used to prove the general
properties of a module, rather than just displaying some instances of the properties.
(6) A software tool can be developed that integrates the Trace Simulator and tools for
generating module testing data (traces) [70, 75, 158] to test module implementations.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A STACK Module Interface Specification (V 1)
(1) SYNTAX
Access-Programs
Program Name

Arg#1

Value

POP
PUSH

<integer>

TOP

<integer>

(2) CANONICAL TRACES
canonical(T) ⇔ (T = [PUSH(xi)]in=1 ) when (0 ≤ n ≤ #size#)

(3) EQUIVALENCES
T.POP =r
Trace Patterns

Equivalence

T=_

%empty%

T = S1.PUSH(x)

S1

T.PUSH(a) =r
Condition

Trace Patterns

Equivalence

length(T) = #size#

T = PUSH(x).T1

T1.PUSH(a), %full%

length(T) < #size#

(true)

T.PUSH(a)

T.TOP =r
Trace Patterns

Equivalence

T=_

%empty%

T≠_

T

Trace Patterns

Value

T=_

undefined

T = S1.PUSH(a)

a

(4) VALUES
o(T, TOP) =

(5) DICTIONARY
#size#

specification parameter
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Appendix B STACK Module Interface Specification (V 2)
(1) SYNTAX

Access-Programs
Program Name

Arg#1

Value

POP
PUSH

<integer>

TOP

<integer>

(2) CANONICAL TRACES
canonical(T) ⇔ (T = _) ∨ (T = [PUSH(xi)]in=1 .TOP) when (1 ≤ n ≤ #size#)

(3) EQUIVALENCES
T.POP =r
Condition

Trace Patterns

Equivalence

(true)

T=_

%empty%

(true)

T = PUSH(x).TOP

_

S1 ≠ _

T = S1.PUSH(x).TOP

S1.TOP

T.PUSH(a) =r
Condition

Trace Pattern

Equivalence

(true)

T=_

PUSH(a).TOP

length(T) = #size# + 1 T = PUSH(x).T1.TOP T1.PUSH(a).TOP, %full%
length(T) < #size# + 1

T = T1.TOP

T1.PUSH(a).TOP

T.TOP =r
Trace Patterns

Equivalence

T=_

%empty%

T≠_

T

(4) VALUES
o(T, TOP) =
Trace Patterns

Value

T=_

undefined

T = S1.PUSH(a).TOP

a

(5) DICTIONARY
#size#

specification parameter
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Appendix C 3-STACK Module Interface Specification (V 1)
(1) SYNTAX
Access-Programs
Program Name

Arg#1

Arg#2

Value

CLEAR
POP

<one_three>: O

PUSH

<one_three>: O

TOP

<one_three>

<integer>
<integer>

(2) CANONICAL TRACES
n
k
canonical(T) ⇔ (T = [PUSH(1,xi)]m
∧
i = 1 .[PUSH(2,yi)] i = 1 . [PUSH(3,zi)] i = 1 ) when
(0 ≤ m ≤ #size#) ∧ (0 ≤ n ≤ #size#) ∧ (0 ≤ k ≤ #size#)

(3) EQUIVALENCES
T.CLEAR =r _
T.POP(s) =r
Condition

Trace Patterns

Equivalence

(s = 1) ∧ (m = 0)

T = [PUSH(1,xi)]m
i = 1.
[PUSH(2,yi)] in= 1.[PUSH(3,zi)] ik= 1

%empty_1%

T = [PUSH(1,xi)]m
i = 1.
(s = 1) ∧ (m > 0)
[PUSH(2,yi)] in= 1.[PUSH(3,zi)] ik= 1
(s = 2) ∧ (n = 0)

T = [PUSH(1,xi)]m
i = 1.
[PUSH(2,yi)] in= 1.[PUSH(3,zi)] ik= 1

T = [PUSH(1,xi)]m
i = 1.
(s = 2) ∧ (n > 0)
[PUSH(2,yi)] in= 1.[PUSH(3,zi)] ik= 1
(s = 3) ∧ (k = 0)

T = [PUSH(1,xi)]m
i = 1.
[PUSH(2,yi)] in= 1.[PUSH(3,zi)] ik= 1

T = [PUSH(1,xi)]m
i = 1.
(s = 3) ∧ (k > 0)
[PUSH(2,yi)] in= 1.[PUSH(3,zi)] ik= 1

[PUSH(1,xi)]im-1
= 1.
[PUSH(2,yi)] in= 1.
[PUSH(3,zi)] ik= 1
%empty_2%
[PUSH(1,xi)]m
i = 1.
[PUSH(2,yi)] n-1
i = 1.
[PUSH(3,zi)] ik= 1
%empty_3%
[PUSH(1,xi)]m
i = 1.
[PUSH(2,yi)] in= 1.
[PUSH(3,zi)] k-1
i=1
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T.PUSH(s,a) =r
Condition

Trace Patterns

Equivalence

[PUSH(1,xi)]m
i = 1.
[PUSH(2,yi)] in= 1.[PUSH(3,zi)] ik= 1

[PUSH(1,xi)]m
i = 2 .PUSH(1,a).
[PUSH(2,yi)] in= 1.
[PUSH(3,zi)] ik= 1,
%full_1%

T = [PUSH(1,xi)]m
i = 1.
(s = 1) ∧ (m < #size#)
[PUSH(2,yi)] in= 1.[PUSH(3,zi)] ik= 1

[PUSH(1,xi)]m
i = 1. PUSH(1,a).
[PUSH(2,yi)] in= 1.
[PUSH(3,zi)] ik= 1

[PUSH(1,xi)]m
i = 1.
[PUSH(2,yi)] in= 1.[PUSH(3,zi)] ik= 1

[PUSH(1,xi)]m
i = 1.
n .PUSH(2,a).
[PUSH(2,yi)] i=
2
[PUSH(3,zi)] ik= 1,
%full_2%

T = [PUSH(1,xi)]m
i = 1.
(s = 2) ∧ (n < #size#)
[PUSH(2,yi)] in= 1.[PUSH(3,zi)] ik= 1

[PUSH(1,xi)]m
i = 1.
n
[PUSH(2,yi)] i=
1.PUSH(2,a).
[PUSH(3,zi)] ik= 1

(s = 1) ∧ (m = #size#)

(s = 2) ∧ (n = #size#)

T=

T=

[PUSH(1,xi)]m
i = 1.
[PUSH(2,yi)] in= 1.[PUSH(3,zi)] ik= 1

[PUSH(1,xi)]m
i = 1.
[PUSH(2,yi)] in= 1.
[PUSH(3,zi)] i =k 2 .PUSH(3,a),
%full_3%

T = [PUSH(1,xi)]m
i = 1.
(s = 3) ∧ (n < #size#)
[PUSH(2,yi)] in= 1.[PUSH(3,zi)] ik= 1

[PUSH(1,xi)]m
i = 1.
[PUSH(2,yi)] in= 1.
[PUSH(3,zi)] i =k 1 .PUSH(3,a)

(s = 3) ∧ (n = #size#)

T=

T.TOP(s) =r
Condition

Trace Patterns

(s = 1) ∧ (m = 0)

T=

(s = 1) ∧ (m > 0)

T=

(s = 2) ∧ (n = 0)

T=

(s = 2) ∧ (n > 0)

T=

(s = 3) ∧ (k = 0)

T=

(s = 3) ∧ (k > 0)

T=

[PUSH(1,xi)]m
i = 1.
[PUSH(2,yi)] in= 1.[PUSH(3,zi)] ik= 1
[PUSH(1,xi)]m
i = 1.
[PUSH(2,yi)] in= 1.[PUSH(3,zi)] ik= 1
[PUSH(1,xi)]m
i = 1.
[PUSH(2,yi)] in= 1.[PUSH(3,zi)] ik= 1
[PUSH(1,xi)]m
i = 1.
[PUSH(2,yi)] in= 1.[PUSH(3,zi)] ik= 1
[PUSH(1,xi)]m
i = 1.
[PUSH(2,yi)] in= 1.[PUSH(3,zi)] ik= 1
[PUSH(1,xi)]m
i = 1.
[PUSH(2,yi)] in= 1.[PUSH(3,zi)] ik= 1

Equivalence
%empty_1%
T
%empty_2%
T
%empty_3%
T
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(4) VALUES
o(T, TOP(s)) =
Condition

Trace Patterns

Equivalence

(s = 1) ∧ (m = 0)

T = [PUSH(1,xi)]m
i = 1.
[PUSH(2,yi)] in= 1.[PUSH(3,zi)] ik= 1

undefined

(s = 1) ∧ (m > 0)

T = [PUSH(1,xi)]m
i = 1.
[PUSH(2,yi)] in= 1.[PUSH(3,zi)] ik= 1

xm

(s = 2) ∧ (n = 0)

T = [PUSH(1,xi)]m
i = 1.
[PUSH(2,yi)] in= 1.[PUSH(3,zi)] ik= 1

undefined

(s = 2) ∧ (n > 0)

T = [PUSH(1,xi)]m
i = 1.
[PUSH(2,yi)] in= 1.[PUSH(3,zi)] ik= 1

yn

(s = 3) ∧ (k = 0)

T = [PUSH(1,xi)]m
i = 1.
[PUSH(2,yi)] in= 1.[PUSH(3,zi)] ik= 1

undefined

(s = 3) ∧ (k > 0)

T = [PUSH(1,xi)]m
i = 1.
[PUSH(2,yi)] in= 1.[PUSH(3,zi)] ik= 1

zk

(5) DICTIONARY
#size#
<one_three>

specification parameter
{1, 2, 3}

Appendix D 3-STACK Module Interface Specification (V 2)
(1) SYNTAX
Access-Programs
Program Name

Arg#1

Arg#2

Value

CLEAR
POP

<one_three>: O

PUSH

<one_three>: O

TOP

<one_three>

<integer>
<integer>

(2) CANONICAL TRACES
canonical(Ts) ⇔ (Ts = [PUSH(s,xi)]i n= 1 ) when (0 ≤ n ≤ #size#)

(3) EQUIVALENCES
Ts.CLEAR =r _
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Ts.POP(s) =r
Trace Patterns

Equivalence

Ts = _

%empty%

Ts = S1.PUSH(s,x)

S1

Ts.PUSH(s,a) =r
Condition

Trace Patterns

length(Ts) = #size#

Equivalence

Ts = PUSH(s,x).T1 T1.PUSH(s,a), %full%

length(Ts) < #size#

(true)

Ts.PUSH(s,a)

Ts.TOP(s) =r
Trace Patterns

Equivalence

Ts = _

%empty%

Ts ≠ _

Ts

Trace Patterns

Value

Ts = _

undefined

Ts = S1.PUSH(s,a)

a

(4) VALUES
o(T, TOP(s)) =

(5) DICTIONARY
#size#
<one_three>

specification parameter
{1, 2, 3}

Appendix E 3-STACK Module Interface Specification (V 3)
(1) SYNTAX
Access-Programs
Program Name

Arg#1

Arg#2

JOIN

<one_three>: O

<one_three>: O

POP

<one_three>: O

PUSH

<one_three>: O

TOP

<one_three>

Value

CLEAR

<integer>
<integer>

(2) CANONICAL TRACES
canonical(Ts) ⇔ (Ts = [PUSH(s,xi)]i n= 1 ) when (0 ≤ n ≤ #size#)
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(3) EQUIVALENCES
Ts.CLEAR =r _
Ts.JOIN(s, s1) =r
Condition

Equivalence

length(Ts) + length(Ts1) > #size#

%overflow%

length(Ts) + length(Ts1) ≤ #size#

Ts1.Ts

Ts.JOIN(s1, s) =r
Condition

Equivalence

(s ≠ s1) ∧ (length(Ts) + length(Ts1) > #size#)

%overflow%

(s ≠ s1) ∧ (length(Ts) + length(Ts1) ≤ #size#)

Ts

(s = s1) ∧ (2 × length(Ts) ≤ #size#)

Ts.Ts

(s = s1) ∧ (2 × length(Ts) > #size#)

%overflow%

Ts.POP(s) =r
Trace Patterns

Equivalence

Ts = _

%empty%

Ts = S1.PUSH(s,x)

S1

Ts.PUSH(s,a) =r
Condition

Trace Patterns

Equivalence

length(Ts) = #size#

Ts = PUSH(s,x).T1

T1.PUSH(s,a), %full%

length(Ts) < #size#

(true)

Ts.PUSH(s,a)

Ts.TOP(s) =r
Trace Patterns

Equivalence

Ts = _

%empty%

Ts ≠ _

Ts

Trace Patterns

Value

Ts = _

undefined

Ts = S1.PUSH(s,a)

a

(4) VALUES
o(T, TOP) =

(5) DICTIONARY
#size#
<one_three>

specification parameter
{1, 2, 3}
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Appendix F LIST Module Interface Specification
(Informal Description: This module provides access to a list of at most #list_len# integers. List
elements are accessed by position (1-relative) and elements may be added and deleted at any
position. ADD(i,x) inserts x at position i, and DEL(i) deletes the element at position i. GETPOS(x)
returns the position of x in the list. If x occurs in more than one position, then any one of these
position is a correct return value)

(1) SYNTAX
Access-Programs
Program Name

Arg#1

Arg#2

ADD

<integer>

<integer>

DEL

<integer>

GETPOS

<integer>

Value

<integer>

(2) CANONICAL TRACES
canonical(T) ⇔ (T = [ADD(1, xi)]in=1 ) when (0 ≤ n ≤ #list_len#)

(3) EQUIVALENCES
T.ADD(i,x) =r
Condition

Trace Patterns

Equivalence

~ (0 < i ≤ length(T) + 1)

(true)

%err_position%

(0 < i ≤ length(T) + 1) ∧
(length(T) = #list_len#)

(true)

%no_space%

(0 < i ≤ length(T) + 1) ∧
(length(T) < #list_len#) ∧
(length(T1) = i − 1)

T = T1.T2

T1.ADD(1,x).T2

T.DEL(i) =r
Condition

Trace Patterns

Equivalence

(true)

T=_

%empty_list%

~ (0 < i ≤ length(T))

T≠_

%err_position%

(0 < i ≤ length(T)) ∧
(length(T1) = i − 1)

T ≠ T1.ADD(1,x).T2

T1.T2

T.GETPOS(x) =r T
Trace Patterns

Equivalence

T ≠ T1.ADD(1,x).T2

%not_exist%

T = T1.ADD(1,x).T2

T
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(4) VALUES
o(T, GETPOS(x)) = {length(S1) + 1 | T = S1.ADD(1,x).S2}

(5) DICTIONARY
#list_len#

specification parameter

Appendix G PRIORITY QUEUE Module
Interface Specification
(Informal Description: This module stores up to #size# number of ordered pairs of integers, which
are inserted by the program INSERT. The first member of each ordered pair acts as a key for the
program FRONT, which returns (without removing) a pair with a maximum key, and program
REMOVE, which removes a pair with a maximum key.)

(1) SYNTAX
Access-Programs
Program Name

Arg#1

Arg#2

Value

FRONT

<integer>

INSERT

<integer>

<integer>

REMOVE

(2) CANONICAL TRACES
canonical(T) ⇔ (T1 = [INSERT(pi,xi)]in=1 ) when (0 ≤ n ≤ #size#) ∧
(∀ S1,S2,p1,p2,x1,x2)
(S = S1.INSERT(p1,x1).INSERT(p2,x2).S2 → p1 ≤ p2)

(3) EQUIVALENCES
T.FRONT ≡
Trace Patterns

Equivalence

T=_

%empty%

~(T = _)

T

T.INSERT(a,b) ≡
Condition

Trace Patterns

length(T1) = #size#
(length(T1) < #size#) ∧
canonical(S1.INSERT(a,b).S2)

Equivalence
%full%

T1 = S1.S2

S1.INSERT(a,b).S2
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T.REMOVE ≡
Trace Patterns

Equivalence

T=_

%empty%

T = T1.INSERT(a,b)

T1

Trace Patterns

Value

T=_

undefined

T = T1.INSERT(a,b)

b

(4) VALUES
o(T, FRONT) =

(5) DICTIONARY
#size#

specification parameter

Appendix H UNIQUE INTEGER Module
Interface Specification
(1) SYNTAX
Access-Programs
Program Name

Value

GETINT

<integer>

(2) CANONICAL TRACES
canonical(T) ⇔ (T = [GETINT/xi]in=1 ) when (0 ≤ n ≤ #limit#) ∧
(∀ x, y, S1, S2)(T = S1.GETINT/x.GETINT/y.S2 → x < y)

(3) EQUIVALENCES
T.GETINT =r
Condition

Trace Patterns

Equivalence

(length(T) < #limit#) ∧
canonical(S1.GETINT/o(T, GETINT).S2))

T = S1.S2

S1.GETINT/o(T, GETINT).S2

length(T) = #limit#

(true)

%used_up%

(4) VALUES
o(T, GETINT) = {y | ¬(∃ S1, S2)(T = S1.GETINT/y.S2}

(5) DICTIONARY
#limit#

specification parameter
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Appendix I QUEUE Module Interface Specification
(1) SYNTAX
Access-Programs
Program Name

Arg#1

Value

FRONT
INSERT

<integer>
<integer>

REMOVE

(2) CANONICAL TRACES
canonical(T) ⇔ (T = [INSERT(xi)]in=1 ) when (0 ≤ n ≤ #size#)

(3) EQUIVALENCES
T.FRONT =r
Trace Patterns

Equivalence

T=_

%empty%

T≠_

T

T.INSERT(a) =r
Condition

Equivalence

length(T) = #size#

%full%

length(T) < #size#

T.INSERT(a)

Trace Patterns

Equivalence

T=_

%empty%

T = INSERT(x).S1

S1

Trace Patterns

Value

T=_

undefined

T = INSERT(a).S1

a

T.REMOVE =r

(4) VALUES
o(T, FRONT) =

(5) DICTIONARY
#size#

specification parameter
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Appendix J Some Infinite →R Rewriting Sequence Examples
Assume that we have an integer stack of size 2 and that its behaviour is the same as specified
in Appendix B.

The chosen canonical traces are _, PUSH(x).TOP, and PUSH(x).PUSH(y)

(denoting the states that the stack contains zero, one, and two elements, respectively). Note that in
this set of canonical traces, some prefixes of a canonical trace are not canonical trace. For
example, for the canonical trace PUSH(5).PUSH(3), the prefix PUSH(5) is not a canonical trace.
According to this set of canonical traces, the T.PUSH(x) table in a proper specification
should look like:
T.PUSH(x) =r
Trace Patterns

Equivalence

T=_

PUSH(x).TOP

T = PUSH(y).TOP

PUSH(y).PUSH(x)

T = PUSH(y).PUSH(z)

PUSH(z).PUSH(x)

In the following, we refer to the three trace rules defined by the above three trace assertions
in the table rows 1-3 as trace rules 1-3, respectively.
For the trace S = PUSH(5).PUSH(3).TOP, we have an infinite →R rewriting sequence
S →R PUSH(5).TOP.PUSH(3).TOP

<1>

→R PUSH(5).TOP.TOP.PUSH(3).TOP

<2>

→R PUSH(5).TOP.PUSH(3).TOP

<3>

→R S

<4>

→R ... ...
where, <1> is obtained by →R rewriting S at the redex point 1 (rule 1); <2> by rewriting <1> at the
redex point 1 (rule 1); <3> by rewriting <2> at the redex point 3 (the TOP rule, same as in
Appendix A); and <4> (i.e., S), by rewriting <3> at the redex point 3.
Note that if one →R rewrites S and each subsequent result at the redex point 1, then in each
step one more TOP will be added after PUSH(5) and thus the rewriting sequence (although it does
not form a loop) is also infinite.
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Appendix K Trace Simulation Algorithms

Global Data Structures
(1) CT : array of E-ele; / * the internal representation of the canonical trace */;
CT’ : array of E-ele; /* the buffer for newly constructed canonical trace */;
(2) E-ele: record with

/* the internal representation of one event expression */;

Id: integer

/* the integer representation of the event name */;

list: pointer

/* pointer to the list of arguments of the event */;

(3) symbol table,
for converting event names to their internal integer representations;
(4) E-stack, T-stack,
for computing and storing the values of binding substitutions;
(5) boolean valued flags indicating the successfulness of different algorithms;
these flags are global to all the algorithms
RM_Flag

--- set by RowMatch

FS_Flag

--- set by FindSub

CE_Flag

--- set by CondEva

BT_Flag

--- set by BackTrack

EM_Flag

--- set by E-Match

KMP_Flag

--- set by KMP

LM_Flag

--- set by ListMatch
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<Alg.1> Rewriting Algorithm
(Assumptions:
(1) the algorithm RowMatch always applies to the table pointed by currenttbl;
(2) the program empty_table checks if the currenttbl pointer is associated to a table;
(3) the specification is proper; RowMatch always succeeds for exactly one i;
(4) the programs get_ETbl(E) and get_VTbl(E) returns with a pointer to the equivalence
table for E and output value table for E, respectively;
)
Preprocess

(cf. <Alg.2>)

repeat
ReceiveEvent(E);

(cf. <Alg.3>)

RM_Flag := false;
currenttbl := get_ETbl(E);
i := 0;
while (RM_Flag = false) do
i := i + 1;
RowMatch(i);
ConstructRHS(i);

(cf. <Alg.4>)
/* construct CT’ */

(cf. <Alg.10>)

currenttbl := get_VTbl(E);
if not empty_table(currenttbl)

/* E has non-nil output value */

then
RM_Flag := false;
i := 0;
while (RM_Flag = false) do
i := i + 1;
RowMatch(i);
OutputRHS(i);
UpdateSEETbls(E);
CT := CT’
forever

(cf. <Alg.11>)
(cf. <Alg.12>)
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<Alg.2> Preprocess Algorithm
(Assumptions:
(1) the Preprocess algorithm cannot be conveniently presented without referring the
internal representational information of the trace specifications; here, we only present
the tasks that have to be accomplished in this algorithm.
)
(1) initialize the data structure CT so that it corresponds to the empty trace, _
(2) enter each name under the "Program Names" column of the syntax table to the
symbol table
(3) set the initial values for those auxiliary functions defined in SEE style
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<Alg.3> ReceiveEvent(E) Algorithm
(Assumptions:
(1) the event expression entered are always syntactically correct;
(2) there are programs converting the built-in data types into their intended internal
representation;
(3) E is the output argument of the algorithm;
)
(1) scan in the input event expression E;
(2) check the symbol table and find the integer representation for the event name;
(3) for each argument in E, check the syntax table and invoke corresponding program
to convert it to the internal representation;
(4) return the internal representation of E;
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<Alg.4> RowMatch(i) Algorithm
(Assumptions:
(1) the trace pattern of row i is of the form
S1.T1.S2.T2...Tn-1.Sn;
(2) the algorithm sets the return value of RM_Flag to true when both the pattern
matching and the condition evaluation operations are successful;
(3) the program init(s) initializes the given stack s;
(4) E_length is a function that computes the length of an E-pattern;
(5) E_last is used to store the length of Sn; it is shared between this algorithm and
E-Match;
)
j := 1;
pos := 0;
init(E-stack);
init(T-stack);
E_last := E_length(Sn);
FindSub(pos, j);

(cf. <Alg.5>)

if FS_Flag = true
then
CondEva;

(cf. <Alg.8>)

if CE_Flag = true
then
RM_Flag = true;
else
BackTrack;
RM_Flag := BT_Flag;

(cf. <Alg.9>)
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<Alg.5> FindSub(pos, j) Algorithm
(Assumptions:
(1) the trace pattern of Sj is of the form
Ej1.Ej2....Ejm;
(2) when a binding substitution is found, FS_Flag is set to true, the substitution value is
stored in the T-stack (for trace variables) and argument variables (by ListMatch);
(3) the integer valued variable l’ is shared between this algorithm and BackTrack;
)
FS_Flag = true;
while (FS_Flag = true) & (j ≤ m) do
E-Match(pos, j, l, r);
if EM_Flag = false
then
FS_Flag := false
else
push(E-stack, j, l, r);
if j > 1
then
push(T-stack, j - 1, l’, l);
l’ := r;
pos := r;
j := j + 1;

(cf. <Alg.6>)
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<Alg.6> E-Match(pos, i, l, r) Algorithm
(Assumptions:
(1) the signature of the E-pattern Si is stored in Pat[1].Id, ..., Pat[m].Id;
(2) the signature of the trace text is to match against CT[pos].Id, ..., CT[n].Id;
(3) if Si is matched to a subtrace of CT, the positions of the subtrace, l and r, are
returned, and the EM_Flag is set to true;
(4) E_last is used to store the length of Sn; it is shared between this algorithm and
E-Match;
)
EM_Flag = false;
KMP_Flag = true;
repeat
case i of
/* use S1 to match CT[1].Id...CT[m].Id*/
1: KMP(1, m, i, idx);

(cf. <Alg.13>)

/* use Sn to match CT[n − m].Id...CT[n].Id*/
n: KMP(n − m, n, i, idx);
/* use Si to match CT[pos].Id...CT[n − E_last].Id*/
else:

KMP(pos, n − E_last, i, idx);

if KMP_Flag = true
then
LM_Flag = true;
k := 1;
while (LM_Flag = true) & (k ≤ m) do
ListMatch(i, k, idx);

/* check argument lists */

(cf. <Alg.7>)

if (LM_Flag = false) & (i ≠ 1) & (i ≠ n)
then
pos := pos + 1; /*retry the signature match at new position
*/
else
k := k + 1;
if LM_Flag = true

/* all m arguments are matched */

then
EM_Flag = true;
l := idx;
r := idx + m;
until (KMP_Flag = false) or (EM_Flag = true)
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<Alg.7> ListMatch(i, k, idx) Algorithm
(Assumptions:
(1) the argument list in the trace text are stored in CT[idx].[1], ..., CT[idx].[u];
(2) the argument list in the trace pattern Si are stored in Pat[i, k].[1], ..., Pat[i, k].[u];
(3) each p[i] is either a constant or an argument variable, which can be distinguished
by the program IsConst;
(4) if the two lists do not match, then LM_Flag is set to false; otherwise, LM_Flag is set
to true, and the matching values of the argument variables are assigned to their
respective variables.
)
j := 1;
while (LM_Flag = true) & (j ≤ u) do
if IsConst(Pat[i, k].[j])
then
if (CT[idx].[j] ≠ Pat[i, k].[j])
then
LM_Flag = false
else
Pat[i, k].[j] := CT[idx].[j]
j := j + 1;

<Alg.8> CondEva Algorithm
(Assumptions:
(1) set the CE_Flag to the truth value of the trace condition
)
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<Alg.9> BackTrack Algorithm
(Assumptions:
(1) the program emptystack returns true if and only if the stack is empty;
(2) the element of the E-stack is a triple (E-pattern id, left position, right position);
(3) the element of the T-stack is a triple (trace variable index, left position, right position);
(4) BT_Flag is set to true when a new substitution is found, and the substitution is stored
in the stack; otherwise, it is set to false;
(5) the integer valued variable l’ is shared between this algorithm and FindSub;
)
BT_Flag := false;
pop(E-stack);

/* pop the Sn triple*/

pop(T-stack);

/* pop the Tn-1 triple*/

repeat
e_temp := top(E-stack);
i := e_temp.L;
if (i > 1)

/* not rematch S1 */

then
/* pop the old triple for Si, rematchSi */

pop(E-stack);

t_temp := top(T-stack);
l’ := t_temp.L;

/* remember the left position for Ti-1 */

pop(T-stack);

/* pop the old triple for Ti-1 */

/* rematch Si starts one position to the right of the old matching position */
FindSub(t_temp.L + 1, i);

(cf. <Alg.5>)

if FS_Flag = true
then
CondEva;
if CE_Flag = true
then
BT_Flag := true;
until (BT_Flag = true) OR (i = 1)

(cf. <Alg.8>)
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<Alg.10> ConstructRHS(j) Algorithm
(Assumptions:
(1) the RHS of row j is in the form of S1.T1.S2.T2...Sn-1.T(n-1).Sn ;
(2) the newly constructed canonical trace is in CT’;
(3) program app_epat(CT’,Si) appends the E-pattern Si to CT’;
(4) program app_sub(CT’, u, v) appends the subtrace of CT between the positions u
and v to CT’;
(5) program val(Tk) returns the l and r positions of the trace variable Ti in CT;
)
for k = 1 to n-1 do
app_epat(CT’, Sk);
t_temp := val(Tk)
app_sub(CT’, t_temp.L, t_temp.R);
app_epat(CT’, Sn);

<Alg.11> OutputRHS Algorithm
(Assumptions:
(1) the RHS of the current matched rule is
(a) a term; (b) a constant; or (c) an argument variable;
(2) terms with built-in operations are computed by their corresponding programs prog;
)
case RHS of
argument variable:
print value of RHS
constant:
print RHS
term:
prog(RHS)
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<Alg.12> UpdateSEETbls(E) Algorithm
(Assumptions:
(1) for each auxiliary function or predicate defined in SEE style, update the value of
the function/predicate based on current value and E;
)

<Alg.13> KMP(u, v, i, idx) Algorithm
(Assumptions:
(1) the algorithm searches CT between u and v for a match of the signature of the Epattern Si which is stored in pat[1, n];
(2) if such a match is found, KMP_Flag is set to true, and the value returned by idx is
the left position of the found match;
(3) the next array for the siganature of Si is computed by the preprocess algorithm of
[91];
(4) this algorithm is a modification of the string pattern matching algorithm of [91];
)
idx := u;
k := 1;
while (idx ≤ v) and (k ≤ n) do
while (k > 0) and (CT[idx].Id ≠ pat[k].Id) do
k := next[k];
k := k + 1;
idx := idx + 1;
if (k ≤ n)
then
KMP_Flag := false
else
idx := idx - n + 1;
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Appendix L

Formal and Abstract Software Module
Specifications − A Survey
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Section 1 Introduction
1.1 Software Specifications
Some modern software systems have grown to such a big size and complex structure that no one
person (or even a team) can finish the development of a system in a few weeks, or months. To attack
such a big and complex software development problem, nearly every software design methodology
is based on the decomposition of large, complex systems into smaller, simpler modules. Such a
module, if still too big and complex to deal with as a unit, can be further decomposed into yet
smaller ones. Then each module can be dealt with separately, often handled by different people or
teams. In order for the modules be successfully integrated, their specifications, a precise description
of the essential behavior of the modules, must be clearly written and understood by the members of
the developing team.
As Parnas [121] pointed out, the word “specification” is used with two distinct meanings in the
computer literature. The dictionary definitions of the word “specification” cover any communication that provides additional information about the object being specified − any communication that
makes the description of the object more specific. The usual engineering definition of the word has
a much narrower meaning: a specification is a precise statement of the requirements that a product
must satisfy. It is the latter definition that we will use throughout this survey.

1.2 The Roles of Software Specifications
Traditionally, software is developed in an ad hoc way. A system is usually developed without a
precisely stated requirement. The whole system is roughly decomposed into several pieces, usually
according to the number of teams or persons available. The programmers start coding right after
they think they know the functions of their modules. Few design decisions are recorded and little
documentation is produced along with the final product. The final integration stage usually reveals
the design flaws and a high price is paid to correct them. The problem found in the integration and
testing phases were usually fixed by adding “patches”.
The obvious consequence of such a software development approach is that the software product is
badly designed and produced. It is seldom delivered on schedule and budget. Most important, it may
contain serious errors and restrictions. Finally, such a product is not easily maintained [21, 92, 116,
146].
Many of the above problems can be traced back to two sources: lack of precise specification of the
software to be produced and lack of software component specifications. The delay in delivery of
software products can be mainly contributed to the low productivity in software development which
in turn is caused by two facts: (1) Programmers cannot work independently since there is no clearly
defined interface between their modules. They must frequently communicate with each other in
order to figure out what functionality their modules are supposed to exhibit and how other programs
use their own modules; (2) Most modules in a new system must be designed from scratch since there
are no specifications from earlier similar projects that can be reused.
Since the goal of the final product was not precisely specified, the product produced rarely satisfies
the user’s needs. The errors in the final product cannot be eliminated because the responsibilities of
programmers are never explicitly stated. The integration will be more difficult because the early
design decisions are never precisely recorded and validated. The product is not easily maintained
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because except for the final code and perhaps user manuals, there is no document recording the
intermediate design decisions. The original structure of the software is degraded by several layers
of “patches” introduced in the “debugging” phase to correct errors found in the testing phase.

1.3 Types of Software Specifications
In both [125, 126], the importance of software specifications is addressed. To completely describe
the functionality of a software system (and its components, modules) and record design decisions
made during the development of the system, several types of specifications (documents) are needed,
among them are:
Computer system requirement specification: It describes the requirement of a computer system in
terms of a set of environment variables of concern to the system’s user and defines the physical
interpretation of mathematical variables representing the environmental state.
System design specification: It identifies the computers within the computer system and defines
their communication with the environment.
Software requirement specification: The computer system requirement specification together with
the system design specification can be used as software requirement specification.
Software module guide: It is an informal document that describes the module structure of a system
and the responsibilities of each software module. The module decomposition criteria are addressed
in detail in [120].
Module interface specification: It treats each module identified in the software module guide as a
“black-box” and specifies its interface. It identifies all module access programs which share a
hidden data structure and describes the behavior of the module in externally observable terms.
Module internal design specification: For each implementation of a module, it describes the
module’s data structure, the intended interpretation of that data structure (in terms of the module’s
interface), and the program specification of each of the module’s access programs in terms of
mappings from data states before the program execution to data states after the program execution.
Communication service and protocol specifications: Modern communication systems are usually
implemented as a hierarchy of services with each service using the one below it in the hierarchy.
Each such service is specified by a communication service specification. Each service in the hierarchy is implemented by using the service one below it following a protocol which can be specified
by a protocol specification.
In terms of Mills’ box structured software design methodology [114], the above system requirement
specification, system design specification, module interface specification, and communication
service specification are all black box specifications since only the external observable properties
of a system, module, or service is used in the specifications. On the other hand, the module internal
design specification and communication protocol specification are clear box specifications where
the internal control structures are described.
This survey, as indicated in its title, mainly covers issues in software module interface specifications.

1.4 Formal and Abstract Software Module Specifications
Software specifications can have various degrees of formality. At one end of the spectrum, the spec-
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ifications can be expressed in some natural language with other specification notations. Such an
informal specification is usually intuitive and can serve as an introduction for readers to familiarize
themselves with a system. Also, motivations for the design decisions made in a project can only be
explained by informal means. However, informal specifications alone will not completely and
precisely describe the software functionality and record the design decisions, for often they are
incomplete, vague, ambiguous, and hard to process by computers [98].
A specification is formal if it is written entirely in a language with an explicitly and precisely
defined syntax and semantics. For formal specifications, the well-defined and unambiguous semantics of the specification language eliminate or greatly lessen the possibility of unintended ambiguity
[32, 98, 111, 119, 121, 146].
Besides decomposition, which, based on the “divide and conquer” principle, divides a big and
complex task into smaller pieces, another way to reduce the amount of complexity of details in software development is abstraction. The process of abstraction can be seen as an application of manyto-one mapping. It allows us to separate attributes that are relevant from those that are not. An
abstraction represents several similar objects. The common properties of the objects can be studied
by study of the abstract object only.
We call a specification of a module abstract if it is written solely in terms of the observable behavior
of the module, i.e., if it is independent of any implementation, especially any data structure in the
module [51, 97, 99, 101, 103, 121, 140]. Such an abstract module specification provides maximum
freedom to the module’s implementors in that they can choose any data structure and algorithms in
their implementation, as long as the module produced has the same interface as the specification
required.
As the title indicated, this survey is restricted to formal and abstract software specification techniques.

1.5 Software Modules and Data Abstractions
Data abstraction is a technique widely applied in modern software development theory and practice
[15, 44, 49, 51, 55, 94, 97, 99, 120, 129, 140]. It is generally an abstraction of a set of data objects
(a type) from many possible structures of more primitive data elements and many possible procedural implementations. Such an abstraction usually comprises a group of related operations that act
upon a particular class of data objects with some common properties but not necessarily identical.
It is required that the behavior of the objects can be observed only by applications of the operations.
The behavior of the set of data objects can be completely described solely in terms of the operations.
Such data objects are referred to as belonging to the same abstract data type.
Software systems based on the concept of abstract data types achieve the advantages of “information hiding”, “separation of concerns”, and “stepwise refinement” [37, 120, 157]. Usually, an
abstract data type is implemented by one module, and the operations to the data type is considered
as the module’s interface. As long as the interface of a module is not changed, the change of the
internal implementation data structures or algorithms of the module is confined to the module itself
and will not affect other user modules.
The main body of this survey (Sections 2, 3, and 4) is restricted to techniques for specifying interface of software modules that implement abstract data types.
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1.6 The Scope and Structure of This Survey
We survey the following four major classes of software specification techniques that, we believe,
are most popularly applied and where research is most active: abstract model based specification
techniques, algebraic specification techniques, trace based specification techniques, and process
based specification techniques. This survey is not intended as a complete survey on these areas;
rather, we concentrate on some works that we believe are essential and representative in each of the
classes.
As shown in Figure 1.1, of the above four classes of specification techniques, the abstract model
based techniques and the process based techniques belong to model based techniques, where models
are constructed as representations of what are felt to be important features of the abstract objects
under study. In the view of such an approach, only the implementations that exhibit the essential
features are considered to be correct. On the other hand, the algebraic and trace based techniques
belong to black-box (or abstraction based) techniques where abstract objects under study are treated
as black boxes whose behavior is described solely in terms of the external observable features of
the black boxes.
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Figure 1.1 Software Specification Taxonomy Tree
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In Section 2, we survey two popular abstract model based specification techniques, VDM and Z,
together with their extensions. In using VDM or Z specifying a software module, a model of the
module is constructed from some commonly used and well understood data structures and operations. The required behavior of the module is described by showing how the model behaves. Such
a model is referred to as abstract since the data structures used are usually not available in most
programming languages and hence the model is programming language independent.
Both algebraic and trace based specifications, as mentioned above, view abstract data objects under
study as black boxes. However, the external observable properties used to describe the objects differ
in the two approaches: The algebraic techniques view the values that some abstract data objects can
have and the operations to the data objects as forming abstract algebras (or theories) and specify
such abstract data objects by presenting such algebras (or theories). Some techniques, such as
Larch, then specify the module that implements the abstract data objects in terms of the algebras (or
theories). Algebraic specification techniques are discussed in Section 3.
The trace based techniques, on the other hand, view each abstract data object implemented by a software module as a finite state machine and specify the object by describing the visible properties of
each of the state machines, i.e., the module access programs. The state transition function (or relation, in case of non-deterministic state machine) and output values of such a state machine can be
completely described by the input history, or traces, of the machine. Such techniques are presented
in Section 4.
In Section 5, we survey three commonly used process based specification techniques in concurrency and distributed system specifications, and, particularly, in communication services and protocols specifications: LOTOS, Estelle, and SDL. These techniques model a system as a set of
interconnected processes. Each process can perform some functions called transitions and communicate with other processes by means of message exchange, or interaction. At any given time, there
may be several transitions (from different processes) concurrently running in the system. The
complete behavior of a system is specified by describing behavior of each process and the communication channels among the set of processes of the system.
For each specification technique, we present the underlying disciplines and describe how the technique is applied. At the end of each section, we give a “vertical” comparison (i.e., comparison
within the techniques surveyed in the section), a discussion on the contributions, advantages and
disadvantages of each work in the section, and possibly, the relationship between the works. Some
work related to techniques surveyed in each section, such as tools, special applications, extensions/
variations are briefly discussed under the sub-title other related work. In the final section (Section
6), we provide a “horizontal” comparison (i.e., comparison across all the four classes of techniques)
on the advantages and disadvantages of each class of specification techniques, on the exceptional
case specifications, and on the non-deterministic behavior specifications. Also presented in Section
6 are the further research topics in the area of software specifications.
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Section 2 Abstract Model Based Specification Techniques
In the abstract model specifications of software systems, a system is viewed as having inputs; a
state, which changes in response to inputs; and outputs. Accordingly, a formal model of such a
system consists of three parts: (1) Syntactic Domains, which are abstractions of the input/output;
(2) Semantic Domains, which are the denotations (or representations) of the states; and (3) Interpretation Functions, which, when applied to syntactic entities, yield semantic ones [9, 10, 11, 87,
141].

2.1 Specifications in VDM
In VDM, for module interface specifications, the syntactic domains consist of module access
programs; the semantic domains are usually some well understood data models (e.g., sequence,
tuple, set, map, tree [102, 144]) used for denoting the states of the modules and meaning of objects
in the syntactic domains; and the interpretation functions map the elements in the syntactic domains
(module access programs) into the semantic domains in the following way: let Σ be the set of all
states of a module M, for an access program P of M,
(1) if P only changes the state of M, then P’s interpretation function Int-p maps P to a
state transition function, i.e.,
Int-p:

P → (Σ

∼ Σ)
→

∼ ” is the partial function symbol;
where “ →
(2) if P is a value return function that returns a value of type T, then,
(2.1) if P does not change the state of M, then P’s interpretation function Val-p
maps P to a function with domain Σ, and range T, i.e.,
Val-p: P → (Σ

∼ T)
→

(2.2) if P changes the state of M, then P’s interpretation function IV-p maps
P to a function with domain Σ, and range Σ × T, i.e.,
Val-p: P → (Σ

∼ (Σ × T))
→

Take an unbounded integer pushdown stack (hereafter, UI_stack) module as an example. The
module is designed to implement a single object of abstract type stack. Informally, the module
provides three access programs: (1) PUSH(i), which places the integer i on the stack; (2) POP,
which has no argument and removes the top element (the last integer entered) from the stack; and
(3) TOP, which has no arguments and returns the value of the top element. When the stack is empty,
execution of either POP or TOP will cause an error. Initially, the stack is empty.
The syntactic domains of this module are D_PUSH, D_POP, and D_TOP: D_POP and D_TOP each
has only one element, POP and TOP, respectively; whereas D_PUSH has an infinite number of
elements, i.e., PUSH(1), PUSH(2), ..., etc.
For the semantic domain, the VDM built-in data model sequence can be used to denote the state of
the stack, i.e.,
stack = sequence of integer, and initially, stack = [ ]
where [ ] is the empty sequence.
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The signatures for the interpretation functions are
type: Int-push: D_PUSH → (stack → stack)
∼ stack)
type: Int-pop: D_POP → (stack →
∼ integer)
type: Val-top: D_TOP → (stack →
Note that Int-push maps elements in D_PUSH to total state transition functions.
The meaning of stack access programs are (explicitly) defined as:
Int-push(PUSH(i))s = s

[i]

Int-pop(POP)s =
if s = [ ] undefined
else s - last(s)
VAL-top
if s = [ ] undefined
else last(s)
Figure 2.1 Explicit UI_Stack Specification in VDM
where, “s
[i]” appends i to the end of sequence s; last(s) (not further defined here) returns the
†
last element in s, and “s - e” deletes the element e from sequences.
Such explicit specifications for programs can often be simplified to implicit specifications [87]:
(1) since the syntactic domains of a module can be derived from the module access programs
signatures, (i.e., program names plus type information of their arguments and return values),
the programs’ signatures are used to implicitly define the syntactic domains. For a program P
with arguments p1, p2 of type Tp, and return value r of type Tr, its signature
P(p1, p2: Tp) r: Tr
implicitly defines D_P: all the element of the form P(x,y) where x, y ∈ Tp.
(2) state variables, like s in the above stack specification, that denote the state of a module M
are claimed as “external arguments” of each program of M (following the keyword ext); these
variables are classified as “wr” or “rd” in a program’s specification depending upon whether
the program changes the state (“read and write”) or not (“read only”).
(3) the interpretation functions are implicitly defined: for a program P (that implicitly defines
D_P), the signature of its interpretation functions can be derived from the return value information in its signature plus the state change information (“wr”, or “rd” of declared state variables). Since the domain of the interpretation function Int-P (or, Val-P, IV-P) is implicitly
defined by P, to define Int-P (or, Val-P, IV-P), it is sufficient to define its range, i.e., the state
transition function (or/and, state to return value domain function in case of Val-P or IV-P).
The range of P’s interpretation function, or simply, program P, is defined by a pair of pre/postconditions. The pre-condition is a truth-valued function of the input arguments of P and the
values of the state variables before the execution of P. It defines P’s expected starting states.
The post-condition is a truth-valued function of the arguments, results, values of all state variables prior to execution of P, and, for read and write variables, their values after P.
For a program P with arguments p1, p2 of type Tp, read only state variable v1 of type T1, read and

†. Note that the VDM syntax used in Figure 2.1 is not exactly the same as used in [9, 11], etc.
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write variable v2 of type T2, and return value r of type Tr, the format of its implicit specification
would look like:
P (p1, p2: Tp) r: Tr
ext rd v1: T1, wr v2: T2
pre Q(p1, p2, v1, v2)

/*signature of P*/
/*declare state variables*/
/*pre-condition of P*/

post R(p1,p2,r,v1, v2 ,v2)/

*post-condition of P*/

where Q and R are truth-valued functions. Note that since v2 is a read and write state variable, its
value before and after the application of P, v2 and v2, should be precisely defined. That is why
both v2 and v2 appear in the post condition.
The UI_stack above can be implicitly specified as:
stack = sequence of integer, and initially, stack = [ ]
PUSH(i:integer)
ext wr s: stack
post s = s
[i]
POP()
ext wr s: stack
pre s ≠ [ ]
post s = s
[i]
TOP() top : integer
ext rd s: stack
pre s ≠ [ ]
post top = last(s)
Figure 2.2 Implicit UI_Stack Specification in VDM (Adapted from [87])
Note that (1) PUSH has no pre-conditions, by default, it is “true”; it implies that Int-push maps
elements of D_PUSH to total state transition functions; and (2) the state variable s in POP and
PUSH is “wr” but is “rd” in TOP.
In such an implicit style specification of a module, it is a common practice to refer to the semantic
domains, rather than to the triple <syntactic domains, semantic domains, interpretation functions>,
as a model of the module.
Specifying each operation in this way facilitates the implementation correctness proof. Taking the
above program P as an example, any implementation:
P:

Tp × Tp → Tr

satisfies the specification if and only if:
(∀ p1, p2 ∈ Tp, v1 ∈ T1, v2 ,v2 ∈ T2)
(Q(p1, p2, v1, v2 ) → P(p1, p2) ∈ Tr

∧ R(p1, p2, P(p1,p2), v1,

v2 , v2))

Such an expression is called a “proof obligation”, which must be discharged in order to show the
correctness of the implementation. The proof rules used in such a proof are implementation
language dependent.
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2.2 Modular Extensions to VDM
The VDM specifications written in the style described in Section 2.1 are unstructured, or, flat: they
consist of lists of specifications for individual module access programs. Such specifications do not
provide facilities to express the grouping of related entities corresponding to abstract data types or
modules. In the following, we describe two approaches of modular extension to VDM specifications, those by Bear and Steensgaard-Madsen.

2.2.1 Bear’s Extension to VDM
Bear [5] proposes to structure the VDM specifications using module as the basic specification unit.
A module is a high level construct which encapsulates a collection of related types, constants, and
programs. Programs of a module may interact by updating a shared state.
A module consists of two parts: an interface and a body. The interface gives a syntactic description
of the types, constants, and programs which are provided or used by the module. The body of the
module actually specifies the constructs provided by the module and is written in the “flat” language
as in Section 2.1.
The interface of a module M contains the name of M and some of the following clauses: export
clause, import clause, parameter clause, and instantiation clause.
Export clause gives a syntactic description of the constructs (types, programs, etc.) provided by M.
For example, the UI_stack module (Section 2.1) may export all of its programs together with their
type information by the following export clause:
export
opn:

PUSH(integer),
POP(),
TOP() integer

Import clause gives a syntactic description of the constructs which are provided by other modules
and used in M. If the above integer stack programs are used in M, then, M contains an import clause
like:
import
module UI-STACK
opn: PUSH(integer),
POP(),
TOP() integer
Parameter clause gives a syntactic description of the constructs (usually types) which parameterize
M. A module may be parameterized by formal parameters. Within the parameterized module the
formal parameters may be used like any other construct. The parameter clause and export clause for
a parameterized ELEM-STACK (stack of elements of type ELEM) are:
parameters
type
ELEM
export
opn: PUSH(ELEM),
POP(),
TOP() ELEM
Instantiation clause provides descriptions of an instantiation of a parameterized module. Constructs
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of a parameterized module M1 cannot be directly imported into another module M. The formal
parameters in M1 must be mapped into some actual parameters, or instantiated, first. Module M
provides actual parameters in the place of the formal parameters of M1. The instantiation description in M’s interface consists of the name of M1, the names of the formal parameters of M1 and the
corresponding actual parameters provided by M. An integer stack can be generated by instantiating
ELEM-STACK with the mapping
→

ELEM

integer.

2.2.2 Steensgaard-Madsen’s Extension to VDM
A more radical change of VDM specification style is suggested in [142] so that abstract data types
can be conveniently specified in VDM.
In this proposal, as in the algebraic specification techniques (cf. Section 3), an abstract data type
ADT is considered as a set of domains and a set of operations which are mathematical functions
mapping from domains to domains. An operation of the ADT
opi:

Di

→

Ri

is considered as an object in the domain (Di → R i). Domain (Di → R i) is referred to as a component
domain of the ADT. An abstract data type ADT is also considered as one object in its own domain
— D-OF-ADT which is specified by the ADT’s component domains: it is defined as the cartesian
product
D-OF-ADT:

S1 × S2 × S3 ... × Sn,

where, each Si is an ADT’s component domain or sort (together with the domain/sort name). For
example, the stack object implemented by the UI_stack module (Section 2.1) may be viewed as an
object in the domain:
{

NEWSTACK:
PUSH:
POP:
TOP:

(
(stack × INT
(stack
(stack

→
→
→
→

stack) ×
stack) ×
stack) ×
INT)

}

Once the syntax of the D-OF-ADT is specified, the ADT can be viewed as a function, ADT-F, that
takes no argument and returns one “constant value” from this domain. Such a function can be specified explicitly by means of pre- and post-conditions without using models (set, tuple, list, tree, etc.).
The pre-condition of an ADT-F, by default, is always true (except in case of parameterized data
types). The post-condition of an ADT-F asserts the relationships among the component domains of
the ADT. For example, the post-condition that defines the UI_stack domain above may be:

∀(s ∈ stack, i ∈ integer):
(POP(NEWSTACK()) = error) ∧
(POP(PUSH(s,i)) = s) ∧
(TOP(NEWSTACK()) = error) ∧
(TOP(PUSH(s,i)) = i)
The sorts used in defining an abstract data type could be formal parameters. Such a parameterized
abstract data type is said to belong to a polymorphic sort. In the above sort IntStack, if the sort INT
is replaced by a parameter Elem, the sort becomes a polymorphic one for stack of a uniform but
unspecified sort (Elem). For such a parameterized data type ADT, the requirement on its parameters, if any, is stated as pre-condition of the ADT-F.
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2.3 Specifications in Z
Z [141] is a specification language based on the concepts and notations of first-order logic and set
theory. Sets are the only data model in Z: all the specifications are written in terms of pre-defined
set manipulation notations. The basic specification unit in Z is called a schema, normally represented as:
Schema Name
declaration
predicate
A schema has a name, which can be used in other schemas, a declaration (also called a signature)
of a set of variables (also called observations) together with their type information, and a predicate
asserting the relations among these variables. A schema definition introduces a syntactic equivalence between its name and its contents, i.e., its declaration and predicative part.
Schemas can be used to describe both static and dynamic aspects of software modules in a style
similar to VDM implicit specifications. The static aspects of a module include:
• the states it can be in
• the invariant relationships that are maintained as the module moves from state to state.
The dynamic aspects include:
• the access programs of the module;
• the relationship between the inputs and outputs of the programs;
• the changes of state caused by the execution of the programs.
The set of states of a module is called its state space and is specified by a schema conventionally
having the same name as the module itself. A non-empty set of initial states of the module is specified by another schema with the same signature as the state space schema. The object may start in
any one of the initial states: often there is only one of them. As an example, the following schema
defines the state space of the UI_stack (Section 2.1):
stack

s: sequence of integer

Note that (1) sequence is not a primitive data model in Z, it is defined (elsewhere) in terms of the
primitive data model in Z, i.e., set: a sequence, roughly speaking, is an ordered set. In the following,
for simplicity, we assume the sequence has the same properties, operations, and notations as the
sequence defined in VDM. (2) The predicative part of the schema, in this case, is empty: there is no
important state invariant. In case of a bounded stack, for example, the invariant would state that the
length of the sequence, at any time, is less or equal to a limit.
The initial state of the stack is defined by the schema
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Init_stack

s: sequence of integer
s=[ ]
Each module access program may have certain input and output arguments, and is specified by a
schema describing a relationship between the input and output variables and a pair of states, State
and State’. State represents the state of the module before the execution of the program, and the
State’ represents the state after the execution. All the components (variables) of State’ are decorated
with a ’. For the stack, its access programs are specified by the schemas shown in Figure 2.3.
PUSH
i?: integer
Δ stack
s’ = s

[i?]

POP

Δ stack
s≠

[]

s’ = s - last(s)

TOP
i!: integer

Ξ stack
s≠

[]

i! = last(s)
Figure 2.3 UI_Stack Specification in Z (Adopted from [141])
In Figure 2.3, the mark “Δ” in front of the state space stack indicates that the execution of PUSH
and POP will change the state of the module; the mark “?” after variable i indicates that i is an input
argument of PUSH; the mark “!” after variable i indicates that i is an output argument of TOP; “Ξ”
in front of the state space stack indicates that the execution of TOP will not change the state of the
module.
A schema involving many variables and complicated predicates can be decomposed into several
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schemas: variable names or predicate names can be used in S while their specifications appear in
different schemas named by these variable and predicate names.

2.4 Modular Extension to Z
Although schemas in Z can be used to specify the main aspects of software functions such as types,
programs, states, etc., they are not modules in the sense of grouping data and operations. That is to
say, schemas may be used to represent (separated) facets of a specification, but none will group all
those facets into one unit that conceptually corresponds to a module.
In [138], Sampaio and Meira suggest to use two structures for supporting modular Z specifications:
document and chapter. A document represents a complete (system) specification, and is divided
into chapters. In fact, a document does not embody the definitions of such chapters — it only groups
references to (names of) chapters. The aim of this approach is to have a chapter as an independent
unit, in order to allow the same chapter to be a pact of many distinct documents. The actual interaction that exists among chapters is given by import/export declarations in those chapters.
A chapter corresponds to a specification module. It can group any combination of Z structures
(usually schemas). Besides, chapters have import/export facilities which allow sharing of structures. Given sets (types pre-defined elsewhere) are a special kind of Z structure since they can be
parameters to chapters. Let ID be the name of a chapter, GS a list of given sets, and ZTEXT a set
of Z schemas. The abstract definition of a chapter is given by the following schema:

Chapter
identifier:
import:
private:
given set:
ztext:

ID
IMP
PRIV
GS
ZTEXT

Import clause (IMP) names those Z structures which are provided by other chapters. It can be used
with the all option which allows transitive importation: all visible structures (the structures not
protected by private clauses), not only the ones defined in the named chapter, but also the ones
imported to it from other chapters, are aggregated to the importing chapter. Z structures can also be
explicitly imported by mentioning a namelist. In this case, the structures must have been defined in
the chapter from which they are being imported, and not in a chapter being imported to that. It is
not allowed to import (using any option) private structures (cf. private clause).
Another option of import clause is instantiation: to instantiate a parameterized chapter PC is to map
given sets of PC to the sets that instantiate them. Partial instantiation is allowed.
Private clause (PRIV) defines the set of Z structures which are local to the chapter. The natural style
of specifications encouraged by Z is building of complex entities by combining and extending
simple ones. In general, every Z structure should be visible to other chapters which import them.
Private is defined as an export inhibitor. This approach avoids having to declare everything which
is to be exported. Both defined and imported structure can be made private.
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2.5 Comparison and Discussion
Z, strictly speaking, is not a specification method or technique. It is just a notation based on set
theory and first order predicate logic theory. VDM, on the other hand, as presented in Section 2.1,
is a fully developed model based formal specification technique. In VDM, the meaning of basic
abstract data models and their operations are assumed to be primitive and given. The meaning of
more abstract data objects and their operations are expressed as functions of the primitive objects
and operations. When the abstract data models are restricted to maps (which are finite functions
explicitly constructed from ordered pairs) only, the VDM approach becomes a functional specification approach very similar to Mills’ approach [113] (which is later generalized, by MajsterCederbaum and Parnas et al, to relational approach to specify non-deterministic programs [105,
122, 128]).
In Z, there is only one model, set; all the specifications are written in terms of this model. In order
to specify data types that are in nature dissimilar to sets, complex set manipulating notations are
built in the Z language. As a consequence, the Z specifications are hard to read and understand for
a beginner. On the other hand, VDM uses several models. The notations on these models are quite
straightforward and intuitive. A specifier can choose a model that is close (or, closer) in characteristics to the data type to be specified. VDM specifications are easier to understand than those in Z.
Note that it is a common practice in Z to define a set of commonly used data structures (list,
sequence, map, tree, relations, etc.) serving as data models from the primary set notations. These
models, in turn, are used to define abstract data types in the same way as those data models are used
in VDM.
Both (unextended) VDM and Z specifications do not support modular specifications. Bear’s work,
and Sampaio and Meira’s work provide frameworks for modular extensions to VDM, and Z specifications respectively: related types, states, functions and operations are physically grouped as one
block (module, or, chapter). Both approaches provide import/export facilities together with parameterized mechanisms. These facilities are provided in order to construct “black-box” like specifications: i.e., specifications that only reveal the functionalities of the programs being specified without
disclosing their internal representations (data structure, algorithms, etc.). However, as it is pointed
out in [138], a chapter (as well as a module in [5]) does not allow real encapsulation, for not only
the names of exported structures are visible to a specification reader, but also their representation
details (though, such representations are only for the specification purpose). It is this representation
detail that a specification reader needs to access in order to understand the meaning (semantics) of
a specification. The inherent shortcoming of the model based specification techniques, i.e., the
danger of over specification is not overcome by these extension efforts (cf. discussions in Section
6.1).
The influences of algebraic specifications on Steensgaard-Madsen’s work is obvious. The predicate
in the post-condition of an ADT-F is the conjunction of the set of axioms that would be used in an
algebraic specification defining that ADT (cf. Figure 3.1, Section 3.1.1). Consequently, some
abstract data types that cannot be specified by a finite number of algebraic axioms (cf. discussions
in Section 6.3) cannot be specified in this way either. The nature of this extension work is not within
the framework of the abstract model specification techniques.
As Morgan and Sufrin pointed out [115], because of the generality of the underlying set theory, and
in particular because of the unrestricted nature of the predicates which can be written to characterize
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operations, there is no a priori guarantee that a system specified in Z style is implementable, nor is
there any “automatic” way of checking even its internal consistence.

2.6 Other Related Work
A detailed discussion of the basic set of VDM models (tuple, set, map, and tree) and their operations
can be found in [102]. More resent references on VDM and Z theories, applications, and tools can
be found in [12, 13, 14]. Some realistic software specifications in Z are presented in [66, 145].
Another abstract model specification method is presented in [27], where a specification of an
abstract data type ADT consists of two parts: a logical structure specification and an operation
specification. A logical structure specification defines an abstract model of the ADT by a vector of
state variables. The abstract representation on which the semantics of the ADT’s operations are
written is specified by the state variables. The relationships between constituent state variables and
restrictions on the relationships (invariant assertions) are also defined in this part.
The operation specification for the ADT consists of two parts: a syntax specification and a semantics specification. The syntax specification defines the names, domains, and ranges of the ADT’s
primitive operations. In the semantics specification, an instance of a type is represented by a tuple
of state variables. Operations of the ADT are specified by showing how they change the state variables.
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Section 3 Algebraic Specification Techniques
In algebraic specification techniques, the values and operations of abstract data objects are viewed
as forming an abstract algebra, and the semantics of the operations are specified by a set of axioms
stating various properties that this algebra must possess. In the following, we use the term “algebraic specification techniques” to refer to only those specification techniques that explicitly model
abstract data types as abstract algebras. There are some other (“non-algebraic”) techniques that are
equivalent, in some sense, to those “algebraic” techniques.
In this section, we survey two main branches of algebraic specification techniques: (1) the type
algebra theory developed by Guttag et al and a new specification technique that originated from the
type algebra theory — the Larch two-tiered specification approach; and (2) the initial algebra theory
developed by Goguen, Ehrig et al and its supporting specification languages CLEAR, OBJ, and
ACT ONE.

3.1 Type Algebra Theory and Larch Two-tiered Specification
3.1.1 Type Algebra Theory
In [54, 55, 56], Guttag et al argued that an abstract data type (hereafter, ADT) can be characterized
as a collection of values and operations and hence can be viewed as an algebraic system. Often both
the domains and ranges of the operations of an ADT include different types of values. For this
reason, heterogeneous algebras [8] are chosen to specify abstract data types.
Definition (heterogeneous algebra): A heterogeneous algebra is a pair [V, F], where
(1) V = {Vi} is called the carrier set and each Vi is a non-empty set called phylum;
and
(2) F = {fj} is a set of finitary operations and for each fj ∈ F, there exists an n ≥ 0 such
that fj is a mapping of the form
fj :

Vi1 × Vi2 × ... × Vin → Vk

where ∀ 1 ≤ h ≤ n [Vih ∈ V], and Vk ∈ V



The operation fj is said to be n-ary. When n = 0, fj is called “nullary”; it selects a fixed element
(distinguished constant) of Vk.
Note that if the carrier set has only one phylum, the algebra is a homogeneous one.
For example, the UI_stack (Section 2.1) can be described as a heterogeneous algebra stack = [V, F]
with:
V = {integer, stack},

and

F = {NEWSTACK, PUSH, POP, TOP}
Note that the convention here is that, for an abstract data type T, the name of its algebra, and the
name of the set containing all the values of T are the same (in the UI_stack example, both are named
as stack). The set is called the type of interest of T (in short, TOI of T).
The operations contained in F are:
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NEWSTACK:
PUSH:
POP:
TOP:

stack × integer
stack
stack

→
→
→
→

stack
stack
stack
integer

Intuitively, the PUSH, POP, and TOP are the three UI_stack module access programs treated as
operations of the ADT stack. The “extra” operation NEWSTACK will be discussed later.
In the general heterogeneous algebras, a set of phyla are treated as equally important and defined
by mutual recursion. But in an ADT specification, the purpose is usually to define the TOI phylum,
like stack in the UI_stack example. The type algebra is introduced for this purpose:
Definition (type algebra): A type algebra is a heterogeneous algebra [V, F], where
(1) there is a distinguished phylum called TOI (type of interest); and
(2) for every fj ∈ F:

Vi1 × Vi2 × ... × Vin → Vk, at least one member of the set

{Vi1, Vi2, ... Vin, Vk} is the distinguished phylum TOI.



Generally, the type algebra of an ADT can be more conveniently specified in terms of a generator
set, than in terms of a carrier set.
Definition (algebraic closure): Given an algebra A = [V, F] where V = {V1, ..., Vm} (m ≥ 1), and
a set (of sets) G = {G1, ..., Gm}, the algebraic closure of A over G, denoted Cl(G, F), is the set
{C1, ..., Cm} defined by the construction:
(1) If x ∈ Gi, then x ∈ Ci.
(2) If fj ∈ F and fj is of the form:
Vi1 × Vi2 × ... × Vin → Vk, and
(x1, ..., xn) ∈ Ci1 × ... × Cin, then fj(x1, ..., xn) ∈ Ck.
(3) These are the only members of the Ci’s.



Definition (generator set): Given algebras A = [V, F], where V = {V1, ..., Vm} and
A’ = [Cl(G, F), F] where G = {G1, ..., Gm}, if A’ is the intersection of all subalgebras (cf. Appendix
N) of A containing G and A = A’, then G is called a generator set for A and ∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ m, Gi is
called a generator set for Vi.

To specify TOI in terms of other phyla, the generator set G of a type algebra is usually chosen such
that
(1) for any phylum Vi other than TOI, its generator set and carrier sets are identical; i.e., the
operations of the algebra do not generate new values of any phylum other than TOI; and
(2) the generator set for TOI is empty; this is a consequence of having chosen to treat constant
values as nullary “operations” rather than as “values”.
It is essential that there is at least one operation,
fj :

Vi1 × Vi2 × ... × Vin → TOI

where each Vih ∈ V − {TOI}, for in a heterogeneous algebra, each carrier phylum must be nonempty. As a consequence, in heterogeneous algebra based specification approaches, an algebra
specifying a module which implements an ADT may have to introduce an “extra” operator serving,
in effect, as the generator of the TOI phylum of the ADT. For example, the type algebra specifying
the UI_stack module (Section 2.1) has operations PUSH, POP, and TOP that correspond to the
module’s three access programs. The fourth operation, say, NEWSTACK, has to be added as the
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generator of the stack phylum. This feature will be further discussed in Section 6.3.
Based on the above convention and the requirement, the UI_stack can be defined by the algebra:
stack = [Cl({integer, { }}, F), F = {NEWSTACK, PUSH, POP, TOP}]
Since the generator set of TOI is, by convention, always empty, it need not be explicitly included
in the specification of the algebra. The set of phyla V can thus be replaced by the set I = V − {TOI}.
The set of operations F is partitioned into disjoint sets S and O, such that S contains exactly those
operations whose range is TOI. Intuitively, S contains the operations that can be used to generate
values of TOI and O the operations that map values of TOI into other types. S is always non-empty.
In the UI_stack example, S = {NEWSTACK, PUSH, POP} and O = {TOP}.
In principle, one could define an ADT for which O is empty. However, Guttag et al pointed out, for
such an ADT, there is no way to partition the set TOI (empty O implies no predicates) or to relate
members of the set to members of other phyla, and hence no member of TOI could be distinguished
from any other. That is to say, for all one could observe, every value of the TOI would be equivalent
to every other value of the TOI. For all intents and purposes, there would be only one value of that
type. The ability to distinguish between the values contained in TOI thus rests solely upon the effect
that these values have when they appear in the argument lists of the operations contained in O.
An ADT may now be characterized as an algebra T = [Cl(I,S+O), S+O] and it is the operations
contained in O that actually define the type. Since all functions fj in O are of the form
fj :

Vi1 × Vi2 × ... × Vin → Vk

where for 1 ≤ h ≤ n [Vih ∈ I + {TOI}], and Vk ∈ I, the ADT may thus be defined as a set of mappings
Me:

O × (I + {TOI})p → {error} + Vi

where Vi ∈ I; p is the maximum arity of the functions in O and for all f ∈ O and w ∈ (I + {TOI})p;
Me(f,w) = error if w is not contained in the domain of f, and Me(f,w) = y where y ∈Vi ∈ I if w is
in the domain of f.
In case of the UI_stack, Me is the function:
Me:

{TOP} × {stack} → {integer} + {error}

The definition of Me implies one axiom (implicit axiom) that must be present in the axiomatization
of any ADT:

∀fj, x1, ... xn [if xi = error, then Me(fj, x1, ... xn) = error]
The sets I and S+O of the algebra for an abstract data type T may be used to define a term set L(T),
where the terms contained in L(T) are defined inductively as follows:
(1) For any Vi ∈ I, if x ∈ Vi, then x ∈ L(T).
(2) If fj ∈ S+O and fj is of the form Vi1 × Vi2 × ... × Vin → Vk, (x1, ... xn) ∈ Vi1 × Vi2 × ... × Vin,
and for (1 ≤ i ≤ n), xi ∈ L(T), then fj(x1, ... xn) ∈ L(T).
(3) These are the only terms contained in L(T).
Let T = [Cl(I,S+O), S+O], then L(T) is the set of all the (syntactically correct) terms (called ground
terms) that can be composed out of the operations in S+O and the values in I. Since each term
t ∈ L(T) is an application of t’s outmost operation op with arguments in op’s domain, t generates a
value in the range of op. Thus, L(T) is the union of all the carrier phyla of T. For example,
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L(stack) = {1, 2, ..., PUSH(NEWSTACK,1), TOP(PUSH(NEWSTACK,1)),
POP(PUSH(PUSH(NEWSTACK,1,2))),

... }.

For an axiomatization of T to be sufficiently complete, it must assign meaning to each of the terms
in L(T). However, since the goal is to define
Me:

O × (I + {TOI})p → Vi ∈ I

it is sufficient to consider only those terms contained in L(T) whose outmost operation is contained
in O. It means that, in case of the UI_stack, a sufficiently-complete axiomatization must assign
meanings to the (infinite) set of terms whose outmost operation is TOP.
Definition (sufficiently-complete, consistent axiomatization):
For any data type
T = [Cl(I,S+O), S+O], and any axiom set A, A is a sufficiently-complete axiomatization of T if and
only if for every term of the form fj (x1, ..., xn) contained in L(T), where fj ∈O, there exists a theorem
derivable from A of the form fj (x1, ..., xn) = u, where u ∈Vi ∈I. A is consistent if, for each fj (x1,
..., xn), there is only one such u.

Given an abstract data type T = [Cl(I,S+O), S+O] and the two sets of terms, STERMS and
OTERMS defined as follows:
STERMS(T) = { s(x1, x2, ..., xn) | s is an n-ary operation, s ∈ S, and
each xi is a free variable }
OTERMS(T) = { o(x1, x2, ..., xn) | o is an n-ary operation, o ∈ O, and

∀1 ≤ i ≤ n [ if the ith argument in the domain of o is a member of I
then xi is a free variable, otherwise xi ∈ STERMS(T)] }

Guttag et al further proved that an axiom set A would be a sufficiently-complete axiomatization of
T if all the terms in OTERMS(T), a finite set, are defined in A, i.e., each term in OTERMS(T)
appears as the left hand side of an axiom in A.
For the UI_stack example,
STERMS(stack) = {NEWSTACK, PUSH(s,i), POP(s)}

and

OTERMS(stack) = {TOP(NEWSTACK), TOP(PUSH(s,i)), TOP(POP(s))}
The number of axioms in A could be further reduced if there exist axioms that relate terms whose
outmost operation is in S (i.e., terms denote values of TOI) to one another. This leads to further
partitioning of the operations in S into two disjoint sets C (constructors) and E (extensions), where,
informally, constructors form a minimum set (it is not unique!) of operations such that any value of
TOI generated by any operation in S can always be expressed in terms of constructors. Operations
in E are said to be convertible (cf. Appendix N) to C.
For the UI_stack example, C = {NEWSTACK, PUSH} and E = {POP}.
Once the operations belonging to C and E are identified, to have a sufficient-complete axiomatization of type T = [Cl(I,C+E+O),C+E+O], it is sufficient to have a set of axioms that (1) define the
terms in OTERMS(T’) where T’ = [Cl(I,C+O),C+O]; and (2) demonstrate the convertibility of all
members of E.
A sufficiently-complete and consistent axiomatization of the UI_stack is given in Figure 3.1.
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type

stack
operations
NEWSTACK:
PUSH:
POP:
TOP:

/*the ADT to be defined*/

stack × integer
stack
stack

→
→
→
→

stack
stack
stack
integer

axioms
declare s: stack, i: integer
POP(NEWSTACK) = error
POP(PUSH(s,i)) = s
TOP(NEWSTACK) = error
TOP(PUSH(s,i)) = i
Figure 3.1 UI_Stack Specification in Type Algebra (Adapted from [56])

3.1.2 The Extended Type Algebra
Guttag et al [61] noticed two problems in the type algebraic specification approach and proposed
solutions accordingly.
The first problem is that a type algebra specification for an abstract data type T may not precisely
specify the actual interface of the module that implements T: operations specified in a type algebra
are pure mathematics functions that map values in a cross-product to a value without any sideeffects; whereas, in actual programming languages, especially the imperative ones, programs that
implement these operations may have side-effects, such as changing global variables. Also, the
parameter passing mechanism of a imperative programming language can not be specified in the
type algebra specifications. The purpose of a module specification is to define rigorously and
formally interface of the module. Therefore, a specification of a module should specify the interface
that will actually occur; not some idealized version of the interface.
To illustrate the difference between the interfaces specified by an type algebra and the actual implementation, Guttag et al gave a multiple stack module (hereafter, MUI_stack) as an example. The
module provides four access programs that can be used to implement the MUI_stack: two procedures PUSH, and POP, and two functions NEWSTACK and TOP. NEWSTACK returns an empty
stack value (so that a user can assign the empty stack value to a stack identifier, like
s_id := NEWSTACK); TOP(s_id) returns the top element of the stack identified by the s_id;
PUSH(s_id,i) pushes the integer i to the stack s_id; and POP(s_id) removes the top element of the
stack s_id (so, both PUSH and POP change their arguments). TOP and POP applied to an empty
stack will cause an error. The program signature would look like:
NEWSTACK(): s_id
PUSH(var s_id, integer)
POP(var s_id)
TOP(s_id): integer
where s_id is not further defined here.
Note that although the interface of this MUI_stack is different from that of the UI_stack in Section
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2.1, their type algebra specification are the same — the specification in Figure 3.1. This is because
the type algebra stack defines a set of values that an unbounded integer stack can have which are
the same for stacks implemented in either UI_stack module or MUI_stack module. This is another
feature that we will discuss in Section 6.3.
To precisely specify the actual implementation interface, Guttag et al propose to define the actual
programs used in the implementation language in terms of the abstract operations in type algebra.
The abstract operations which are not implemented by actual programs are treated as “hidden” functions, i.e., functions which are used for descriptive purpose only. The effects of the actual program
routines (including parameter passing mechanism and side-effects) are defined in terms of these
“hidden” functions.
The second problem in the type algebra specification is caused by the “error” item appearing in the
specification axioms. In type algebraic specifications, it is often the case that some operations are
partial functions. Therefore, the ranges of these operations include the singleton set {error}.
According to the “implicit axiom”, there is an axiom of the form OP(d1, d2, ..., dn) = error for each
D = (d1, d2, ..., dn) that is not in the domain of the operation OP. For a data type having many partial
operations, the specification becomes long and unwieldy. In order to understand how the operations
behave under normal circumstances one must first wade through a specification of what is to happen
in the exceptional cases involving errors. One must try to understand too much at once.
For the second problem, Guttag et al proposed to have a separate restriction section for each type
algebra specification: the axiom section only defines “normal” cases; the restriction section explicitly states when the value of an operation will not be well-defined, i.e., it includes all the axioms
with r.h.s error.
The MUI_stack module specified in such an extended type algebra approach is illustrated in Figure
3.2.
type stack
interface
NEWSTACK → stack
*PUSHUP(stack,integer) → stack
*POPOFF(stack) → stack
PUSH(var stack, integer)
POP(var stack)
TOP(stack) → integer
axioms
declare s: stack, i: integer
POPOFF(PUSHUP(s,i)) = s
TOP(PUSHUP(s,i)) = i
PUSH(s,i) = s ← PUSHUP(s,i)
POP(s) = s ← POPOFF(s)
restrictions
s = NEWSTACK → POPOFF(s) = error
s = NEWSTACK → TOP(s) = undefined
Figure 3.2 MUI_Stack Specification in the Extended Type Algebra (Adapted from [61])
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In Figure 3.2, the operations with asterisk are “hidden” functions, and “←” is an assignment operator having higher priority than “=” sign. The first two axioms plus the restrictions define the type
algebra with four abstract operations NEWSTACK, PUSHUP, POPOFF, and TOP. It is the same
algebra as the one in Figure 3.1 except the operation names are changed. The third (fourth) axiom
states that after execution of PUSH(s,i) (POP(s)), the value of the argument s changes to the one
denoted by PUSHUP(s,i) (POPOFF(s)).

3.1.3 The Larch Two-tiered Specification Approach
The above extensions to type algebra were later fully developed into the Larch two-tiered specification approach [57, 58, 59, 64, 79, 155, 156]: in a module specification, the specification of underlying abstractions (hidden functions which define an algebra) is separated from the specification of
state transformations in the actual programs. The underlying abstractions are described in a shared
specification language which is programming language independent, whereas the state transformations are described in an interface specification language which is programming language
dependent. The specification of a module thus consists of two parts: a shared language component
(bottom tier) and an interface language component (top tier). In this way, the description of the
issues which are implementation independent is separated from the description of the issues which
are implementation dependent, e.g., side effects, error handling, and resource allocation.
The shared language component of a specification introduces and gives the meanings to the terms
that are used in the assertions of the interface language component. The syntactic information
provided by a shared language component to an interface language component is a set of sort identifiers (where a sort is a set of values), and a set of (total) function identifiers and signatures. The
function identifiers are composed (with variables) to build terms, which may appear in the body of
an interface language component. The sort identifiers and function signatures are used to sort-check
terms much in the same way as type identifiers are used to type-check program. The semantic information provided by a shared language component to an interface language component is a theory
of equality for terms.
An interface language component has three parts: a header, a body, and a link to the shared language
component of the specification. The syntax of the header is based on the syntax of the programming
language. For example, the types of the input and output arguments to a procedure are listed in the
header information of a procedure specification as they would be in an implementation. The body
contains first order assertions written in a language that derives from its shared language component. The meaning of the assertions is based on first order predicate logic with equality, where
equality is defined by its shared language component. The link identifies the shared language
component to be used.

3.1.3.1 The Larch Shared Language
The shared language proposed is the Larch Shared Language (hereafter, LSL). In LSL, the unit of
encapsulation is called a trait. Similar to a type algebra, a trait introduces operators (function identifiers) and sorts, and specifies their properties. However, the collection of operators and sorts in a
trait may specify a theory other than an abstract data type.
A trait contains a set of function declarations and a set of equational axioms. A function is declared
by giving its name (an identifier) along with its signature, i.e., a domain, and a range. A domain is
described by a list of sort identifiers, and a range is described by a single sort identifier. Function
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identifiers are composed to form terms used in the axioms and the interface language component.
There are two kind of axioms in a trait: one kind of axiom is an equation relating two terms. The
equation relation (denoted by “=” symbol) is an equivalence relation on terms. Unlike the type
algebra, there is no meta-rule in LSL stating that if two terms are not provably different, then they
may assumed to be equal. On the other hand, there is no meta-rule stating that if two terms are not
provably equal, then they are definitely unequal (which is assumed in the initial algebra semantics
in Section 3.2). The second kind of axiom is of the form X exempt, where X is a term. This indicates
that the lack of an equation relating X to other terms is not an oversight and is an aid to completeness
checking.
A generated by clause adds an inductive rule of inference to a trait. Saying that a sort S is generated
by a set of function identifiers, Ops, asserts that each term of sort S is equal to a term solely
composed of those function identifiers in Ops. In others words, Ops = C, the constructor set defined
in type algebra.
A trait denotes a theory. A theory is a set of well-formed formulas of typed first order predicate
calculus with equations as atomic formulas. The theory Th, denoted by a trait written in the LSL is
defined by:
• Axioms: Each equation, universally quantified by the variable declarations in the trait, is in Th.
• Inequation: (true ≠ false) is in Th. All other inequations in Th are derivable from this one and
the meaning of =.
• First-order predicate calculus with equality: Th contains the axioms of conventional typed
first-order predicate calculus with equality and is closed under its rule of inference.
The equations and inequations in Th are derivable from the presence of axioms in the trait − never
from their absence. The class of models of the theory of a trait is a set of many-sorted (or, heterogeneous) algebras.
The trait that defines a theory for stacks whose element are of type E (a generic type) is given in
Figure 3.3.
StackofE: trait
introduces
newstack:
push:
pop:
top:
isnew:

/*name of the trait*/

E, stk
stk
stk
stk

→
→
→
→
→

stk
stk
stk
E
Bool

closes stk over [newstack, push]
constrains [newstack, push, pop, top, isnew] so that for all [s: stk, i: E]
pop(newstack) exempt
pop(push(s,i)) = s
top(newstack) exempt
top(push(s,i)) = i
isnew(newstack) = true
isnew(push(s,i)) = false
Figure 3.3 LSL Trait for Stacks (Adapted from [155])
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Note that, unlike the type algebra where an algebra name is the same as one of its phylum (TOI)
name, the name of a trait (e.g., StackofE) is different from all sort and function identifiers. The
constrains clause lists all the function identifiers that the immediately following axioms are
intended to constrain.
LSL also provides ways of putting traits together to form new traits, one of which is an includes
clause. A trait that includes another trait is textually expanded to contain all function declarations,
generated by clauses, and axioms of the included trait. The meaning of the including trait is the
meaning of the textually expanded trait.
Function and sort identifiers that appear in an included trait can be renamed. Renaming is used both
to collide identifiers intentionally and to prevent identifiers from colliding.
The trait that defines a theory for integer stacks can be derived from the trait StackofE by means of
the includes clause and renaming:
StackofInt: trait
includes StackofE with [integer for E]
the result is the trait in Figure 3.3 with all occurrences of “E” be replaced (renamed) by “integer”.

3.1.3.2 The Larch/CLU Interface Language
One of the existing interface languages is the Larch/CLU interface language [155, 156] which can
be used to specify interfaces of CLU modules.
A CLU [99, 100] program contains of a set of modules, each of which is either a procedure or a
cluster. A procedure performs an action on a set of objects, and terminates returning a set of objects.
A cluster names a type and defines a set of procedures that create and manipulate objects of that
type.
A CLU module that implements MUI_stack is a cluster of the form:
stack = cluster is NEWSTACK, PUSH, POP, TOP
rep = ...
NEWSTACK = proc() returns (s:stack)
body of NEWSTACK
end NEWSTACK
PUSH = proc(s:stack, i:int)
body of PUSH
end PUSH
POP = proc(s:stack)
body of POP
end POP
TOP = proc(s:stack) returns (int)
body of TOP
end TOP
end stack
where rep clause defines the data structures used to implement a stack.
In the Larch/CLU interface language, a procedure is specified by its head, a link to its shared
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language component, and a body. Head information includes the types of the input arguments and
output results of the procedure. The link provides the name of a shared language component (called
the used trait) and a mapping from type identifiers in CLU to sort identifiers in the used trait. The
body of the specification contains two assertions that correspond to a pre-condition on the state
when the procedure is invoked and a post-condition on the state when the procedure terminates.
Terms in these assertions are constructed from function identifiers provided by the used trait.
A cluster specification, too, consists of a header, a link to the used trait, and a body. The header
consists of the type identifiers and a list of procedure identifiers. The body of the specification
consists of a set of procedure specifications. The link from the interface component to the shared
component is given by a used trait and a provides clause. The used trait supplies all function identifiers that appear in the assertions of the procedure specifications of the cluster specification. The
provides clause gives a mapping from a type identifier to a sort identifier. This mapping determines
the values over which objects of the type defined by the cluster can range.
The stack module can be specified as shown in Figure 3.4.
stack = cluster is NEWSTACK, PUSH, POP, TOP
uses = StackofE [with int for E]
provides mutable stack from stk
NEWSTACK = proc() returns (s:stack)
pre true
post s↓ = newstack ∧ new s
end
PUSH = proc(s:stack, i:int)
pre true
modifies at most s
post s↓ = push(s↑,i↑)
end
POP = proc(s:stack)
pre ~isnew(s↑)
modifies at most s
post s↓ = pop(s↑)
end
TOP = proc(s:stack) returns (int)
pre ~isnew(s↑)
post i↓ = top(s↑)
end
end stack
Figure 3.4 The Stack Cluster Specification (Adapted from [155])
In Figure 3.4, the used trait is StackofE; type stack is mapped to sort stk; mutable clause means that
the values of objects of the type stack can be changed; new s asserts the object s (of type stack)
returned by NEWSTACK must be a previous non-existing object; modifies at most clause of a
procedure asserts that the procedure can at most change values of objects in the list following the
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key words; “↑” and “↓” marks indicate the values of the variables they mark before and after the
execution of the procedure, respectively.

3.2 Initial Algebra Theory and Supporting Specification Languages
3.2.1 Initial Algebra Theory
Goguen, Ehrig et al [41, 50, 51] also view abstract data types as algebra systems and propose to
specify data types by (many sorted) initial algebras.
Intuitively, a many sorted algebra is a family of sets (called carriers) with a family of operations
among them. The index set for carriers is called the set of sorts. More formally,
Definition (S-sorted signature): Let S be a finite set of elements called sorts, and let S* be the set
of all strings over S (including the empty string λ). Then an S-sorted signature (or operator domain)
Σ is a family of sets Σw,s, for each w ∈ S* and each s ∈ S. Every element f ∈ Σw,s, is called an operation symbol of arity w and of sort s.

Definition (Σ-algebra): Let Σ be an S-sorted signature. Then a Σ-algebra A consists of:
(1) a set As for each s ∈ S, where As is called a carrier of A of sort s; and
(2) a function
σA:

As1 × As2 × ... × Asn → As

for each σ ∈ Σw,s, with w = s1s2...sn (called the operation of A named by σ).
For σ ∈ Σλ,s, σA ∈ As; that is, Σλ,s, is the set of (names of) constants of A of sort s.

n

For example, the (type) algebra stack in Figure 3.1 is a Σ-algebra with the functions defined by the
axioms and the following S-sorted signature:
S = {integer, stack},
Σλ,stack = {NEWSTACK},
Σstack,integer = {TOP},
Σstack,stack = {POP},
Σstackinteger,stack = {PUSH}, and
Σw,s = ∅ for other w and s.
It is always desirable to be able to specify data types abstractly, i.e., in a way that is independent of
data types representation. The problem is how to describe something without being committed to
some particular description. In algebra, there has been a solution to this problem for a long time: for
example, in group theory, the term “abstract group” is used to refer to an isomorphism class of
groups (or an abstract group structure) independent of the representations of the elements of a
group, e.g, matrices of one order or another, complex or real. The key idea here is that two Σ-algebras have the “same structure” if and only if they are Σ- isomorphic†.
Since all the algebras in an isomorphism class have the same structure, the properties, and hence the
specification of any one algebra in the class are, respectively, the properties and specifications of
the whole class (up to isomorphism). A particular “initial algebra” is chosen as such a representative
as described below:

†. cf. formal definition in Appendix N
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Definition (initial algebra): An algebra A is initial in a category† C of Σ-algebras if and only if for
every algebra B in C there exists a unique homomorphism† h: A → B.

Based on the above definitions, it can be proved that (1) if algebras A and A’ are both initial in a
category C of Σ-algebras, then A and A’ are isomorphic; and (2) If an algebra A’’ in C is isomorphic
to an algebra A which is initial in C, then A’’ is also initial.
It is standard practice in abstract algebra to “identify” isomorphic objects, that is, to treat them as
identical. Since any two initial objects are isomorphic, and, in fact, there is a unique isomorphism
from one to the other, one can speak “the initial algebra” in a category C of Σ-algebras. Initiality
characterizes an object uniquely up to isomorphism; that is, it characterizes the isomorphism class
of the object. This means that it characterizes an object “abstractly”.
Definition (abstract data type): An abstract data type is the isomorphism class of an initial algebra
in a category C of Σ-algebras.

Having defined abstract data types in terms of initial algebras, it can be proved that, for any given
Σ-signature, the Σ-word algebra† TΣ of the Σ-signature is an initial algebra in the category AlgΣ of
all Σ-algebras.
The initial algebra in the category AlgΣ of all Σ-algebras is sometimes called the anarchic Σalgebra, since it obeys no laws at all. In abstract data type specification, more useful algebras would
be those which are constrained to satisfy certain “laws” or “axioms” or “equations”. For this
purpose, the Σ-equations† of the form L = R (where L and R are terms composed out of symbols in
Σ and free variables) are introduced to impose requirements on anarchic algebras by forcing the
terms L and R to belong to the same equivalence term class, i.e., to denote the same abstract value.
Such a Σ-equations augmented algebra is said to be Σ−“presented”† by the set of Σ-equations.
Thus, a set S of sorts, a Σ-algebra for S-sorted signature Σ, and a set E of Σ-equations completely
specify an abstract data type; more formally:
Definition (specification): A specification (of an abstract data type D) is a triple <S,Σ,E> (where
D ∈ S), where Σ is an S-sorted signature and E is a set of Σ-equations.

An algebra satisfying a set E of Σ-equations is called a (Σ,E)-algebra, and the category of (Σ,E)algebras (with all Σ-homomorphisms between them) is denoted Alg Σ,E. Goguen, Ehrig et al further
proved that the Σ-quotient algebra† TΣ,E is an initial algebra in Alg Σ,E.
The four equations in Figure 3.1 are also Σ-equations presenting the initial algebra, or abstract data
type, stack.
The initial algebra semantics can be characterized by the two properties: (1) all data values in
algebra carriers are denoted by terms in the available operation symbols, i.e., denoted by terms in
TΣ; and (2) two terms denote the same data value if and only if they can be proved equal from the
given equations.

3.2.2 Specifications in CLEAR
In CLEAR [24, 25], an abstract data type specification is viewed as defining a theory.
A theory presentation is a signature (a set of operators with their domain and range sort informa†. cf. formal definition in Appendix N
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tion) together with a set of axioms which are equations† of terms composed of the operators of the
signature and respecting their domain and range sorts. The equations have variables which are
implicitly universally quantified. The semantics of such a theory is an initial algebra satisfying the
axioms.
A theory is a signature together with a set of equations closed under inference by reflexivity, transitivity, and symmetry of equality and by substitution (of terms for variables).
Thus, each theory presentation gives rise to a theory but a theory can be presented in more than one
way by choosing different sets of “axiom” equations to generate it.
The interpretations of a theory are algebras, where an algebra is a collection of sets, one for each
sort, with a function over these sets assigned to each operator of the theory. These functions must
obey the equations of the theory.
Theories can be written down explicitly one at a time. But most large theories are almost incomprehensible. Large sets of equations are hard to understand and may contain (with high probability)
mistakes. A more structured way is needed to build theories up from small intelligible pieces. For
this reason, four operations on theories, combine, enrich, induce, and derive are introduced in
CLEAR.
• combine: simply adds two theories together. The sorts, operators, and equations of the resulting
theories are, respectively, the union of the sorts of the given theories, the union of their operators,
and the union of their equations.
• enrich: adds new operators or sorts to an existing theory to produce an enriched theory. The
enriched theory inherits all the sorts, operators and equations of the original one. The new operators
can have as domain and range sorts the original sorts or the new sorts.
• induce: extends the equations of a theory so that if an equation holds for every equation obtained
by substituting a constant (i.e., variable-free term) for n, then, the equation holds for a variable n,
i.e., by induction, some “generalized” equations are added. For example, in the following theory
bool,
theory sorts

bool

opns

true:
false:
¬: bool
∧: bool, bool

variable

p: bool

eqns

¬ true = false
¬ false = true
false ∧ p = false
true ∧ p = p

→
→
→
→

bool
bool
bool
bool

endth

the equation ¬ ¬ p = p (where p is any boolean variable) can not be derived from the four equations
and hence does not belong to bool. But, the equations ¬ ¬ true = true and ¬ ¬ false = false both
†. A CLEAR theory may have axioms of other form, such as first order logic assertions. Such theories do not have initial algebras as their semantics. This sub-section is restricted to the features of
CLEAR that support initial algebra specifications.
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hold. Since every variable-free term in bool is equivalent to either true or false by using the equations for ¬ and ∧, the “generalized” equation ¬ ¬ p = p is in the theory TH = induce bool. To find
equations holding in a theory created by induce, one may prove by induction on the structure of
terms, using the equations of the original theory, that a certain form of equation holds for every variable-free term; one may assert that the form with a variable must hold in the induced theory.
• derive: reduces a complex theory to a simpler theory by selecting out from the complex one some
sorts and operations. derive is usually used when one wants to define a theory in terms of some
other theories with which one is already familiar but which, taken together, are too rich for one’s
purpose. Using derive, one makes a construction from familiar mathematical objects, but the details
of the construction are discarded in the more abstract result. In programming work it is well-known
that the operations on an abstract data type are defined in terms of those on a more concrete type
which represents it; but at the abstract program level the more concrete operations should not be
available.
Once some primitive operations on theories are available, the next step is to enable a user to define
new operations using the primitive ones. For this purpose, procedures for theory building are introduced. The simplest mechanisms which provide tolerably convenient facilities are:
(1) Theory constants, enabling a user to give a name to a theory;
(2) Theory procedures (or, parameterized theories), taking theories as their parameters and
producing a theory as a result. The parameters of such a procedure must satisfy certain conditions; for example, the procedure which produces the theory of sorting will accept any theory
which has a sort with a partial ordering over it:
procedure Sorting(P:Poset) = ...
Poset, standing for partially ordered set, is called the requirement for parameter P. The bodies
of theory procedures contain the primitive operations defined above and may call other theory
procedures.
A specification in CLEAR consists of a sequence of theory constant and procedure declarations
followed by an expression. The expression denotes a theory, not explicitly but using the theorybuilding operations and the declared theory constants and procedures.
It is very often true that some of operators in a theory are not total, i.e., the applications of the operators to their arguments will not give meaningful results, for example, popping an empty stack. The
proper treatment of such error cases is essential for a realistic specification language. The idea in
CLEAR is to extend each sort by a set of error elements of that sort, and to have error operators
(error constants) which produce these elements. Thus, the theory of stacks might have an error
operator
underflow: → stack
To assert when an error occurs, or, to equate two different error expressions, error equations are
introduced, like, pop(empty) = underflow and pop(underflow) = underflow.
The non-error elements of a sort, the non-error operators, and the non-error equations are called,
respectively, “OK elements”, “OK operators”, and “OK equations”. A presentation of a theory has
a set of error operators in addition to the OK-operators, and a set of error equations in addition to
the OK-equations. An interpretation of such a theory is an error algebra, that is an algebra some of
whose elements are designated error elements. This designation must obey the following rules:
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(1) Error operators always produce an error element; and
(2) OK operators produce an error element if any of their arguments is an error element. On
the other hand, even if all the arguments of an OK operator are OK elements, the operator can
still produce an error element. For example, pop(empty()) is an error element even though pop
is an OK operator and empty() an OK element.
For an error algebra to satisfy the theory, an OK equation or an error equation does not have to hold
for all values of the variables. Only the following must be the case:
(1) An OK equation must hold if both sides evaluate to an OK element; and
(2) An error equation must hold if either side evaluates to an error element.

3.2.3 Specifications in OBJ
In order for software specifications to be useful in practice, it is important to provide means for both
checking the details of simple specifications, and handling the complexity of large specifications.
These features are among the facilities provided by the specification language OBJ [44, 48, 49].
The most important OBJ unit is the object, which is, syntactically, very similar to a CLEAR theory:
an object contains sorts and operator declarations and a set of equations. The set of equations within
the body of an object is also referred to as “executable code” of the object. The “code” is executed
by interpreting the equations as rewrite rules: equations as rules are oriented in the left to right order
in which they are written.
To apply a rule LHS = RHS to an expression E, or rewrite E, a unifier
θ = [E1/x1, E2/x2, ... En/xn]
must be first found (where Ei’s are expressions and xi’s are variables appearing in LHS), such that
θ(LHS) = E, where θ(LHS) substitutes variables xi’s in LHS by their respective expressions Ei’s in
θ. When such a rule and unifier are found, the expression E will be rewritten to θ(RHS). This
process continues (instead of E, it is now θ(RHS) that is to be rewritten) until there are no more rule
(equation) to apply. Then, the final result expression is said to be reduced or in normal form.
Each object has a header describing its name, and possibly, parameters and their respective requirements. For an unparameterized object, the head is just a simple identifier and the body of the object
contains a set of equations of which all the terms appearing in them are well defined, in other words,
the “code” (equations) is ready to be executed (by rewriting).
A parameterized object is an object scheme which can be “tuned” into different object instances by
different instantiations of its parameters. Since some terms used in the equations of its body depend
on its formal parameters listed on the header, the “code” is not ready for execution until the parameters are instantiated to some actual parameters. For example, a sorting object may have as a parameter object ELT which must be a partial ordered set. The header of the sorting object may look like:
obj SORTING [ELT :: POSET].
For those parameters of parameterized objects to be meaningfully instantiated, the actual parameters must meet some requirements. The requirements described in the headers of parameterized
objects (in the above example, POSET) are specified by theories. A theory, in structure, is almost
identical to an object. Semantically, however, they are quite different: A theory defines the interface
of a parameterized object, i.e., the structure and properties required of an actual parameter for meaningful instantiation. The equations in a theory body are only assertions and are not executable. Like
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objects, theories can be parameterized also. The instantiation of a parameterized theory generates
yet another theory. Both theories and objects are called O_modules in OBJ†.
To instantiate a parameterized O_module M, the actual parameters, which must satisfy the requirement theories of M, are provided via views. Views bind required sorts and operators to those actually provided in such a way that all the axioms of the requirement theory are satisfied. More
precisely, a view v from a theory T (a requirement) to an object O (as an actual parameter, O could
be a parameterized object itself), indicated by
v:

T

→

O

consists of (1) a mapping from the sorts of T to the sorts of O preserving subsort relations: i.e., if as
sets, sorts S1 ⊆ S2 in T, then, v(S1) ⊆ v(S2) must hold in O; and (2) mapping from the operators of
T to the operators of O preserving arity, value sort, and the attributes (associativity, commutativity,
identity, etc.), such that every equation in T is true of every model of O.
For a parameterized O_module, given its views and actual parameters, the instantiation is brought
about by a make command. For example, if there is a view PtoN mapping POSET to NAT, a natural
number sorting object is generated by using the above parameterized object SORTING:
make SORT-NAT is SORTING[PtoN].
If parameterized objects are used as actual parameters to instantiate a parameterized O_module M,
the result of the instantiation is yet another parameterized O_module M’. M’ can be in turn instantiated. Instead of this step by step instantiation, multiple levels of O_module instantiations are also
supported by OBJ. For example, if STACK[X :: TRIV] is a parameterized stack object (where
TRIV is a trivial requirement theory requiring only a sort), LIST[X :: TRIV] a parameterized list
object, TtoL a view from TRIV to LIST, and TtoR a view from TRIV to REAL, a object of stack,
of which the elements are list of reals, can be generated by the following multiple level instantiation:
make STACK-OF-LIST-OF-REAL is STACK[TtoL[TtoR]]
or, more naturally:
make STACK-OF-LIST-OF-REAL is STACK[LIST[REAL]]
With simple, small, and independent O_modules, more complex O_modules can be constructed by
using module expressions. Module expressions, like (but more powerful than) those theory procedures provided in CLEAR, are used to describe complex interconnections of O_modules, possibly
adding, deleting, renaming, or modifying functionality. The instantiation of parameterized
O_modules (make commands) is another example of using module expressions: SORTING[PtoN]
and STACK[LIST[REAL]] are both module expressions.

3.2.4 Specifications in ACT ONE
A specification in ACT ONE [41] is a triple (S, OP, E) where S is a set of sorts, OP is a set of operations, and E is a set of equations. The most unique characteristic of ACT ONE is that parameterized
specifications are treated as “basic” specifications while the so called “explicit” (or non-parameterized) specifications are treated as a “special” case of parameterized specification with no formal
parameters. A explicit specification has the initial semantics as described in Section 3.2.1, while the

†. They are referred to as “modules” in OBJ. We replace it by “O_modules” to avoid confusion with
the module concept in [120].
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semantic of a parameterized specification is given in [41]. The general form of a (parameterized)
specification pspec looks like:
def pspec is
formal sorts
formal opns
formal eqns
sorts
opns
eqns
end of def

sortlist
oplist
eqlist
sortlist1
oplist1
eqlist1

where formal sorts, formal opns, and formal eqns clauses are called formal parameter specifications; and sortlist, oplist, eqlist, sortlist1, oplist1, and eqlist1 are lists of formal sorts, formal operations, formal equations, sorts, operations, and equations, respectively.
In ACT ONE, like in CLEAR and OBJ, specifications can be combined with other specifications or
with additional sorts, operation symbols and equations such that the union of the corresponding
components is again a specification.
The combination of (parameterized) specifications pspeci, for i = 1, ..., n, and additional components S, OP, E, S1, OP1, and E1 given by the lists sortlist, oplist, eqlist, sortlist1, oplist1, and eqlist1
respectively is of the form:
def pspec is
pspec1 and pspec2
formal sorts
formal opns
formal eqns
sorts
opns
eqns
end of def

... and pspecn
sortlist
oplist
eqlist
sortlist1
oplist1
eqlist1

The new specification pspec is such a specification that (1) its sorts are the union of the sorts in each
pspeci, sortlist and sortlist1; (2) its operations are the union of the operations in each pspeci, oplist
and oplist1; and (3) its equations are the union of the equations in each pspeci, oplist and oplist1.
ACT ONE provides a renaming facility to avoid name (sort name, or operation name) conflicts in
combinations and actualization (see definition below) parameterized specifications. A given specification and the specification generated by renaming have the save semantics. The renaming of a
given parameterized specification oldspec by new sorts “new sort1”, ..., “new sortn ” and new operation name “new operationname1”,..., “new operation namem”, for corresponding old sorts and old
operation names is given by:
def newspec is
oldspec renamed by
sortname new sort1 for old sort1
.....
new sortn for old sortn
opnames new operation name1 for old operation name1
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.....
new operation namem for old operation namem
end of def
The newspec is generated from the oldspec by textually replacing the old sort/operation names by
their corresponding new names.
The real power of parameterized specification comes from the fact that actual parameters (could be
parameterized parameters) can be used to replace the formal parameters to generate a class of new
(parameterized) specifications. The process of replacing formal parameters by actual parameters is
called actualization. The actualization of a given parameterized specification pspec1, by some
parameterized actual parameter specifications pspec2, ..., and pspecn for n ≥ 2, using a replacement
list for sorts and operation name is given by
def newspec is
pspec1 actualized by pspec2... and pspecn
using sortnames actual sort1 for formal sort1
.....
actual sorti for formal sorti
opnames actual operation name1 for formal operation name1
.....
actual operation namej for formal operation namej
end of def
The newspec is pspec1 with the formal parameters be replaced by the respective actual parameters
whose meanings are defined in pspec2, ..., pspecn.

3.3 Comparison and Discussion
In both the type algebra and the initial algebra specification theories, a specification of an abstract
data type T consists of a syntactic component which defines the signatures of T’s operations and a
set of equational axioms. While the type algebra approach gives heuristics on how to choose a set
of equations that sufficiently completely define T, the initial algebra approach defines, for a given
set of equations, the semantics of the specification in terms of initial algebras.
The type algebra theory requires each carrier set of a type algebra to be a non-empty set, whereas
the initial algebra theory does not explicitly state this requirement. However, if any carrier set As
for a sort s is empty, there is no way to construct the terms of sort s (i.e., TΣ,s defined by construction
in the Σ-word algebra, cf. Appendix N) or compose terms of other sort that take terms in TΣ,s as
arguments. As a consequence, the initial algebra may degenerate into a “nil” algebra (i.e., an algebra
without operations) in case every operation involves terms in TΣ,s.
In Guttag’s type algebra approach, it is required that each type algebra must have a distinguished
TOI. The motivation for this requirement is that this would lead to clearer specifications than use
mutual recursion to specify several types as in Goguen’s initial algebra approach. However, as
Goguen et al [51] pointed out, there is often not a single type of interest but two or more which must
be considered together, in the sense that each should have access to the others’ data representation
in the implementation. It is difficult, if not impossible, to find an order in which each of these types
can be separately specified (as a TOI) in terms of other types pre-specified.
Regarding the equality of abstract data values, Guttag et al [56] insist that two TOI values may be
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assumed to be the same unless provably (by the set of axioms specifying the TOI) different. They
argue that if there is no operation that can distinguish two data values, they must be the same.
Taking the integer set Intset (cf. Appendix M.1) as an example, insert(insert(empty, 1), 2) and
insert(insert(empty, 2), 1) should denote the same set value {1, 2}, even though the equation
insert(insert(empty, 1), 2) = insert(insert(empty, 2), 1)
can not be derived from the axioms of Intset.
As a consequence of this assumption, any implementation of a data type is regarded as a correct one
if every axiom (equation) in the specification of the data type is satisfied in the implementation. This
implies that a correct implementation may have extra equal data values other than the specification
required, e.g., an implementation that satisfies the equation insert(insert(empty, x), y) =
insert(insert(empty, y), x) (for any integer x and y) and all the equations in the Intset specification
is a correct implementation with respect to that specification.
Goguen et al [51], on the other hand, make the opposite assumption in the initial algebra theory,
i.e., values of an abstract data type should be considered to be different unless they can be demonstrated as equal (by the set of axioms specifying that data type). All acceptable implementations of
the abstract data type must, therefore, yield algebras that are isomorphic to one another and to the
original algebra (the specification). This requires that abstract data values that are not provably
equal be mapped onto distinct concrete values. Under this assumption, some implementations that
would be considered to be “correct” in intuitive ways are rejected by this correctness definition.
For the above Intset example, any implementation that makes insert(insert(empty, 1), 2) =
insert(insert(empty, 2), 1) is not a correct one.
This difference can be formally expressed in terms of congruence relations defined by the axioms
of a data type. The congruence relations used by Goguen et al are the smallest congruence relations
which contain all of the defining relations (axioms); while Guttag et al permit any congruence relation (including the smallest one) consistent with the axioms [63].
While both the initial algebra and type algebra approaches make the “closed world” assumption
with respect to abstract data value equality (i.e., abstract data values which can not provably be
shown equal/different are different/equal, respectively), the Larch approach makes no such assumption. In Larch, two abstract data values are not assumed to be equal/different if they can not be provably shown inequal/equal. A theory denoted by a trait has only those equational axioms explicitly
listed in the body of that trait. After a trait Tr is extended to Tr’ by adding in new operations and
equations, all the theorems previously in Tr are also theorems in Tr’ [57, 64]. This monotonic property does not exist in either type algebra or initial algebra theory.
Specifications in both type algebra and initial algebra are isolated ones with no facility to construct
large, complex specifications from small, simpler ones. On the other hand, the LSL, CLEAR, ACT
ONE, and especially, OBJ (through its powerful and flexible module expressions) provide various
ways to combine, enrich, modify, and generate specifications. The parameterized mechanism in
these languages facilitates the reusability of designs.
The influence of CLEAR on OBJ is obvious: objects in OBJ are essentially theories in CLEAR. The
module expressions are extensions of theory procedures of CLEAR. Parameter requirement in
CLEAR theory procedures are fully developed into requirement theories in OBJ. The semantics of
both CLEAR and OBJ are based on many sorted initial algebras. OBJ also has a more concrete operational semantics based on order-sorted rewriting.
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It is worth comparing OBJ’s parameterization mechanism with Ada’s [83] generic package facilities. In Ada, the interface specification of a generic package only gives syntactical and some type
information; whereas the OBJ interface requirements (theories) describe also semantic properties
required of actual parameters. OBJ supports multiple levels of instantiation which does not exist in
Ada.
The major advantage gained by the Larch two-tiered specification approach is the separation of
concerns: implementation dependent issues are clearly separated from the underlying abstractions.
The traits that define theories in LSL can be used to specify different module interfaces, even the
ones implemented by different programming languages. There is no requirement that traits must
have a TOI, and thus traits can be used to specify a wider range (compared with type algebra specification) of modules. The hidden functions introduced in the extended type algebra are now moved
into traits in LSL. Partial functions, exceptional cases, etc. no longer appear in the abstraction
(shared language) part of specifications. Compared with the type algebras and extended type algebras, the traits in LSL are much more concise.
From the Larch/CLU interface language, one can get a fairly complete picture of interface specification languages for imperative programming languages. However, it is not clear for a functional
programming language, like Lisp, or logic programming language, like Prolog, what the interface
language looks like.
The main purpose of both CLEAR and OBJ is to have executable specification languages. They
both provide the desired data abstraction features. However, when used as specification languages,
they, together with ACT ONE and the language defined in the initial algebra theory, suffer the same
problem as Guttag et al pointed out for the type algebra: the operations (which are pure functions)
specified in specifications are not those really used in the implementation languages. Such specifications do not precisely record the design decisions so the real module interfaces may be very
different from what was specified. For this reason, it would be very hard to verify that a implementation meets such a specification since program routines in an imperative language may have side
effects while all operations in OBJ, CLEAR and initial algebras are assumed to be purely mathematics functions.

3.4 Other Related Work
The use of the type algebra specification approach is illustrated in detail with several commonly
used data type examples in [62]. A comparison of the type algebra with the initial algebra
approaches can be found in [45].
In [55], Guttag discussed how to develop data structures in a concrete implementation from abstract
data type specifications. A data type T can be implemented in terms of other abstract data types that
are closer to available data structures provided by the implementation programming language until
the concrete implementation in the final implementation language is reached. This kind of implementation serves as an aid to top-down development: at each level of refinement, irrelevant details
are suppressed and relevant concepts and structures are exposed. An implementation at any level
represents values of T — a representation of the type T consists of: (1) any interpretation of the operations of T that is a model for the axioms of the specification of T, and (2) a function F that maps
terms in the model domain onto their representatives in the abstract domain.
For the correctness proofs of abstract data type representations, the algebraic specification provides
exactly those assertions that must be verified. In such a proof two kinds of assertions have to be
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verified: those assert relationships that must be maintained by any representation, and those assertions that are peculiar to a particular representation.
When a data type T is implemented in terms of other abstract data types and operations, the correctness of such implementations are further discussed in [63]. The correctness of an implementation
can be either proved or tested. Treated as programs, the implementation can be executed or simulated to test design of the data type before any concrete implementation is available. Treated as
axioms, such a directly implementation serves as rewrite rules and correctness proofs proceed via
a series of reductions.
A general principle in the process of correctness proof is that of data type induction, or, generator
induction. Assume that a data type T has operations (generators) F1, ..., Ft whose range is of the type
of T (TOI). Let P(x) be a property of values of type T. Then, if the truth of P for arguments of type
T of each Fi implies the truth of P for the results of calls of Fi allowed by the syntactic specification
of T, then it follows that P is true of all values of the data type.
While specifications written in OBJ and CLEAR can be interpreted, a subset of the initial algebraic
specifications, called constructive specifications written in the specification language ADTS
(Abstract Data Type Specification) [40, 53, 84, 150, 151] can be automatically translated into
programs in high level programming languages (like Pascal, Lisp).
Abstract data type specifications can be constructed by extending existing specifications. Thus, a
specification can be viewed as consisting of a list of levels, where each level is an extension of the
previous level. A translated specification is one such that its equations only provide rewrite rules
for operations that are declared on a higher level than their range sort. A translator for translated
specifications can be built which generates programs for which partial correctness is guaranteed: if
the program terminates, then it conforms to the specification. A specification is reducible if the
translation contains only programs that terminate for all arguments. An algebraic specification is a
constructive specification if it is both a translated specification and a reducible specification. In
order to have successful translation for a constructive specification, the domain of each operation
in the specification must be covered exactly once by the equations in that specification.
Jalote [85, 86] developed a system that can automatically generate implementations of an abstract
data type (ADT) from its axiomatic specifications. In this method, an ADT instance is represented
by its state, and each axiom is converted into a function that manipulates the state. The state of an
instance is defined by its normal form, i.e., expressions of constructors that represents the value of
that instance. Constructors are minimum set of operations with which any instance of the ADT can
be constructed. A decision function determines which of the axioms of the operation is applicable
depending on the state of the instance(s) on which an operation is being performed. If the set of
axioms for an ADT is complete, all the expressions for a particular instance will reduce to their
corresponding normal forms. This scheme can also be used to test for the incompleteness (caused
by missing axioms) of specifications. The idea is that from the syntactic specifications, all the
expressions that produce an ADT instance, and nesting depth of operations up to two are generated
into a set. If there is an axiom missing, at least one expression in such a set can not be reduced to
its normal form.
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Section 4 Trace Based Specification Techniques
In modern programming theory and practice, an abstract data type is usually implemented by a
particular software module. The data structures used to implement the data type are hidden inside
the module; available to users of the module is a set of module access programs which provide the
interface to the module. Each object implemented by such an information hiding module [118, 119,
120] can be viewed as a (usually finite) state machine, and the module access programs can be
viewed as performing either state transformations or state reporting. In [119], Parnas first developed
a specification technique (hereafter, we will call it “Parnas’72 Method”) in which the values
returned by access programs collectively define the states and the outputs of the abstract machine.
Later on, this technique was further developed into trace specification technique [4] where the
states of the machine are denoted by its history. We will survey the two techniques and their
successor work in this section.

4.1 Parnas’72 Method, its Supporting Language and Semantics
4.1.1 Parnas’72 Method
In [119], Parnas presented a software module specification method based on the state machine
model. In this method, each module is considered as providing a number of programs† that a user
program can invoke. Some programs (O(for operation)-programs) can cause changes in state of the
module, and other programs (V(for value)-programs) can give to a user program the values of the
variables making up that state.
The V-programs can be further divided into two classes: the primitive programs that provide information which cannot be determined without calling these programs; and, derived (or, mapping)
programs whose values can be derived from other V-programs.
For each program, the following items are specified:
• the set of possible values;
• the initial values;
• the arguments††; and
• the effect of the program call.
For the effect section, if it is empty, which is the case for all V-programs, it means the program
implements a pure mathematical function without "side-effects". Otherwise, the state transformation caused by this program call is described by the relationship between the values of V-programs
before the program call and those after the program call.
In this way, O-programs are defined completely by the specification: every V-program value not
mentioned as changing in the specification must stay the same. The current value of a V-program
that defines part of a module’s state is not explicitly described in the module specification. Instead,
its current value is defined by induction: its initial value appears in its specification, and subsequent
values are determined by the sequence of O-program calls up to the “current” point (since each O†. They were referred to as “functions” in the original paper, such as O-functions and V-functions,
because the original implementation programming language was FORTRAN.
††. They were referred to as “parameters” in the original paper.
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program call relates the values of V-programs before the call to values of V-programs after the call).
The UI_stack module (Section 2.1) specified in this method is illustrated in Figure 4.1:
Program PUSH(a)
possible values: none
parameters: a:integer
effect: TOP = a; DEPTH = ‘DEPTH’ + 1
Program POP
possible values: none
parameters: none
effect: call ERR if ‘DEPTH’ = 0;
the sequence "PUSH(a);POP" has no net effect if no error call occur
Program TOP
possible values: integer, initial value undefined
parameters: none
effect: none
Program DEPTH
possible values: integer, initial value 0
parameters: none
effect: none
Figure 4.1 UI_stack Specification in Parnas’72 Method (Adapted from [119])

Note the “extra” program DEPTH and how it is used to define the erroneous invocation of POP.
Program DEPTH is, in effect, a “hidden V-program”, a concept introduced in the specification
language SPECIAL (cf. Section 4.1.2). In Figure 4.1, ‘DEPTH’ and DEPTH denote the return
values of program DEPTH before and after the invocation of the V-programs (PUSH or POP),
respectively.
An error handling mechanism is also proposed in this method. Corresponding to each class of error
conditions, a certain error handling routine will be called. These conditions are treated as incorrect
usage of the module and response is considered to be the responsibility of the calling program. It is
assumed that the error handling routine’s body will not be considered part of the module specified.
Instead, it will describe corrective actions chosen by the user of the module. In this way, it is
possible to write the code of the module for the normal cases without checking for the occurrence
of unusual or erroneous situations and to separate the error response code [130].

4.1.2 Specifications in SPECIAL
While the notation in Parnas’72 method was not fully defined, a formal specification language
(based on the first-order logic and set notations), SPECIAL, was developed at SRI Inc. [135, 137].
SPECIAL supports the Parnas’72 specification method. In SPECIAL, a software system can be
described as a hierarchy of modules, in which each module is an abstract machine having a state
and module access programs to change the state. The hierarchy is constructed by the reference relation: data objects defined in module B’s specification can be used in module A’s specification as
long as they are declared (under the EXTERNALREFS) in A’s specification.
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SPECIAL allows the third kind of programs† other than O- and V-programs defined in [119]: the
OV-programs. An OV-program call both changes the state of a module and returns a value.
The top-level structure of a module specification in SPECIAL looks as follows:
MODULE <symbol>
TYPES
...
DECLARATIONS
...
PARAMETERS
...
DEFINITIONS
...
EXTERNALREFS
...
FUNCTIONS
...
END_MODULE
<symbol> is the name of the module. The TYPES paragraph contains the declarations of all named
types used by the module. The DECLARATIONS paragraph contains all global declarations of
variables. The PARAMETERS paragraph contains the declarations of symbolic constants. The
DEFINITIONS paragraph contains the definitions of macros whose scope is global to the module.
The EXTERNALREFS paragraph contains the declarations of objects of other modules that are
referenced in the specifications. The FUNCTIONS paragraph contains the definitions (and declarations) of all O-, V-, and OV-programs of the module.
In SPECIAL, an abstract object is defined by the values of the V-programs (and OV-programs) that
take the name of the abstract object as an argument. The operations on an abstract object are defined
by the O-programs that take the name of the abstract object as an argument.
The notion of “hidden V-programs” is introduced into SPECIAL: a hidden V-program is used for
descriptive purposes only and is not available to the user programs. A hidden V-program is needed
in places where an O-program cannot be fully defined by the visible V-programs, i.e., the
(“hidden”) effects of the O-program cannot be immediately observed by the visible V-programs.
We refer to such an O-program as having “delay (or hidden) effects”.
The UI_stack specified in SPECIAL is given in Figure 4.2.
In Figure 4.2, the DERIVATION clause in TOP specification states that the value of TOP call can
be expressed by the value of hidden V-program STACK.

4.1.3 Principato’s State Machine Specification Semantics
Both Parnas’72 specification method and the SPECIAL language are used to describe abstract state
machines. The semantics of a state machine, which is not precisely stated in either method
is formally defined in [134]. In Principato’s view, the semantics of a state machine can be defined
by giving interpretations of the module’s access program†. In every state of the machine, some
mappings can be associated with each V-program. These mappings then characterize the state.
Since the derived V-programs are defined in terms of the non-derived and hidden V-programs, the
†. Following [119], they were referred to as “functions” in the original paper.
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MODULE UI_stack
DEFINITIONS
OPROG PUSH(INTEGER j);
EFFECTS
STACK(DEPTH()) = j;
DEPTH() = ‘DEPTH()’ + 1
OPROG POP();
EXCEPTIONS ‘DEPTH()’ = 0;
EFFECTS DEPTH() = ‘DEPTH()’ − 1
VPROG TOP();
EXCEPTIONS ’DEPTH()’ = 0;
DERIVATION STACK(DEPTH())
VPROG STACK(INTEGER i) → INTEGER j;
HIDDEN
INITIALLY j = undefined
VPROG DEPTH() → INTEGER i;
HIDDEN
INITIALLY i = 0;
Figure 4.2 UI_Stack Specification in SPECIAL (Adapted from [135]†)
state of a state machine is completely characterized by the mapping of the non-derived and hidden
V-programs. The O-programs change the state of the machine by redefining these mappings.

4.1.3.1 Basic Components of a State Machine
Non-derived and hidden V-programs are specified analogously. Each non-derived or hidden Vprogram v has the following three sections:
Mapping Description: DV; RV
Applicability Condition: ΠV: D × DV → Boolean
Initial Value: initV ∈ [DV → RV]
where [A → B] denotes the set of partial functions from the set A to the set B. In each state S of the
state machine, some particular mapping vS: [DV → RV] will be associated with v, where DV and
RV are specified by the V-program’s mapping description.
Since the state of the machine is characterized by a set of mappings associated with each nonderived and hidden V-program, the state set S can be viewed as a subset of
[DV1 → RV1] × ... × [DVn → RVn] = D
where {v1, .., vn} is the set of non-derived and hidden V-programs of the machine.
†. To avoid notational confusion, we use the same notation for V-program return values before and
after an O-program invocation as in [119]. Also for consistency in terminology, we replace the keywords
OFUN and VFUN in SPECIAL by OPROG and VPROG, respectively.
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The applicability condition of a V-program governs when a call of that program by a user of the
machine succeeds, i.e., will not cause an error. This section specifies a partial function ΠV from D
× DV into Boolean. For any x ∈ DV and S ∈ S, ΠV(S,x) must evaluate to true for the V-program to
return the value vS(x), where vS denotes the mapping associated with v in state S. When ΠV(S,x)
equals false, v returns an error condition.
The initial value section of a non-derived or hidden V-program v defines the mapping associated
with v in the initial state of the machine.
A derived V-program v also has three sections in its definition:
Mapping Description: DV; RV
Applicability Condition: ΠV: D × DV → Boolean
Derivation: der v such that (der vS) ∈ [DV → RV] for state S
The first two sections are defined in the same manner and have the same interpretation as in nonderived V-programs. The derivation section specifies the mapping associated with v in terms of the
mapping associated with the hidden and non-derived V-programs. This section defines a function
schema, denoted der v, expressed as the composition of the non-derived and hidden V-programs of
the machine and other functions associated with the elements of DV.
O-programs, too, have three sections in their definition.
Mapping Description: DO
Applicability Condition: ΠO: D × DO → Boolean
Effects: ΓO: D × DO → D
In a given state, each O-program o is a member of [DO → S], where DO is given by mapping
description. The range of the O-program is not specified by the mapping description since it is
understood that the range of all O-programs is the state set S.
The applicability condition of an O-program determines when the O-program changes the state of
the machine. This section defines a partial function ΠO from D × DO into the Booleans. ΠO must
evaluate to true for the program to change the state of the machine. Otherwise, an error condition is
raised and the state remains unchanged.
The effects section of an O-program specifies how the program changes the state of the machine.
This section defines a partial function ΓO from D × DO into D.

4.1.3.2 Semantics of a State Machine
To completely define the semantics of a state machine, the state set S must be precisely defined.
The initial state Q of the machine is explicitly defined by the tuple (initV1, ..., initVn) which contains
the mappings of the initial value section of each of the non-derived and hidden V-programs
{v1, ..., vn}. This initial state Q, can generate the state set by means of the following construction:
1) Q ∈ S.
2) If (i) R ∈ S,
(ii) o is an O-program with mapping ΠO in its applicability condition and
mapping ΓO in its effects section, and
(iii) a ∈ DO,
then, if NEXT(R,o,a) is defined, NEXT(R,o,a) ∈ S, where
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NEXT(R,o,a) =

{

ΓO (R,a)

if ΠO(R,a) = true

R

if ΠO(R, a) = false

3) These are the only elements of S.
In other words, the state set S is the closure of Q under the state transition function associated with
the O-programs.
Since ΓO is a partial function, it is possible for some state S and x ∈ DO that ΓO(S,x) is undefined.
Then, if ΠO(S,x) = true, NEXT(S,o,x) would be undefined. A state machine is well defined if for
any S ∈ S and any O-program o, NEXT(S,o,a) is defined, where a ∈ DO.
With the definition of the state set S of a state machine specification, it is possible to formally define
the meaning of the module access programs. This is done by defining mappings V-Eval for Vprograms and O-Eval for O-programs such that:
V-Eval: S × NV → [A → R] and
O-Eval: S × NO → [A → S]
where NV is the set of V-program names, A is the set of arguments, R is the set of results and NO
is the set of O-program names.
Given a state S and an O-program o, O-Eval returns a function from DO into S ∪ {error}. Using
lambda notation,
O-Eval(S,o) = λa.[if ΠO(S,a) then NEXT(S,o,a) else error]
For any V-program v and any state S, V-Eval returns a function from DV into RV ∪ {error}. Given
a non-derived or hidden V-program v with applicability condition ΠV and a state S:
V-Eval(S,v) = λa.[if ΠV(S,a) then vS else error]
For a derived V-program v with applicability condition ΠV and derivation der v:
V-Eval(S,v) = λa.[if ΠV(S,a) then (der vS)(a) else error]
Since ΠV(S,a), vS(a), and (der vS)(a) are all partial functions, V-Eval(S,v) is not necessarily defined
over the entire set DV. A state machine is consistent if V-Eval(S,v) is a total function from DV into
RV ∪ {error} for every state S ∈ S and every V-program v.

4.1.4 The SCR Module Specification Structure
Whereas all the above work concentrated on what information should be provided as interface of
an information hiding module, Clements et al [30] proposed a rigid organization of such information in a specification. They introduced the so called Software Cost Reduction specification (in
short, SCR specification), which consists of the following sections:
• Introduction: in informal prose, describes the features provided by the module.
• Interface Overview: the kernel of the specification which presents an overview of facilities
provided by the module. It is done in the forms of the following tables:
Access Program Table: provides syntactical information on the access programs of the
module. This table contains an entry for each module access program; each entry includes
the program name, argument data, and undesired events associated with the program.
Events Table: contains a list of all events reported by the module. An event is reported via
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an access program that returns a value when the specified conditions hold.
Effects Table: specifies the effects (semantics) of invoking an O-program or OV-program.
The effects are specified in the same way as described in [119, 135].
• Local Data Types: defines data types appearing in the interface overview tables but are defined in
other modules.
• Dictionary: defines all the terms used in the specification.
• Undesired Event Dictionary: specifies the conditions that correspond to each undesired event
reported by the module (e.g. an access program is called with an incorrect parameter, or in a state
in which it cannot be executed successfully).
• System Generation Parameters: describes those externally visible characteristics of the module
that can be changed by assigning values to parameters at system generation time.
• Facilities Index: provides a quick look-up reference of all programs and terms defined in the specification.
• Interface Design Issues: records any alternative designs that were considered and the reason for
their rejection.

4.2 Trace Specification Techniques
4.2.1 Bartussek and Parnas’ Approach
Motivated by a desire to produce a “black-box” specification of a software module, (i.e., to eliminate hidden programs), Bartussek and Parnas proposed a new approach to specify software modules
in [4]. This approach is capable of specifying delayed effects without introducing hidden programs
or reference to module internal data structures. The only statements made are about the effects of
calls on user accessible O-programs or V-programs of the module.
A trace of a module is defined as a sequence of calls (separated by “.”) on the access programs
starting with the module in a initial state, i.e., the whole history of the module’s access program
calls. Traces are partitioned into two disjoint classes: legal traces and illegal traces depending upon
whether or not calling the access programs in the sequence specified in the trace will result in an
error state. A module’s visible (or external) behavior can be fully characterized by assertions about
the module’s traces.
A trace specification of a module consists of a syntactic section and a semantic section. The
syntactic section describes access program names, type of arguments and return values. The semantics section consists of three types of assertions about traces:
(1) Assertions defining trace legality (L assertions). Usually, only legal traces are explicitly
defined; traces which can not be shown as legal by these assertions are treated as illegal
traces. Two basic assumptions are: (a) The empty trace is always legal; and (b) The prefix of
a legal trace is always legal, i.e., more formally, if T is a trace and T = T1.T2, then
L(T) → L(T1)
(2) Assertions defining the values returned by V-programs at the end of traces (V assertions).
If T is a legal trace, X is a syntactically correct call on a V-program, and L(T.X) is true, then
V(T.X) describes the value delivered by X when called after an execution of T.
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(3) Assertions defining legal traces equivalence (≡). Legal traces can be further partitioned
into equivalent classes. Two traces are equivalent if they have the same externally visible
effect on the module. More formally, let T1, T2, and S be any traces, X any V-program call,
then, T1 ≡ T2 only if
L(T1) = L(T2)

and

L(T1) → (V(T1.S.X) = V(T2.S.X))
The UI_stack can be specified in this method as follows:
Syntax:
PUSH:
POP:
TOP:

stack × integer
stack
stack

→
→
→

stack
stack
integer

Legality:
(1) L(T) → L(T.PUSH(a))
(2) L(T.TOP) → L(T.POP)
Equivalences:
(1) L(T) → (T.PUSH(a).POP ≡ T)
(2) L(T.TOP) → (T.TOP ≡ T)
Values:
(1) L(T) → (V(T.PUSH(a).TOP) = a)
Figure 4.3 UI_Stack Specification in (B & P) Trace Method (Adapted from [4])
A trace specification is complete if for every legal trace ending with a call of a V-program, the value
returned by that V-program can be derived from the specification. A specification is consistent if
only one such value can be derived.

4.2.2 McLean’s Trace Semantics
In [107], a formal trace language (hereafter, TL) for software module specification and its semantics are formally defined. A trace specification of a module written in TL is an ordered pair <syntax
specification, semantic specification>, where the syntax specification provides the names of
module access programs, the arguments types for each program, and, for V-programs, types of their
return values; the semantic specification is a set of logical assertions (including the L, and V assertions as described in Section 4.2.1) about traces of the module.
A trace model for a trace specification is an ordered pair (D,I) where D is a tuple of domains and I
is an interpretation function from elements in TL to their denotations in D such that:
(1) D = (DT, De, DL, DV1, ..., DVi, DR1, ..., DRj, DP1, ..., DPk)
where DT ⊇ DL ⊇ De, and for 1 ≤ h ≤ i, DT ⊇ DVh.
Intuitively, DT contains denotations for traces, De is a one element set containing the denotation of the empty trace, DL contains denotations for legal traces. For 1 ≤ h ≤ i, DVh contains
denotations for traces ending in a V-program which returns a value of type δ such that I[δ] =
DVh. DR1, ..., DRj contain denotations for program return value domains, and DP1, ..., DPk
contain denotations for program parameter domains that are not return value domains.
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(2) I must satisfy the following requirements:
(a) I[=] = {(X,X): for any X in any domain in D}
(b) I[L] = DL
(c) I[V] = f: DVi ∩ DL → DRh, 1 ≤ h ≤ j
(d) I[.] = f: DT × DΤ → DΤ such that for all X, Y, Z ∈ DΤ
(i) f(f(X,Y),Z) = f(X,f(Y,Z))
(ii) f(X,Y) = X if Y ∈ De
(iii) f(X,Y) = Y if X ∈ De
(iv) f(X,Y) ∈ DT − DVi if ¬(Y ∈ DVi ∪ De)
(v) f(X,Y) ∈ DVi if Y ∈ DVi
(vi) f(X,Y) ∈ DT − DL if ¬(X ∈ DL)
(e) I[α] ∈ I[δ] if α ∈ δ
(f) I[f] = g: I[δ1] × I[δ2] ... × I[δn] → I[δ*]
if f : δ1 × δ2 ... × δn →δ*.
(g) I[R] ⊆ I[δ1] × I[δ2] ... × I[δn]
if R is a n-ary relation on domain δ1 × δ2 ... × δn.
(h) For trace expression
(i) I[e] ∈ De
(ii) I[Φ] ∈ DT for any trace variable Φ
(iii) I[Φ(α1, ..., αn)] = I[Φ](I[α1], ..., I[αn])
(iv) I[T.R] = I[.](I[T], I[R])
Based on the model definition, the truth of assertions in semantic specifications are formally
defined. Then, M = (D, I) is a model for a trace specification S if and only if every assertion in the
semantic specification of S is true in M. A trace specification is semantically consistent if and only
if it has a model. A trace specification is semantically total if for every variable-free trace T, such
that T ends in a V-program call and that L(T) is true in all models, there is a constant c such that
V(T) = c is true in all models.
A formal deductive system for trace specifications is also developed in [107]. A specification is
syntactically consistent if and only if a contradiction cannot be derived from it. A trace specification
is syntactically total if for every variable-free trace T that ends in a V-program call, one can derive
L(T) only if there is a constant c such that one can derive V(T) = c.
The gap between the semantics and the deductive system of trace specifications, and corresponding
concepts of both consistency and totalness can be bridged by the following soundness and
completeness theorems:
Soundness Theorem
An assertion A is derivable from a set of assertions S only if it is a semantic consequence of S.
Completeness Theorem
Every syntactically consistent trace specification has a model.
Two corollaries follow.
Corollary 1:
A specification S is syntactically consistent if and only if it is semantically consistent.
Corollary 2:
A specification is syntactically total if and only if it is semantically total.
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4.2.3 Hoffman’s Trace Methodology
While the trace assertions in Bartussek and Parnas style trace specification are presented in an ad
hoc way, Hoffman [69, 72] developed a more systematic way (trace methodology) to write trace
specifications. The five heuristics that the methodology is based on are:
(1) Choose a normal form: For each equivalent class of traces, one or more representative traces are
explicitly defined as normal form by a normalform assertion. The normal form is “representative”
in the sense that, for any legal trace T, either T is in normal form, or, for some T*, T* is in normal
form and T ≡ T*.
(2) Structure the semantics according to normal form prefixes: Base the semantics assertions on
traces of the form T.C where T is in normal form and C is a single access program call. Then, for
each call C
• State whether T.C is legal
• If T.C is legal then
• if T.C is not in normal form, state the normal form trace that T.C is equivalent to
• if C is a V-program call, specify V(T.C)
(3) Use predicates to decompose complex assertions: Use predicates and functions to decompose a
single complex assertion into simpler assertions.
(4) Develop specifications incrementally: Develop a specification for a complex module as a series
of specifications, beginning with a specification for a much simpler module and culminating with
the full specification.
(5) Write macros to make assertions more readable.
The UI_stack specified in the trace methodology is as follows:
SYNTAX
PUSH: integer;
POP: ;
TOP:
→ integer;
PREDICATES
normalform(T) ↔ length(T) = count(PUSH,T)
SEMANTICS
(∀ T,C)(normalform(T) →
(∀ i)(C = PUSH(i) →
/*L*/ L(T.C)) &

(C = POP →
/*L*/ (L(T.C) ↔ T ≠ e) &
/*E*/ (L(T.C) →
(∀ T1,i)(T = T1.PUSH(i) → T.C ≡ T1))) &
(C = TOP →
/*L*/ (L(T.C) ↔ T ≠ e) &
(L(T.C) →
/*E*/
T.C ≡ T &
/*V*/
(∀ T1,i)(T = T1.PUSH(i) → V(T.C) = i))))
Figure 4.4 UI_Stack Specification in Hoffman’s Trace Methodology (from [69])
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In Figure 4.4, length(T) returns the number of programs in trace T and count(C,T) returns the
number of program C occurring in trace T.

4.2.4 Parnas and Wang’s Approach
Based on the previous work on trace specification method [4, 69, 131], extensions are made in [129]
which both improve the readability of trace specifications and enhance the specification power of
the method.
Information hiding software modules are seen as providing a package of programs that implements
one or more objects of the same type. Each object is an isolated (not necessarily deterministic) finite
state machine, the state of which is independent of the state of other objects. All communication
between the object and the outside world must be done by means of the input variables which the
object can observe, the output variables of which the values are computed by the object and can be
observed externally, or by means of the set of access programs that can be used by external
programs to provide/receive information to/from the object. State changes in the object may be
caused only by an external invocation of an access program, or changes in the values of the input
variables.
The complete history of an object is an infinite sequence O0.E1.O1.E2..., where O0 is the vector of
output variable values when the machine is initialized, Eiis the i’th event of interest (either an access
program invocation, or a change of input variable values), and Oi is the vector of output variable
values after the i’th event of interest. A prefix of this history, O0.E1.O1.E2....En is called a trace of
the object.
The permitted behavior of the object may be described by sets of pairs of the form (T,O), where T
is a trace of the object and O is an element of the set of possible output variable values. Such a set
can be interpreted as a relation which characterizes an acceptable behavior of the object. A set of
such relations can thus be interpreted as a specification of a class of objects, any of which is acceptable.
Traces can be partitioned into two disjoint classes: legal and illegal traces depending upon whether
or not the occurrences of events of interest in the sequence specified in the trace will leave the object
in an erroneous state. Legal traces can be further partitioned into equivalence classes: all the objects
associated with traces in an equivalence class have the same value. Unlike the previous work, the
illegal traces are also partitioned into equivalence classes denoted by an error token. This will help
in error reporting and specification completeness checking.
For each equivalence class of traces, one canonical representative can be chosen. Such representatives of all equivalent classes are explicitly specified as “canonical forms”. Canonical form traces
are used to structure the trace assertions in specifications: the abstract value of an object is represented by its canonical trace, each occurrence of an event of interest extends the trace of the object
by one element. This single element extension of a canonical trace must be either (1) itself a canonical trace, or (2) equivalent to a canonical trace, or (3) an illegal trace indicated by an error token.
To improve the readability of trace specifications, tabular format is used to present specifications.
The semantics of tables that represent mathematical functions and relations are formally defined.
The UI_stack specified in this approach is shown in Figure 4.5.
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(1) SYNTAX
OUTPUT VARIABLES

Variable Name

top
ACCESS − PROGRAMS

Type

<integer>

Program Name

Value

PUSH

Arg#1

<integer>

POP
TOP

<integer>

(2) CANONICAL TRACES
n

canonical(T) ↔ T = [ PUSH ( a i ) ] i = 1

(3) EQUIVALENCES
T.PUSH(A) ≡ T.PUSH(a)
T.POP

≡

T.TOP

≡

conditions

equivalences

T=_

%empty%

T≠_

T1 where T = T1.PUSH(a)

conditions

equivalences

T=_

%empty%

T≠_

T

(4) VALUES
OUTPUT VALUES
V[top}(T) =

conditions

values

T=_

undefined

T≠_

a where T = T1.PUSH(a)

RETRUN VALUES
Program Name Argument No

TOP

Value

Value

top

Figure 4.5 UI_Stack Specification in (P & W) Trace Method (from [129])
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By including input variable value changes as events of interest and defining outputs of an object
(state machine) in terms of output variables, this approach has the potential to specify software
modules that interact with external physical processes.

4.3 Comparison and Discussion
Compared with the SPECIAL and SCR approaches, the disallowing of OV-programs in Parnas’72
method approach restricts the specification power of his method: programs that both change the
states of a module and return values cannot be clearly specified in this method. The SCR specification approach allows designers to document all the relevant design decisions about a module.
Principato’s semantics for state machines formalizes Parnas’72 specification approach. With minor
modification, his semantics can accommodate state machines with OV-programs as well. However,
it is very unlikely such semantics can be further generated to practically formalize modules that
implement multiple objects. Principato did attempt to extend his semantics in this direction in the
last section of [134]. But in his extended state machine, the state space seems not well defined.
In Parnas’72 specification method and SCR approach, some delayed effects are not precisely and
explicitly specified. For example, in Parnas’ stack specification (Figure 4.1), the effect of POP
cannot be described by the available V-programs TOP and DEPTH: it is known that after the invocation of POP, if ‘DEPTH’ was not zero, then DEPTH = ‘DEPTH’ − 1, however, the new TOP
cannot be simply derived from the old ‘TOP’ which is the popped element. The expected value of
TOP is the value hiding under the popped element. Parnas specified this hidden effect in an assertion that is not within the framework of [119].
In the SPECIAL approach, delayed effects are explicitly described via hidden V-programs: besides
DEPTH, another hidden V-program introduced into the UI_stack specification (Figure 4.2) is
stack(i) such that given an integer i as the index, the element at depth i of the stack is returned by
this hidden V-program. Thus, stack(DEPTH) always returns the desired value for TOP. While the
introduced hidden V-programs can be used to precisely specify the delayed effects, they do suggest
possible implementations [4, 6]. This problem is inherent in such O-V-program relation specification approaches: in such an approach, V-programs values are used to define the states of the state
machine; since visible V-programs cannot conveniently capture information from previous invocations [6], the hidden effect can only be described with the help of hidden V-programs.
On the other hand, in the trace specification approaches, traces contain the history, or denote the
states, of a state machine, and hence no hidden programs are needed in order to describe the delayed
effects. For example, for the same stack, the argument of the last (if any) PUSH call in the trace is
always the return value for TOP.
In the original Bartussek and Parnas style of trace specification, assertions are presented in an unrestricted manner. Two most often encountered problems for a writer/reader of such a specification
are: (1) Does the set of assertions completely characterize the module’s behavior? and (2) Where to
put/find a specific assertion in a specification? Hoffman’s trace methodology successfully solved
these two problems and substantially improved the readability of specifications by neatly structuring specifications according to the normal form traces. In writing trace specifications in such a
style, once one knows the syntax of module access programs, one knows exactly how many assertions are needed to make and in which order these assertions should be presented. However, neither
approach deals with the problem of specifying modules that implement more than one objects of
the same type.
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Parnas and Wang’s work further improved the readability of trace specifications by using tabular
format: cases in a specification are clearly broken down and separated by table entries and a specification can be written/read by examining it case by case. In this new approach, traces are associated
with objects rather than modules, and this enable specifiers to specify modules that implement more
than one object. By introducing input and output variables into traces, the new approach has the
potential to specify a wider range of software modules (e.g., physical device interface modules).
Note that while all the approaches surveyed in this section are based on the principle of “information hiding”, only the Parnas’72 method and Bartussek and Parnas style trace specification qualify
as “pure” black-box specification in Mills terminology [114]: a pure black box specification
describes data objects (as black boxes) in terms of transitions from stimuli to response without
mentioning any other information, including the state information, of the objects. Hoffman’s trace
methodology and Parnas and Wang style trace specification, on the other hand, use normal form
traces and canonical form traces, respectively, to denote the states of an abstract data object and
describe the object in terms of transitions from a stimulus and a state to a response and a new state.
The arbitrarily chosen normal forms and canonical form traces, together with the auxiliary functions
on traces, help a specification writer to present specifications in a stepwise style and with a clear
structure. However, such specifications are “less pure” black-box specifications for that the normal
and canonical trace definitions, and the named auxiliary functions provide information, in theory,
irrelevant to the description of abstract data objects.
Hoffman’s trace methodology can handle certain kinds of non-deterministic features by
(1) allowing more than one representative trace as normal forms of one equivalent class of traces
(whereas in Parnas and Wang’s approach, for each equivalent class of traces, exactly one trace is
chosen as the canonical trace); (2) allowing the extensions of normal form traces T by a single
program call C as relations (while in Parnas and Wang’s approach, these extensions are restricted
to be functions); and (3) restricting return values as functions of T (while in Parnas and Wang’s
approach, return values can be relations of T). For example, in the Priority Queue specification
(Appendix M.2), either insert(0,1).insert(0,2) or insert(0,2).insert(0,1) can be the equivalent normal
form trace of T.C where T = insert(0,1) and C = insert(0,2). Front always returns the element
inserted by the last insert in the normal form trace: i.e., either 2 or 1. While this method handles this
type of non-determinism nicely, it cannot handle the cases in which return values depend on the
return value history, as in the Unique Integer module (Appendix M.3). This module provides unique
integers to user programs: every time unique is called, it returns a random integer that has not been
previously returned. Using Hoffman’s approach, two traces T1 = unique.(1).unique.(3) and
T2 = unique.(2).unique.(3) (where return value after each unique call is put in ()’s) would be treated
as equivalent traces. However, this conflicts with the original intention of the module’s designer:
subsequent unique after T1 should never return value 1 since it has been returned once, whereas 1
is allowed to return as the result of a call to unique after T2. This kind of non-deterministic feature
is precisely described by including output values into traces as is done by Parnas and Wang
(Appendix M.4).
McLean’s trace semantics established a formal logic foundation of the Bartussek and Parnas style
trace specification method. By means of his trace model, McLean showed that the derivation system
is both sound and complete. However, a trace model construction method would have more practical value if, rather than just illustrating the existence of a model, it describes the same state
changes of an object that one would like an implementation program to make. This way, a user can
get more useful information from the model. For example, we can construct models by mapping
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traces to canonical traces, and then, mapping canonical traces to output values.

4.4 Other Related Work
SPECIAL specifications were used in several pilot projects at SRI Inc. [117]. Some SCR specifications of real life software can be found in [28, 29].
Hoffman developed a specification language [71] that supports the concepts proposed in the SCR
approach. In his language, in the SYNTAX table of a module, for each module access program, not
only its signature information is described, but the names of possible exceptions that the program
may raise is also provided. The semantics of module access programs are defined in two sections:
EFFECT, which describes, in the normal cases, programs’ effects in the same manner as in
SPECIAL, and EXCEPTIONS, which describes the situations in which an access program is illegal.
An INVARIANTS section is used to describe the relationships between access programs that hold
at all times of the module. Also presented is a “translation” scheme that can convert a specification
written in this language to trace specification in Bartussek and Parnas’ style.
In a less formal style, Furtado and Maibaum discussed trace specifications and their applications to
a data base system in [42]. They classified traces into (1) the effective traces, which consist of all
data base access O-programs (called “update operations”) regardless if they succeed or fail in
changing the data base; (2) the intended traces, which include only the O-programs that succeed in
changing the database (this class of traces corresponds to Bartussek and Parnas’ legal traces);
(3) the current traces, which consist of only elements in a trace which are sufficient to characterize
the current state of the data base (this class of traces corresponds to Hoffman’s normal form traces);
and (4) the re-order traces, which include the O-programs that would appear in a current trace,
arranged in a way that is compatible with the partial ordering of the O-programs, and for programs
whose order does not matter, arbitrary ordering criteria are chosen (this class of traces roughly
corresponds to Parnas and Wang’s canonical traces). Each class of traces above can be seen as
choosing a smaller and smaller representatives of each equivalence class of traces, eventually
ending up with the single representative.
McLean et al [110] developed a system that can automatically generate Prolog prototypes from
trace specifications (in Bartussek and Parnas style). The Prolog prototype code of a module is
generated in two phases: in the first phase, YACC is used to translate the module’s trace specification into a Prolog program. In the next phase, the Prolog code generated in the previous phase and
a specific trace T (in Prolog denotation, as a query) are fed into Prolog interpreter. As output, the
system will provide L(T) and V(T) as defined by the specification. By executing the programs
together with queries, users can observe the behavior of the software specified in the trace specifications.
In [108, 109], semantics for a procedural programming language is defined by an extended trace
language. Then, a correctness proof of a program written in the language with respect to its trace
specification consists of a derivation of the specification from the program using the trace axioms
in [107] and the axioms that define the semantics of the programming language.
A systematic way to develop Prolog programs from trace specifications written in Hoffman’s style
is presented in [76]. In this approach, the Prolog lists are chosen to represent traces. All the developed Prolog programs are based on the same “data structure”: the list NF which denotes normal
form trace T. Initially, NF is instantiated to the empty list (represents the empty trace). An invocation of an O-program C is treated as instantiation a new variable NFTC to the value representing
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the normal form trace equivalent to T.C (in Prolog, a instantiated variable like NF cannot be reinstantiated) according to the equivalent assertions in the trace specification. An invocation of a Vprogram is treated as an instantiation of the value variable V to the value specified by the value
assertions in the trace specification. A correctness proof scheme of such Prolog programs is developed in [154].
The canonical trace concept and the tabular trace specification format were first proposed in [131].
It was also the first time that trace method was extended to specify modules that implement more
than one abstract object (of the same type). The semantics of the tables used to define mathematical
functions and relations are formally defined.
Hoffman and Strooper also explored using the trace concept in module testing [74]. Their method
supports regression testing, i.e., after each correction of errors found in a software module, the
entire test bank of test cases previously run is run again to ensure that the module is not damaged
in an obscure way by the correction. The test plan, which consists of test cases (written as trace
constants) and expected results are kept in a file. From the test plan, test code (in C) can be automatically generated. The test code, as test driver, then is run with the module implementation code
and the results from the implementation are compared with the original results in the test plan. The
inconsistencies between the two sets of results can be detected and reported.
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Section 5. Process Based Specification Approaches
In process based specification techniques, a concurrent or distributed software system is modeled
as a set of interconnected processes. Each process can perform some functions and interact with
others via message exchange. The complete dynamic behavior of a system can be specified by the
dynamic behavior of each process and the communication links between them. In this section, we
survey three such process based specification languages, LOTOS, Estelle, and SDL.

5.1 Specifications in LOTOS
In LOTOS [15, 19], a distributed, concurrent system is specified as a hierarchy of processes, where
the system is a (root) process consisting of some subprocesses and each subprocess is a process
itself. A process is an entity able to perform some internal, unobservable actions, and to interact (or
communicate) with other processes in its environment. The environment of a process P, in a system
S, is formed by the set of processes of S with which P interacts. Processes are sequential in the sense
that no process can engage in more than one interaction at a time [68]. A system S is specified by
defining the temporal relation among the interactions that constitute the externally observable
behavior of S.
The elementary communicating unit is an event (or atomic interaction, or simply, action). Events
imply process synchronization, because the two (or more) processes that interact in an event participate in the communication at the same moment in time without distinguishing between active and
passive roles. Such synchronizations may involve the exchange of data. Events are atomic in the
sense that they occur instantaneously, without consuming time.
An event is thought of as occurring at an interaction point (or gate) of each participate process, and
can be described by the interaction point name together with the data exchanged via the interaction
point. In case of synchronization without data exchange, the event is identified by the interaction
point name. Each process can only have finite number of interaction points.
A process P is specified by its behavior expression (hereafter, BE), which defines the sequences of
observable events that may occur (be observed) at all the interaction points of P (such a sequence
is called a “trace” in [68]). A process definition (for P) may look like:
process P[e1, e2, ..., en] :=
BE_P(P1, P2, ...)
where
process P1[e11, e12, ..., e1n] :=
BE_P1(....)
endproc
process P2[e21, e22, ..., e2n] :=
BE_P2(....)
endproc
..............
endproc
where BE_P is a behavior expression defining the behavior of P in terms of observable behavior of
subprocesses P1, P2, ..., etc. of which the corresponding definitions are given after the keyword
where; e1, e2, ..., en are all the interaction points of P.
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To describe various interaction patterns among processes, LOTOS provides a rich set of BE operators. Starting form the simplest BE stop which defines a totally inactive process (i.e., the one that
offers nothing to its environment), more complex BE’s can be built by means of the behavior
expression operators:
• Sequential actions: To specify a process P capable of performing a finite (possible empty)
sequence of actions e1, e2, ..., en, a BE is formed by listing the sequence of event names (possibly
with exchange data) separated by “;”, and ended in the behavior expression stop:
e1; e2; ..; en; stop.
• Non-deterministic process: For a process P capable of performing either a sequence of actions
specified by S1 or a sequence of actions specified by S2, its behavior is described by the BE S1 []
S2, where “[]” is the choice operator. The choice offered is resolved in the interaction of P with its
environment. If (another process in) the environment offers an initial observable action of Si (i = 1
or 2), then Si may be selected. If an action offered from the environment is initial both to S1 and S2,
then the outcome is not determined. A more general and powerful choice operator is also available
to conveniently describe a choice among any number of BE’s.
Another source of non-determinism, in which the environment has no influence on the choice,
comes from the internal events. A process P may be composed of a number of subprocesses. The
collective behavior of each subprocess and the interactions among these subprocesses determine the
behavior of P. Not all the interactions among these subprocesses are observable outside of P. Those
interactions that cannot be observed from P’s environment are internal events of P and can be
hidden from P’s environment. From P’s environment, all that can be observed is that P performed
some internal action i. For a process defined by the BE i;S1 [] i;S2, the sequence of actions (S1, or
S2) performed is totally non-deterministic.
• Parallel compositions: The synchronizations among component (sub)processes of a process can
be best described by BE’s using the set of parallel composition operators. For two processes P1 and
P2, each capable of performing a sequence of actions defined by S1, and respectively, by S2, the
common events (interactions between P1 and P2) of S1 and S2, actually synchronize the execution
of P1 and P2. In the trivial situation, there may be no events common to S1 and S2, i.e., there exists
no interaction between P1 and P2. The behavior expression S1 ||| S2 (where “|||” is a parallel composition operator) defines the behavior of such a composition as the arbitrary interleaving of the
events of P1 and P2; events that belong to the same process, say P1, remain in the specified order
with respect to the other events of P1 but may have any relative occurrence with respect to events
in the other process, P2. In this case, there is no synchronization between P1 and P2 at all.
The actual synchronizations between P1 and P2 can be specified by a BE of the form S1 | CE | S2,
where CE = [e1, e2, ..., en] and each ei is an event name that appears in both S1 and S2. The
composed BE describes a composed process P whose behavior is as follows: for any action E which
is not in CE, P is ready to perform E when either P1 or P2 is ready to perform E; for any action E
in CE, P is ready to perform E only when both P1 and P2 are ready to perform E. This implies that
when a process, say P1, is ready to perform some action which is in CE, it is forced, in the absence
of alternative actions, to wait till its “partner”, process P2, is ready to perform the same action.
When CE contains all the event names that are common to S1 and S2, the above composed BE can
be simplified to S1 || S2.
• Sequential composition: Two processes can be sequentially composed as one process by the
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sequential composition operator “>>”, P1 >> P2 defines a process that behaves first like P1, then
like P2. In such a sequential composition, in order for the actions defined in P2 to be actually
performed, or to enable P2, P1 should end with the special BE “exit” that defines a successful termination action. A sequential composition also can be seen as a special case of “parallel” composition:
the successful termination of P1 synchronizes with the start event of P2.
• Recursion: Some processes have infinite behavior in that, once started, they repeatedly do the
same sequence of actions and never terminate by themselves (until killed). Such a behavior is
conveniently specified by a recursion: for such a process P that repeatedly perform actions specified
by a BE B (not ending with “stop”), its definition may be given as in
process P[...] := B; P; endproc
When a process communicates with others by exchange of data, the data is specified by its type, an
expression that denote its value, and the interaction point through which the data is exchanged. In
LOTOS, data types are defined using ACT ONE (cf. Section 3.2.4.).
A complete LOTOS specification of a system thus consists of two components: (1) data type (algebraic) specification which defines all the data types and expressions that will be used in the second
component; and (2) process specification that defines the system behavior by defining the interactions among the component processes.
Different behavior of different processes can be described by various behavior expressions.
However, two (syntactically) different behavior expressions may describe the same behavior of a
process and, in this case, the two behavior expressions are said to be equivalent to each other. In
LOTOS, a set of transformation rules are given that can be used to transform a BE to an equivalent
one.
process Producer_Consumer[start,report]
(Producer[start,in_buffer] ||
Buffer[in_buffer,out_buffer] ||
Consumer[out_buffer,report]) \ [in_buffer,out_buffer]
where
process Producer[start,in] :=
start; Producer1[in];
where
process Producer1[in] :=
in; Producer1[in]
endproc {Producer1}
endproc {Producer}
process Buffer[in,out] :=
in; out; Buffer[in,out]
endproc {Buffer}
process Consumer[out,report] :=
out; report; Consumer[out,report]
endproc {Consumer}
endproc {Producer_Consumer}
Figure 5.1 Producer_Consumer Specification in LOTOS
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In Figure 5.1, a Producer_Consumer problem is specified in LOTOS: a producer produces items
which are kept in a buffer (which is assumed to be capable of storing one item only); a consumer
takes these items from the buffer and consumes them. The producer and consumer have to be
synchronized: the producer has to wait till the buffer is empty in order to produce more items; on
the other hand, the consumer has to wait till there is an item in the buffer for its consumption.
In LOTOS, the producer, the buffer, and the consumer are modeled as concurrent processes interacting with each other and with an environment process. All three processes are recursively defined:
the producer process continuously produces items once started; the buffer process repeats the
sequence “in_buffer; out_buffer” indefinitely; and the consumer process repeats the sequence
“out_buffer; report” indefinitely. The synchronization is defined in the body of the process
Producer_Consumer, by the parallel operator “||” which synchronizes the two participating processes of a common event. Since the in_buffer, out_buffer events can not be observed outside the
process Producer_Consumer, they do not appear in the event parameter list of the process and are
“hidden” from the environment by the “\” operator. The Figure 5.1 is a simplified
Producer_Consumer specification in which all the data type specification for messages and the
items are omitted.

5.2 Specifications in Estelle
A distributed system specified in Estelle [23, 96] is viewed as a collection of communicating
components called modules. Each module has a number of interacting points through which the
module communicates with other modules. Modules may have one of the following class attributes:
systemprocess, systemactivity, process, and activity. Modules with the first two attributes are called
system modules. The internal behavior of a module is described in terms of a non-deterministic
communicating state automaton (a transition system) whose transitions are given in the form of
Pascal statements (with some restrictions and extensions).Modules are instances of module definitions which composed of a module header definition and a module body definition. A module
header definition defines a module type whose values are modules with the same external visibility,
i.e., with the same interaction points, same exported variables (will be explained later), and same
class attribute.
At least one module body is defined for each module header definition. Different module body definitions of the same module header define different modules with the same external visibility, but
with different behaviors (defined by the body definitions).
The internal behavior of each module is defined in terms of a state automaton whose control states
are defined by enumerating of their names (after the keyword state) such as IDLE, WAIT, OPEN,
OUTPUT, etc. Defined in a module’s body are a set of transitions of the module and a set of initial
values of some variables of the module with which every newly created instance of this module
begins its execution. Each transition is composed of two parts: the transition condition and the transition action. The transition condition (composed of several factors) decides whether the transition
is ready-to-fire. Among the factors of the condition are the priority of the transition, the current
control state the module is in, the occurrence of a message in (front of the FIFO queue associated
with) a particular interaction point, etc. The action of one of those firable transitions eventually
executes and the module will reach a new control state from the current state. Note that a module is
a non-deterministic transition system in the sense that two or more transition conditions (for
different transition actions) may be satisfied at the same time. When this happens, only one of the
firable transitions will be (non-deterministically) chosen to execute.
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All module definitions are textually embodied in a principal module called specification module.
This unique module has no class attribute, no interaction points and no exported variables.
A body definition may contain definitions of other modules (headers and bodies) and the latter are
said to be the children modules of the former (the parent module). This applied repeatedly leads to
a hierarchical tree structure of module definition.
Besides the hierarchical module structure, a communication structure exists within a specification.
Communication between two modules is by means of message exchange (in both directions) via a
link that connects an interaction point of each module. Messages exchanged between modules are
called interactions. A module can always send an interaction through a previously established
communication link and the interaction sent is always accepted by the receiving module. An interaction received by a module at its interaction point is appended to an unbounded FIFO queue associated with this interaction point.
Another mechanism of communication between modules is by means of shared variables; certain
variables can be shared between a module and its parent module. These variables have to be claimed
as exported variables by the children module. This is the only way variables may be shared. The
simultaneous access to these variables by both parent and child is excluded by the parent/children
priority principle which extends to ancestor/descendent priority principle by transitivity, i.e., a
ready-to-fire transition of a module prohibits the selection of transition of all its descendent
modules.
Within a specified system (a specification module), there are a fixed number of subsystems, and
communication links between them. Each subsystem is a subtree of modules rooted in a system
module (the class attribute principle prohibits any descendent module of a system module with a
system attribute). The structure of subsystems and their communication links, once initialized, can’t
be changed (i.e., the structure is static). In contrast, the internal structure of each subsystem may
vary (i.e., the structure is dynamic). This is because transitions of a non-system module may include
statements creating and destroying its children modules and their communication links.
The Producer_Consumer problem specified in Estelle is shown in Figure 5.2 - 5.4. The producer,
consumer, and the buffer are modeled as three modules with the attribute process. The four channels
that link the modules and the environment are specified in Figure 5.2.
channel PtoB(user1, user2)
by user1: in_item;
by user2: buf_empty;
channel BtoC(user1, user2)
by user1: out_item;
by user2: con_ready;
channel EtoP(user1, user2)
by user1: start;
channel CtoE(user1, user2)
by user2: report;
Figure 5.2 Producer_Consumer Channel Specification in Estelle
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In Figure 5.2, each channel links two interaction points of two different modules. The messages that
can be sent through the channel in each direction are listed under the channel name. The message
in_item and out_item transfers an item into and out of the buffer, respectively; buf_empty indicates
that the producer may go on in producing more items; con_ready informs the buffer that the
consumer is ready to consume more items; start comes from the environment to initialize the
producer; and report is used by consumer as the indication of a finish consumption of an item.
The module definitions for modules producer, buffer, and consumer are given in Figure 5.3.
module Pro process
ip p1:EtoP(user2)

p2:PtoB(user1)

end

body PB for Pro;
state idle, ready,
initialize to idle begin end;
trans from idle to ready
when p1.start
begin end;
trans from ready to ready
when p2.buf_empty
begin output p2.in_item end;
end;
module Buf process
p p1:PtoB(user2) p2:BtoC(user1) end
body BB for Buf;
state buf_empty, buf_full,
initialize to buf_empty
begin output buf_empty end;
trans from buf_empty to buf_full
when p1.in_item
begin end;
trans from buf_full to buf_empty
when p2.con_ready
begin output p2.out_item end;
end;
module Con process
ip p1:BtoC(user2)
p2:CtoE(user1)
end
body CB for Con;
state ready
initialize to ready begin output con_ready end;
trans from ready to ready
when p1.out_item
begin output p2.report, output p1.con_ready end;
end;
module Environment process
external
Figure 5.3 Producer_Consumer Module Definitions in Estelle
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In Figure 5.3, each module is assumed to have its own input message queue. Note that module definitions specify module schemas (types) rather than module instances. Each module definition specifies the interface, i.e., the interaction points (or ip’s), of the module and at least one body. The body
is modeled as state machine which changes state according to the first message available in its
message queue (specified by a when clause) and possibly sends out a message (specified by an
output clause) through the predefined channel. The environment process is assumed to be defined
elsewhere and hence is marked as external here. The module instance specifications for modules
producer, consumer, and buffer are given in Figure 5.4 where module variables are declared and
initialized with the module bodies defined in Figure 5.3. The channels link the module instances
and the environment are actually connected.
modvar
producer: Pro
buffer: Buf
consumer: Con
initialize
begin
init producer with PB
init buffer with BB
init consumer with CB
connect producer.p1 to buffer.p1
connect buffer.p2 to consumer.p1
....
(* connect the environment channels *)
end
Figure 5.4 Producer_Consumer Module Instance Specification in Estelle

In Estelle, each subsystem can be seen as running by its own computation steps. A computation step
begins by a selection of a set ST transitions among those ready-to-fire of the subsystem’s modules
(at most one transition per module). Then transitions in ST are executed (in parallel) and, when all
of them have completed, the next computation step begins. That way, the relative speed of modules
within a subsystem can be synchronized.
Although subsystems may exchange messages, they run asynchronously in that their computation
steps are completely independent from each other. The relative speed of subsystems is not
constrained (synchronized) at all.
The selection of transitions for synchronous execution within one computation step of a subsystem
depends always on the parent/children priority principle and on the way the subsystem’s modules
are attributed: in a subsystem that consists solely of modules with the process (including systemprocess) attribute, all of the ready-to-fire transitions (at most one transition per module), as long as
not in conflict with the parent/children priority principle, can be selected into the set ST; in a
subsystem that consists solely of modules with the activity (including systemactivity) attribute, only
one of the ready-to-fire transitions is selected. For other different attribute assignments, different
combination of transitions (of different modules) can be selected for execution in parallel and thus
be synchronized.
The global behavior of a system specified in Estelle is defined by the set of all possible sequences
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of so called global situations generated from an initial situation. Two consecutive global situations
correspond to the execution of one transition, i.e., transitions are considered as atomic in that
conceptually, one cannot observe intermediate results of the execution. Starting from any given
global situation, a relation, called the next-situation relation, specifies all possible situations may
be achieved from the given situation.
Each global situation of the transitions system is composed of current information on
(1) the hierarchical structure of modules within the specified system SP, the structure of
communication links established between their interaction points, and the local state of each
module. All of this information is included in a so called global instantaneous description of
SP, in short, gid(SP).
(2) The transitions that are “in parallel (synchronous) execution” within each subsystem; the
set of these transitions for the i’th subsystem is denoted by Ai.
Each global situation is thus denoted by SIT = (gid(SP); A1, ..., Ai, ..., An). The global situation is
said to be initial if the “gid(SP)” is initial and all sets Ai are empty. The “gid(SP)” is initial if it
results from the initialization part of the specification SP.
The next-situation-relation defines is defined in the following manner: for every i = 1, 2, .., n
(i) if, in the current situation, Ai is empty, then the following is a next situation
(gid(SP); A1, ..., STi, ..., An)
where, STi, as stated above, is the set of transitions selected for execution by the i’th
subsystem.
(ii) if, in the current situation, Ai is not empty, then for each transition t of Ai, the following
is a next situation
(t(gid(SP)); A1, ..., Ai − { t }, ..., An)
i.e., the new gid(SP) results from execution of t and t is removed form the set Ai.
These transformations applied to the initial global situation, define all possible sequence of global
situations (computations).
The execution of a transition t of a module may cause a change in the module’s local state, in particular, it may create a new child module and/or a new communication link. The transition may also
“output”, i.e., it may send an interaction which is put into the FIFO queue of another module, etc.
All these changes are expressed by t(gid(SP)).

5.3 Specifications in SDL
In SDL [36, 77, 136, 139], a system is viewed as consisting of interconnected blocks. A system
communicates with the environment and its parts (the blocks) communicate with each other.
Communication is by means of discrete exchange of information: each packet of information is
called a signal. A signal is always associated with the identities of the both sending and receiving
entities. Signals are conveyed by channels, these being the connection media linking blocks and
system with the environment. A complete specification of a system consists of the definition of the
structure of the system in terms of the blocks and channels between them, and the behavior of each
block and channel.
A block can be further partitioned into (sub)blocks and channels, similar to the partitioning of a
system. The behavior of a partitioned block is given by providing the behavior of its subblocks and
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channels between them. A system can be regarded as a special kind of block, having channels
connected to it from its environment.
Repeated partitioning results in a block tree structure (with the system as the root block). The leafblocks of the tree structure consist of a set of processes, which are extended finite state machines
that work concurrently with each other (partitioned blocks do not contain any processes). The cooperation between the processes is performed asynchronously by signals conveyed on signal routes
between processes, and between a process and the boundary of the leaf-block that contains the processes.
A signal, interchanged either between blocks of the system, or between the blocks and the environment, or between processes, is specified by its name and the types of the values conveyed by the
signal. A (bi-directional) channel is specified by a list of signal names for signals that can be transported by the channel (for each direction of the channel), and the block names for the end point
blocks connected by the channel. The types of signals are defined in an algebraic specification
method, i.e., a type is specified by a set of values, a set of operations on these values, and a set of
axioms defining the operations (cf. Section 3).
Within a leaf-block, a signal route description is analogous to a channel description except that the
end points are processes instead of blocks. Also specified in such a leaf-block is the channel-toroute connections, i.e., the specification of the connections between the channel external to the
block and the signal routes internal to the block.
As an extended finite state machine, each process has a set of states. Every state of a process can be
reached from any other state by a suitable series of transitions, in other words, there is no “dead
state”. At any time, a process is either in a state (waiting for some signals), or is performing a transition between two states. A state serves as a condition in which the actions of a process are
suspended (awaiting for an input signal). A transition is a sequence of actions which occurs when
a process changes from one state to another in response to an input signal. It is the ability to perform
a sequence of actions during a transition that distinguishes a process, as an extended finite state
machine, from an ordinary finite state machine. Among the actions that a process can perform
during a transition are manipulating of local variables, making some decisions (based on some
parameters), sending out signals, creating new processes, etc.
In a process, for each state, it is defined which signals are allowed to be received, and which
sequence of actions they should cause if received. The behavior of a process is deterministic: it
reacts to the same incoming signals with the same sequence of actions and at any time, there is at
most one sequence of actions enabled for action.
When a signal is sent from a process, it is always addressed to one particular process. Each process
has an infinite input signal queue, where incoming signals are queued. When a signal reaches a
process, if it is a valid input signal, it will be retained in the associated queue of the process for later
reception. When a process is in a state, the first (front) signal in its queue will be made available for
the process for reception. If the signal is allowed to cause a transition, the transition, together with
the sequence of actions associated with it, is then performed. If the selected signal is not allowed to
do any transition, it will just be discarded (or, in some cases, be saved for later reception), and the
next signal in the queue, if any, will be made available. If there are no signals waiting in the input
signal queue of the process, the process will just be suspended until a signal arrives.
The Producer_Consumer problem specified in SDL is very similar to the Estelle specification and
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is given in Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6. Note that it is assumed that all the three processes are within
one block and the environment process is not further defined.
SIGNAL start, in_item, out_item, con_ready, buf_empty;
SIGNALROUTE env_to_pro
FROM Environment TO Producer
WITH start;
SIGNALROUTE pro_to_buf
FROM Producer TO Buffer
WITH in_item;
SIGNALROUTE buf_to_pro
FROM Buffer TO Producer
WITH buf_empty;
SIGNALROUTE buf_to_con
FROM Buffer TO Consumer
WITH out_item;
SIGNALROUTE con_to_buf
FROM Consumer TO Buffer
WITH con_ready;
SIGNALROUTE con_to_env
FROM Consumer TO Environment
WITH report;
Figure 5.5 Producer_Consumer Signal Routes Specification in SDL
An SDL specification, can be presented in either a graphic format (SDL/GR) consisting of SDL
diagrams, or a textual format (SDL/PR). In SDL/GR, for each entity of SDL specifications such as
system, block, channel, signal, process, state, etc., a corresponding graphical symbol is defined as
a representation. Conventions of constructing these symbols into a (meaningful) diagram is also
precisely defined. Specifications are presented in a top-down manner: on the top level, the system
diagram only describes the communication channel between the system and its environment. On the
next level, system may be decomposed into several blocks and channels between these blocks. The
blocks and channels may just have representing symbols and their identifiers appearing in this level
diagram; the details are then described in yet other SDL/GR diagrams (called remote definitions)Both SDL/GR and SDL/PR have formal semantics and overlap each other. However, for
abstract data type specifications, there is no equivalent graphical representation. In SDL/GR, prose
(contained in so called text symbols) is also used in annotating diagram structures and graphical
symbols.

5.4 Comparison and Discussion
All the three languages, LOTOS, Estelle, and SDL, are intended for specifying distributed, concurrent systems, in particular, communication protocols and services. The common model of all
the three languages is that a system can be viewed as consisting of several components (processes,
subsystems, blocks), each capable of performing some functions. These components, in turn, can be
further decomposed into yet smaller, simpler (sub)components. Components cooperate in order
to perform some more complex functions. The cooperation between the components is solely by
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PROCESS Producer
START:
NEXTSTATE idle;
STATE idle
INPUT start; /* condition for state change or transition */
NEXTSTATE ready;
STATE ready
INPUT empty;
OUTPUT in_item;
NEXTSTATE ready;
ENDPROCESS {Producer}
PROCESS Buffer
START:
OUTPUT buf_empty
NEXTSTATE empty;
STATE empty
INPUT in_item;
NEXTSTATE full;
STATE full
INPUT con_ready
OUTPUT out_item;
NEXTSTATE empty;
ENDPROCESS {Buffer}
PROCESS Consumer
START:
OUTPUT con_ready;
NEXTSTATE ready;
STATE ready
INPUT out_item
OUTPUT report;
OUTPUT con_ready;
ENDPROCESS {Consumer}
Figure 5.6 Producer_Consumer Processes Specification in SDL
means of message exchange, or, interaction. The exact mechanism for message exchange, however,
differs in the three languages: LOTOS uses a synchronous mechanism, while the other two use an
asynchronous mechanism.
In LOTOS, any interaction between two or more processes is assumed to happen at the same time
for all participating processes. The message exchanged not only serves as a means for passing information, but also as a means for synchronizing concurrent process executions. Process interleavings
can be precisely and conveniently specified by parallel composition operators in LOTOS.
For both Estelle and SDL, message sending and receiving are two distinct events. A message is only
sent to the unbounded input queue associated to the destination process (the receiver). When it will
arrive at the queue, and when the receiver will react to it, can not be determined. The parallel execu-
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tion of transitions in Estelle is explicitly controlled by the class attribute assignment. In SDL, there
is no explicit parallel mechanism.Processes in both Estelle and SDL are extended finite state
machines, but their behaviors are different: the former is non-deterministic whereas the latter is
deterministic. For an Estelle process, for a specific state the process is in, several conditions, each
enabling an execution of a transition, can be satisfied at the same time. When this happens, all the
corresponding transitions are ready for execution. But only one of the ready-to-fire transitions is
(non-deterministically) chosen for execution. On the other hand, process behavior in SDL is deterministic in that at any time, at most one transition is ready for execution.
It is worth comparing the three process based techniques with Petri nets [132]. A Petri net can be
used to specify a process by modeling: it specifies the relationships among a set of transitions (bar
nodes) and a set of conditions (circle nodes) of the process. Like events in LOTOS, transitions in
Petri nets are assumed to be instantaneous, i.e, they take no time. Unlike LOTOS, there is no mechanism in Petri nets to specify synchronized transitions. Comparing processes in SDL and Estelle,
there is no concept of state in Petri nets, instead, states of a process are treated the same as other
conditions. When the set of conditions input to a transition hold, the transition is enabled for execution. The firing of the transition may cause some other conditions hold and may in turn enable some
other transitions. Like an Estelle process, in a Petri net, at any given time, there may be several transitions ready to be fired. The choosing of a transition to be fired is non-deterministic. Unlike Estelle
and SDL process specifications, in a Petri net, there are no transition descriptions but only transition
identifiers. A Petri net only describes the partial order among the transitions.
For the data types for values that can be exchanged by messages, both LOTOS and SDL provide an
algebraic specification facility in which users can define their own abstract data types. Whereas, in
Estelle, only the Pascal like mechanism for data type definition is available. The abstract data type
specification mechanism in LOTOS and SDL, however, is not smoothly integrated with the process
based specification facilities, rather, both languages look like two distinct paradigms tied together.
Though it is a common practice that in specifying a distributed, concurrent system, diagrams are
used to assist in understanding the system architecture and communications channels, SDL is the
only language which allows double representations (the textual one and the graphical one). It is
possible that an approximate and intuitive understanding can be relatively quickly obtained from an
SDL graphical specification. The symbols used in SDL/GR and diagram conventions are precisely
defined. The diagrams for assisting in the understanding of LOTOS or Estelle specifications, on the
other hand, vary according to each specifier’s own conventions. Although SDL has two different
forms, they are not perfectly mappable to each other (the definition of abstract data type for
example) and prose is often accompanied with diagrams for the purpose of clarification. Estelle,
since its notation is mainly based on Pascal, may be more easily accepted by programmers.

5.5 Other Related Work
In [148], a guideline is given for the application of Estelle, LOTOS and SDL. The basic concepts
in formal description technique, especially for open distributed system communication specifications, and their representations in each of the languages is compared. A sample protocol and a
sample service are specified in each of the three language to illustrate and compare the application
of these three languages.
Another thorough comparison among these three languages can be found in [46]. There the comparison is on the following aspects: functional coverage (concurrent aspect, data description, sequence
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aspect, system testing and real-time constraint), formal definition (syntax and semantics, analyzability, extendibility, computability and implementability, standardization, machine independent),
human orientation (usability by humans, declarative and procedural), expressive power (accuracy,
constraints specifications, concurrency and synchronization, data specification), structure and reusability, and tools. The conclusion drawn is that each language presents complementary strengths
and weaknesses, every important requirement is covered by at least one language, and yet, no one
language covers all important requirements.
Courtiat [33] pointed out that Estelle has some implementation oriented features, such that the class
attribute assignment may overconstrain other possible and equivalently acceptable configurations;
the parent/child priority among transitions and the queue mechanism used for process communications prevent other possible implementation choices, etc. For each of the problems, a proposal
(syntactical constructs and their semantics) is given that overcomes the implementation oriented
property and allows more general specifications.
More recent references on the theory, tools, applications (particularly in communication protocols
and service specifications), extensions, etc. of the three languages can be found in FORT’88 [149],
FORT’89 [153], and IFIP’s series Protocol Specification, Testing, and Verification.
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Section 6. Final Comparison and Discussion
6.1 Program Specifications Versus Module Interface Specifications
Since the basic abstraction (or, encapsulation) unit, in both VDM and Z, is a program, the two specification methods are suitable in specifying requirements on individual programs. In such program
specification, each program is specified by stating the input arguments requirements (the pre-condition) and the output values (or arguments) in terms of input arguments and/or abstract models (the
post-condition).
In VDM, one can abstractly specify the requirements of programs by choosing some abstract
semantics domains. By means of “refinement” (or “enrichment”), the objects in the abstract semantics domains can be represented, or denoted by objects in some more concrete semantics domains,
till the more concrete semantics domains can be directly implemented in a programming language.
The final specification (after the last step of refinement) precisely records the program’s effects in
terms of the data structures that represent the states of a system (or module). The proof obligation
of each program facilitates the correctness proof of the program.
The works presented in Section 2 are some of the attempts in applying the abstract model based
program specification techniques to module interface specifications. In such an approach, while
specifying a module M, a model for M is first chosen, and then, the effects of each module access
program of M are explicitly and individually specified in terms of state change of the model caused
by that program; in other words, the abstract model and its operations serve as an “abstract” implementation of M. A reader of such a specification has to carefully factor out the required properties
of the module being specified from the details of the model and its operations notations. Therefore,
in specifying module interface, an abstract model based specification technique presents the danger
of over-specification. Also, the data structures used in the abstract model may influence the implementors in choosing implementation data structures.
There are several attempts to cure this over-specification problem of abstract model specifications
and to introduce the module structure into both VDM and Z. For instance, in [5, 138] there is a
proposal to structure VDM and Z specifications by providing frameworks that physically group
together a set of procedure specifications as a module and provide import/export facilities. The
export facility is designed to serve as an abstract interface of a module: the users of the module can
only use the facilities provided explicitly by the export definition. However, as stated in Section 2.5,
the internal data structures of the models are still (and have to be) accessible to specification readers.
As Parnas pointed out in [118], one can not expect that someone who has access to some information will not use it. If some information (like the internal representation of a model) should not be
used by others, it should not be provided at all (the “information hiding” principle).
The work in [142] does overcome the over-specification problem in VDM and provide a more
abstract interface to a module. However, since the “function” (ADT-F) (cf. Section 2.2.2) that
defines an abstract data type is a not a program accessible to a user, the proposed approach is not
within the VDM framework.
In abstract model based module interface specifications, when an abstract data type T to be specified is similar in characteristics to a built-in model, based on the commonly agreed understanding
of the model and its operations, operations of T can be specified in a straightforward manner and
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the specifications are usually shorter than those written in “black-box” approaches [38]. However,
whether one uses one model (as in Z) or several models (as in VDM), there are always some data
types that are very different in nature from any of the available models. In such cases, the specifications are very hard to construct and the notations become very complex.
Abstract model based module specifications usually appear as a list of individual program routine
specifications. Though the style of specification used in Larch interface specifications resembles
this style, as pointed out by Horning [79], there are some important differences: the Larch Shared
Language specification is used to specify a theory, rather than a model, and the interface languages
are built around predicate calculus rather than around an operational notation. As a consequence,
Larch specifications do not exhibit implementation bias.
In contrast to abstract model based specification techniques, algebraic specifications and trace
based specification techniques are designed to specify modules as “black-boxes”. In such specifications, the basic encapsulation unit is a module that groups together a set of module access
programs that may share an internal data structure which is never revealed to module’s users. These
module access programs provide the interface to the module and the module’s properties are specified by the inter-relations among the access programs. A “black-box” specification defines a theory
and any correct implementation is a model of this theory. Such a specification may be less readily
accepted by programmers than an abstract model based specification. However, at system design
time, the identification and specification of such interactive operations is very beneficial. Grouping
these interactive operations in a module (or package) permits all information about the internal
representations to be hidden from other modules. The hiding of information simplifies the interface
between modules and future maintenance of the system [118, 119, 120].
Note that the concept of program specification in VDM and Z is not the same as the one proposed
by Parnas and Madey [126, 127]: the former specifies what each program is designed to do in terms
of abstract data models; whereas the latter describes both what each program is designed to do and
how each program is implemented in terms of concrete data structures of the implementation
language. Since Parnas and Madey clearly separate module interface specifications from program
specifications, using concrete data structures in program specification will not cause the over-specification problem occurring in abstract model based techniques and the program specifications
precisely record the data structure design decisions.

6.2 Process Based Specifications Versus Data Abstraction Based Specifications
Process based specification approaches are often used to specify programs in a distributed, concurrent environment, especially, to specify communication services and protocols in a layered system.
The basic encapsulation unit in such a specification is a process which constantly communicates
(or, interacts) with other processes. For an interaction between two processes, the sender process
and the receiver process communicate, by means of communication facilities provided from a
service, following a protocol.
The three process based specification techniques discussed in Section 5 are all model based, or clear
box techniques: in Estelle and SDL, communication services and protocols are specified by
constructing a model out of a set of processes and communication channels. LOTOS, on the other
hand, uses a sequential communicating process algebra [68] describing the properties of services
and protocols, but it still shows details of how to construct complex processes from simpler ones.
As pointed out in [123], data abstraction based specification techniques and process based specifi-
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cation techniques have diverged. As the fundamental design views are different, it is not to be
expected that the two types of specifications can be totally merged. But, it would be beneficial to
both areas if a single model can be developed and used to bridge the two views.
In both LOTOS and SDL, some data type based specification techniques (mainly algebraic techniques) are integrated into the process based specifications. But, there is no unified view or model;
rather, the data type specifications and (dynamic) process specifications are conceptually, and even
physically separated.
Hoffman attempted to apply the trace specification technique, a data type based specification technique, to communication protocol specifications. In [69], he observed that, in data type based specifications, the only provision made for intermodule communication is through returned values of
access programs; whereas, protocol machines (i.e., senders, or receivers) are modules for which the
calls made on other modules are of primary interest. He specified protocols by the trace methodology with a conceptually simple extension: allowing traces and trace assertions to refer not only to
calls made on the module(in_calls) but also to calls made by the module on other modules
(out_calls). In this way, the in_call and out_call history of a module, or its trace, completely characterizes its behavior. Note that with Parnas and Wang’s trace approach, the extension of the
out_calls is not needed, instead, it can be replaced by the descriptions of the protocol machines’
output variables.
Viewing each service as an abstract object that “connects” the communication parties, Parnas [123]
proposes to specify such an object in the trace specification method described in [129]. In this
proposal, a service is treated as a black box and its interface is specified in terms of its externally
visible behavior, i.e., signals sent and received between the two user processes. From such a specification, one can determine what each recipient should receive as a consequence of sender actions.
The states of the communications service, as visible to users of that service, can be represented by
canonical traces. On the other hand, the protocols used to implement a certain level of service can
be specified by giving three pieces of information: (1) a complete description of data structures
including both the ancillary data structures and the lower level communication services, (2) an
abstraction function, which maps from a domain consisting of data structure states to a range
consisting of canonical traces for the upper level services, and (3) program functions/LD-relations
[113, 122, 128], which map between states of the data structures and show the effect of any upper
level program invocation on the lower level service.

6.3 Algebraic Specifications Versus Trace Based Specifications
In abstract model specification approaches, the state of an abstract data object is denoted by a model
and can be clearly described by model operations (provided that the operations on the models are
powerful enough). When specifying data types by “black-box” specification techniques, the state
of an abstract data object comprises the operations that build up or modify the object and the state
can only be observed by value return operations. As pointed out in Section 4.3, there are cases where
some states (called hidden states) can not be clearly described by available state observing functions. In these cases, “hidden functions” are often introduced for the purpose of describing the
“hidden states”.
In algebraic specifications, there was a heated debate on the issue of hidden functions. Majster [104]
first pointed out that there were some conceptually simple data types, such as traversing stacks, that
can not be specified by algebraic specification approaches surveyed in Section 3. An unbounded
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integer traversing stack (hereafter UI_tstack) provides operations NEWSTACK, PUSH, POP,
CURRENT, DOWN, and TO_TOP. Informally, an UI_tstack is an UI_stack (instead of TOP operation, it has CURRENT) with (1) the extra operations DOWN, which causes the next lower element
in the stack to become the one returned by CURRENT; and TO_TOP, which makes the element on
the top of the stack to be returned by CURRENT; and (2) restrictions that unless the current element
is the top element, PUSH and POP will cause errors; and DOWN will cause an error if there is no
element below the current one (i.e., the current one is the bottom element). The last restriction will
need infinitely many axioms of the form:
DOWN(NEWSTACK) = error
DOWN(PUSH(NEWSTACK,i)) = error
DOWN(DOWN(PUSH(PUSH(NEWSTACK,i),j))) = error
.... ...
Jones [88] proposed to use hidden functions to cure such problems: the infinite set of axioms above
can be replaced by the following axioms with the help of the hidden function *PUSHDOWN:
DOWN(NEWSTACK) = error
DOWN(PUSH(sk,i)) = *PUSHDOWN(sk,i)
DOWN(*PUSHDOWN(sk,i)) = *PUSHDOWN(DOWN(sk),i)
Linden [95] further developed a theory of restriction specifications. In this theory, a type restriction
is an abstract data type specification constructed by removing some of the operations of a richer
abstract data type T. The semantics of T carries over to the type restriction and completely defines
the semantics of the restricted type as soon as the syntax of the restricted type is defined. A specification of an abstract data type with hidden functions can be treated as a restriction of a richer type
that includes the hidden functions. For example, the UI_tstack can be seen as a type restriction of a
“richer” tstack that has the operation PUSHDOWN.
SPECIAL and Parnas’72 method also employed hidden functions in describing the hidden states.
One problem with hidden functions is that they do intend to suggest implementations.
In Larch, all the “hidden functions”, i.e., all the functions used for defining theories in the Larch
Shared Language, are clearly separated from those actual user accessible program routines. A
mapping is explicitly defined that links the terms used in the interface specification component with
the theories that define the semantics of the terms. Compared to other treatment of “hidden functions” in other algebraic specification approaches, Larch specifications have much less implementation bias.
At a glance, the “auxiliary functions” used in the trace specifications appear very similar to “hidden
functions” mentioned above: they both are not actually functions accessible by user programs and
their purpose is descriptive only. The crucial difference between these auxiliary functions and the
hidden functions is that the auxiliary functions are just shorthand notations to make specifications
more readable and organized, whereas in algebraic specifications and Parnas’72 method, some data
types cannot be specified without the help of the hidden functions. In the trace specifications, the
state of a data object is completely denoted by its canonical traces and is always visible, so there is
no need to use hidden functions.
The trace based specification techniques as well as VDM and Z specify the abstract objects implemented by a module in terms of the effects of the module access programs. In other words, these
techniques specify the actual module interface. Both the type algebra and initial algebra specifica-
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tion approaches, on the other hand, specify the abstract objects to be implemented by a set of
abstract operations (pure mathematical functions) that are not those programs would be actually
used in an implementation language. Such an algebraic specification, when used as module interface specification, suffers the following problems:
(1) Two different modules may have the same type algebra or initial algebra specification:
e.g., the type algebra specification in Figure 3.1 “specifies” both the UI_stack and MUI_stack.
(2) As have pointed in Section 3.1.1 and Section 3.3, since the underlying algebra theories
require each carrier set be non-empty, some “extra” operations (like NEWSTACK in
UI_stack) have to be included in the abstract data type specifications. It is not clear if these
operations are required to be implemented by some programs.
(3) Since all the arguments of an operation must be explicit arguments, module access
programs that have implicit arguments, such as the state variables of a module, are not
precisely specified.
In this sense, algebraic techniques do not completely record the module interface design decision
and the implementations are hard to verify.
The Larch approach tries to cure these problems by the “two tiered” specification mechanism. It
succeeds in solving problems (1) and (2). However, for programs with state variables as implicit
arguments, such as a static data structure in C, the Larch interface tier requires the state variables
not only to be named, but also to be fully defined in the implementation programming language [60,
65]. Otherwise, these state variables cannot be precisely specified in terms of the traits in LSL.
Exposing the module internal data structure design in the interface specification violates the "information hiding" principle.
Numerous works have employed the concept of “normal forms” and “canonical forms” to specify
data types, to implement or prototype such specifications, and to verify implementation programs
[4, 40, 43, 51, 62, 63, 69, 72, 76, 129, 131, 150]. It seems that specifications based on normal/canonical form concept are better organized and easier to understand, and programs developed based on
this concept are clearer in structure and their verification is simpler.

6.4 Exceptional Case Specification
A complete software specification should describe clearly what happens when exceptional (erroneous) situations occur. Different specification approaches we have surveyed use different methods
to deal with exceptional case specifications:
The VDM, Z, and Larch interface specification approaches employ the exception exclusion method:
for each program routine, the unacceptable inputs to, or usage of, the routine is clearly identified by
a “pre-condition” or “requirement” clause. When the pre-condition, or the requirement, is met, the
routine is guaranteed to behave as defined in its post-condition. Otherwise, the routine may act in
any arbitrary way in response to any exceptional conditions. It is the user program that is responsible for checking that the exceptional conditions will not occur.
This mechanism, however, may require a software module to provide a larger set of interface
program routines than is necessary in order for its users to test the module’s state and correctly
invoke programs accordingly. For example, a stack module, with create, push, pop, top operations
(both pop and top require a non-empty stack as their argument), should be sufficient to accomplish
the ordinary stack functions. Using this exceptional specification mechanism, users of this module
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may now need an empty? operation to check an empty stack in order not to violate the restrictions
to both pop and top. Furthermore, in this error exclusion approach, the error condition check for a
program routine P will spread all over programs invoking P.
The trace based techniques and algebraic techniques, on the other hand, employ the exception detection method: in such an approach, the detection of the exceptional condition is included as part of
the specification and a special value is defined to be passed back to user programs to indicate that
such conditions have arisen. The implementor of a program then has the responsibility to check for
exceptional conditions, and hence such a check is confined into a single spot, the program routine’s
body.
CLEAR and one version of OBJ (OBJ1) [49] deal with exceptions in an “error algebra” theory.
OBJ1 distinguishes three types of operators: for ordinary (or ok) situations, for exceptional (or
error) situations, and for recovery (or fix situations). When the evaluation of an ok operator (of sort
S) together with its arguments results in a non-meaningful value, an Err-Op (which is an error
“constant” of sort S) is used to report the erroneous situation. Then a Fix-Op may be defined to
correct the erroneous use of such an ok operator. There are two types of equations in OBJ1: ok equations and error equations which apply respectively to normal and error cases.
Such an “error algebra” theory may be hard to implement in practice. There may not, for instance,
exist one suitable “error constant” for each sort. For example, in a module that implements a
(symbol) table that stores (token, t-value) pairs users have put in, assume that (1) the t-value ranges
over the whole integer domain; (2) the module provides a get_val operation that, when invoked with
an argument t of sort token, is supposed to return t’s t-value stored in the table. If a user invokes
get_val with a token that is not in the table yet, the module should indicate that an invalid input argument is given by a distinct “error constant” of sort t-value, i.e., integer. However, there is no single
integer value can serve this purpose since any integer could be a potential t-value appearing in a
user defined pair (token, t-value).
The initial algebra and type algebra try to use a single “error” or “undefined” value as a global denotation for those terms (of any sort) that correspond to erroneous applications of operations. This
mechanism is, in the light of the above discussion, not possible in the real implementations using
typed programming languages.
In a later version of OBJ (OBJ2) [44, 48], domain subsorts and sort constraints are introduced to
effectively reduce the number of partial operations and hence reduce the exceptions caused by erroneous usage of such partial operations. The basic idea of domain subsorts is that the domain of a
partial operation can often be restricted to a “right” sub-domain such that for every element in this
restricted sub-domain, the operation is defined and hence the partial operation becomes “total”. For
example, the top operation in an integer stack module:
top:

stack

→

integer

is partial because for an empty stack newstack, top(newstack) has no meaningful value. If, the
domain of top is restricted to non-empty stacks (ne_stack), where ne_stack ⊂ stack, then, top, as
indicated bellow:
top:

ne_stack

becomes a total operation.

→

integer
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Sometimes, such a restricted sub-domain like ne_stack is hard to define directly. In these cases, sort
constraints can be used to define a sub-domain of another (larger) domain, by defining a condition
stating what portion of the larger domain is the sub-domain.
This mechanism works fine for partial operations that have only a single sort in their domains. For
an operation that takes a cartesian production of two (or more) sorts as its domain, it is not always
possible. For example, for the subtraction operation defined in natural number domain,
subtraction: nat × nat

→

nat

there is no way to turn it into total, by domain subsorts and sort constraints.
In the Larch Shared Language, the meaningless terms are identified by exempt axioms and such
terms are not allowed to appear in any interface specifications.
A specification written in LOTOS, Estelle, or SDL actually constructs a model of the system under
study. At a glance, it seems that such a model only deals with normal cases since there is no exceptional cases specified. Actually, instead of specifying exceptional cases, the exceptions handling
mechanism is specified in such a model.
For example, suppose that two processes P1 and P2 communicate through an unreliable channel that
may lose signals. Assume that at a time P1 sends a signal to P2. After P1 has waited for a response
from P2 for some specified time, one of the two possible exceptions may have occurred: either the
original signal sent to P2 or the response signal from P2 has been lost along the channel. Instead of
specifying such exceptional cases, a process based specification technique actually requires the
system designer to handle such cases, for instance, to make P1 re-send the signal, or after a specified
number of times of unsuccessful re-sending, to make P1 change to a disconnection state and to reconnect P1 with P2, etc. In effect, such a model describes a complete system that all possible cases
are covered.
The above comparison is summarized in Table 6.1 at the end of this section.

6.5 Non-deterministic Behavior Specification
It often happens that in software specification, for a program routine or a process, several behaviors
(return values, transitions, etc.) are equally acceptable. For implementation efficiency, it is desirable to give the implementors the freedom to make the final choice and to specify this “do not care”
situation by means of non-deterministic specifications: a choice set is specified by giving its characteristic predicate; any member of this set is acceptable.
In the case of process based specification, there may exist two types of non-determinism: the selection of a process for execution, and the selection of a transition within a process for execution.
In LOTOS, every behavior expression is treated as a definition for a process, and hence there is no
concept of transition, instead there are events. Non-determinism only exists in selecting of processes for execution and can be conveniently specified by LOTOS choice operator. In Estelle, both
types of non-determinism can be explicitly specified. SDL provides no explicit facility for specifying either type of non-determinism.
As for abstract model and data type based specifications, non-determinism is mostly used in specifying a program’s return value, where, a choice set is given (specified) and any member of this set
would be an acceptable return value of this program. Several types of program behavior can be
specified in the non-determinism mechanism:
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(1) Any value in the choice set can be chosen as the return value. The choice made will not
have any effect on any other programs of the same module and the consecutive invocations
of this program are not required to return the same value, i.e., the program does not have any
side effect on any objects implemented by the module or the module’s state.
(2) Any value in the choice set can be chosen as the return value. But once chosen, it must be
repeatable, i.e., every consecutive invocation of this program must return the same value.
Also, the choice may affect other programs in the same module. For example, in the priority
queue specification (Appendix M.2), front can return any value with the highest priority. Once
the return value is chosen, it is fixed and the value (together with its priority key) will be
removed from the queue by the next remove program invocation.
(3) Any value in the choice set can be chosen as the return value. But, once chosen, it cannot
be repeated, i.e., every following invocation (not necessarily consecutive invocation) of the
same program is required to return a different value. A typical example is the unique integer
module (Appendix M.3), where, once an integer is chosen and returned by getint it can never
be chosen (returned) again.
To specify the first type of non-determinism, a specification technique is required to be able to
specify a relation R such that any (S, V) pair in R is an acceptable choice, where S is the current
state of the module and V is a possible return value for the non-deterministic program. To specify
the second type of non-determinism, a specification technique is required not only to be able to
specify such a relation R, but also to have the ability to describe the partial history of the module so
that the “last” return value of some program, say, front in the priority queue example, can be
referred in the specification. The third type of non-determinism requires a specification technique
to be able to describe the whole history of the module.
Algebraic specification techniques (including the type algebra, extended type algebra, LSL, initial
algebra, CLEAR with only equations to represent theories, OBJ, and ACT ONE) do not provide
non-deterministic specification facilities since all the operations must be pure mathematical functions and the algebraic theory strictly requires that equal terms be freely substitutable by each other.
VDM as we surveyed in Section 2.1 cannot specify non-determinism since the interpretation functions map programs to either state transition functions or value return functions. The work in [87]
relaxed the requirement on the interpretation functions (in implicit style specifications) so that they
can map value return programs to value return relations and hence can specify the first type of nondeterminism. Because the VDM specifications cannot make assertions based on the history of a
module and hence cannot “remember” the “last” return values of a program, VDM cannot specify
either the second type or third type of non-determinism.
Both Z and Larch interface specification languages are assertion languages that can be used to
describe the effects of programs. They both are capable of specifying the first type of non-determinism. As the same reason given for VDM, neither Z nor Larch can specify the other two types of
non-determinisms.
Trace specification turns to be more flexible in specifying non-deterministic behavior. By defining
a choice set for a V assertion, Bartussek and Parnas’ original trace method is capable of specifying
the first type of non-determinism. McLean also shown a second type of non-deterministic example
in this trace method [107]. As discussed in Section 4.3, by non-deterministically constructing
normal forms, Hoffman’s trace methodology is capable of specifying the first and second types of
non-determinisms, but not the third type. Parnas and Wang introduce output variables into their new
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trace definition mainly for the purpose of enhancing the trace specification power on non-deterministic specifications. Their method can specify all three types of non-determinism.
The above comparison is also summarized in Table 6.1.

Specification Techniques
Model Based

Algebraic

Trace Based

Exceptional Specification

VDM

Type 1

Exception Exclusion

Z

Type 1

Exception Exclusion

Type Algebra

None

Exception Detection

Extended Type
Algebra

None

Exception Detection

Larch Shared
Language

None

Exception Exclusion

Larch Interface
Language

Type 1

Exception Exclusion

Initial Algebra

None

Exception Detection

Clear

None

Exception Detection

OBJ

None

Exception Detection

ACT ONE

None

Exception Detection

Parnas’ 72

Type 1

Exception Detection

SPECIAL

Type 1

Exception Detection

SCR

Type 1

Exception Detection

Bartussek &
Parnas Trace

Type 1 & 2

Exception Detection

Hoffman Trace

Type 1 & 2

Exception Detection

Parnas & Wang
Trace

Type 1, 2 & 3

Exception Detection

Process Choice

Exception Handling

Transaction &
Process Choices

Exception Handling

LOTOS
Process Based

Non_determinism
Specification

Estelle
SDL

None

Exception Handling

Table 6.1 Comparison of Non-deterministic Behavior and Exceptional Specifications
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6.6 Future Research Topics
From all the preceding discussions, we can conclude that each specification technique has its own
strengths and weaknesses. There is no single “best” technique that is superior in all the aspects. We
see some topics in the area of software module specification that deserve future research:
(1) new specification techniques: We do not expect to find a perfect specification technique that can
apply to all types of software equally well. Yet, we need to continue to search for more powerful
and general specification theories, languages, and methods. We need techniques that can easily
“scale up”, i.e., large module specifications can be easily constructed from the set of its sub-module
specifications (similar to “module expressions” concept in OBJ2). We need specification techniques that can help us in incremental development of software. We also need new techniques that
can specify the so called “non-functional” behavior of software, such as reliability, safety, performance, etc. We find that the real-time property of software cannot be conveniently specified in the
techniques we surveyed. More research is needed in this direction as well
(2) exception specifications: Software safety and reliability have become increasingly important as
more and more software are used in safety critical areas, such as air traffic and nuclear plant
controls. A software system in such an application is required not only to work correctly in the
normal situations, but also to guarantee that no disasters will happen when exceptions happen.
Therefore, what to do in exceptional situations must be carefully designed, specified, and verified.
From the discussion in Section 6.4, we can see that different specification techniques have their own
ways of dealing with exceptions and each has its strengths and weaknesses. What we need is a specification technique that supports flexible exception handling mechanisms so that each specific software project, according to its application and implementation language, has its own freedom in
choosing either one of the two mechanisms, or possibly a mixture of both.
(3) languages that support modular implementations: In the past two decades, structured and
modular software design and specification have greatly advanced. At the same time, the implementation techniques, especially, the implementation languages, are not following. The implementation
correctness verification suffers because there are very few suitable implementation languages
supporting the underlying models of the specification techniques.
To bridge the gap, we need search for efficient programming languages that support the modular
design concept, such as the “package” mechanism in Ada, and the “cluster” concept in CLU.
(4) various tools: People who oppose formal methods usually believe that these methods are not
practical in the real software development since, for a real life project, writing and validating formal
specifications, proof the correctness of implementations may require tremendous effort and may not
be worthwhile. To make formal methods more practical, we need to develop a set of tools to release
them from some tedious, repetitive and often boring work so that they can concentrate on the work
that needs more creativeness.
Among the tools we need are:
(a) specification language oriented editors, that will help in input, output, display, retrieve,
and modify formal specifications, especially, the graphic and tabular format specifications;
(b) syntax checkers, that ensure the formal specifications are syntactically correct and facilitate in the subsequence process, such as specification consistency and completeness checks,
specification simulation/interpretation, etc.
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(c) specification interpreters (compilers), that make specification languages executable and
hence help us in simulating the behavior of modules/systems and understanding the designs
better. However, for the abstract module specifications, it is not likely that they can be directly
compiled to generate practically efficient executable code since there is no concrete data
structure available in the specification.
(d) theorem provers, which can be used in checking the consistency and completeness of specifications, in assisting program verifications, etc.
(e) testing tools, that derive testing cases directly from module specifications to conform the
correctness of a module implementation.
We realize the importance of specification supporting tools. However, we believe that even without
the tools, just writing formal specifications alone will help people to gain insight into their problem
and to write better software.
(5) integrated models: The specification techniques for sequential software and concurrent software
are diverging. We need to study the common and different properties of the two classes of software
and develop an integrated model to bridge the gap as promoted in [15, 123].
(6) reuse of module specifications: To reuse the module specifications and hence reuse module
designs, we need to do research in the following two directions:
a) parameterized specifications: some research has been done on this topic in algebraic specification techniques [44, 48] and process based techniques [15, 19]. More work needs to be
done in this direction for trace specifications so that the properties of parameterized objects
described in a parameterized specification can be inherited by actualized objects.
b) specification libraries: we need libraries of specifications, parameterized specifications,
and partial specifications in order to manage and reuse some “standard” module specifications. One key issue is how to classify and retrieve specifications.
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Appendix M Specification Examples Used in Appendix L
M.1 Guttag’s Intset Type Algebra Specification
empty:
insert:
delete:
member-of?:

intset
intset
intset

×
×
×

→
integer →
integer →
integer →

intset
intset
intset
boolean

declare s: intset; i, i’ : integer
(1) member-of?(empty(),i) = false
(2) member-of?(insert(s,i),i’) = if ?=? (i,i’) then true else member-of?(s,i’)
(3) delete(empty(),i) = empty()
(4) delete(insert(s,i),i’) = if ?=? (i,i’) then delete(s,i’) else insert(delete(s,i’),i).

M.2 Hoffman’s Priority Queue Module Trace Specification
SYNTAX
insert:
remove:;
front:

integer integer;
→ integer;

PREDICATES
normalform(T) ↔ length(T) = count(insert,T) &
(∀ T1,T2,T3,p,d,p1,d1)
(T = T1.insert(p,d).T2.insert(p1,d1).T3 → p ≤ p1)
SEMANTICS
(∀ T,C)(normalform(T) →
(∀ i)(C = insert(p,i) →
/*L*/ L(T.C) &
(L(T.C) →
/*E*/
(∀ T1,T2)(T = T1.T2 & normalform(T1.C.T2) → T.C ≡ T1.C.T2))) &
(C = remove →
/*L*/ (L(T.C) ↔ T ≠ e) &
(L(T.C) →
/*E*/
(∀ T1,p,d)(T = T1.insert(p,d) → T.C ≡ T1))) &
(C = front →
/*L*/ (L(T.C) ↔ T ≠ e) &
(L(T.C) →
/*E*/
(T.C ≡ T) &
/*V*/
(∀ T1,p,d)(T = T1.insert(p,d) → V(T.C) = d))))
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M.3 Hoffman’s Unique Integer Module Trace Specification
SYNTAX
getint: → integer;
PREDICATES
normalform(T) ↔ true
SEMANTICS
(∀ T,C)(normalform(T) →
(C = getint →
/*L*/ L(T.C) &
/*V*/ (L(T.C) →
(∀ T1)(prefix(T1,T) → V(T1) ≠ V(T.C)))))

M.4 Parnas and Wang’s Unique Integer Module Trace Specification
(1) SYNTAX
OUTPUT VARIABELS

Variable Name

int
ACCESS−PROGRAMS

Type

<integer>

Program Name

GETINT

Value

<integer>

(2) CANONICAL TRACES
canonical(T) ↔ (T = [(xi-1).GETINT]ni = 1

∧

(∀ T1,S1,S2,xi,xj)((T = T1.(xi).S1.(xj).S2) → (xi < xj))
(3) EQUIVALENCES
T.VA[T].GETINT ≡ T1.VA[T].GETINT.S1
where
(T = T1.S1) ∧ canonical(T1.VA[T].GETINT.S1)
(4) VALUES
OUTPUT VALUES
V[int](T) ∈ { a | ¬(∃ T1,S1)(T = T1.(a).S1) }
RETURN VALUES

Program Name Argument No.

Value

GETINT

int

Value
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Appendix N Some Formal Definitions Used in Section 3 of
Appendix L
Σ-algebra category
A categoryC of Σ-algebras consists of a class of Σ-algebras whichare called the objects of C
together with all Σ-homomorphisms betweenthe algebras. The homomorphisms are often
called morphisms of C.
Σ-congruence
A Σ-congruencerelation R on a Σ-algebra A is a family <Rs>s ∈S of relations, Rs on As for
∈ S, i.e., Rs ⊆ As × As, such that

s

(1) (a,a) ∈ Rs, for all a ∈ As;
(2) (a,b) ∈ Rs implies (b,a) ∈ Rs, for all a, b ∈ Rs;
(3) (a,b) ∈ Rs and (b,c) ∈ Rs implies (a,c) ∈ Rs for all a, b, c ∈ Rs; and
(4) (ai,bi) ∈ Rsi for i = 1,...,n and σ ∈ Σs1...sn,s implies (σA(a1... an), σA(b1... bn)) ∈ Rs.
Σ-equation
Let X = <Xs> s ∈S be a family of variable sets where each x ∈ Xs for all sort s does not occur
in Σ. Α Σ-equation is a pair e = <L,R>, where L, R are either free variables in Xs for some sort
s, or terms of the form σ(a1...an), where σ ∈ Σs1...sn,s for some s, and for each ai, either
ai ∈ TΣ,si, or ai = xsi (where xsi is a free variable in Xsi).
Σ-homomorphism
If A and B are both Σ-algebras, a Σ-homomorphism h : A → B is a family of functions
<hs : A s → Bs> s ∈S that preserve the operations, i.e., that satisfy
(1) If σ ∈ Σλ,s, then hs(σA) = σB;
(2) If σ ∈ Σs1...sn,s and <a1, ..., an> ∈As1 × As2 × ... × Asn, then
hs[σA(a1, ..., an)] = σB[hs1(a1), ..., hsn(an)].
Σ-isomorphism
Let A and B be both Σ-algebras and let 1A and 1B be the identity functions of A and B, respectively. A Σ-homomorphism h : A → B is a Σ-isomorphism if and only if there exists
g : B → A such that gh = 1A and hg = 1B.
Σ-presentation
An algebra A satisfies a Σ-equation e = <lhs, rhs> if and only if θ[lhs] = θ[rhs] for all assignments (or interpretation) θ: X → A, where X = <Xs> s ∈S is a family of variables. If E is a set
of Σ-equations, then A satisfies E if and only if A satisfies every e ∈ E. Such a set of equations
is called a Σ-presentation, an algebra satisfying E is called a (Σ,E)-algebra, and the category
of (Σ,E)-algebras (with all Σ-homomorphisms between them) is denoted AlgΣ,E.
Σ-quotient algebra TΣ,R
If A is a Σ-algebra and R is a Σ-congruence (cf. definition for Σ-congruence) on A, let As/Rs
be the set of Rs-equivalence classes of As. For a ∈ A s, let [a]s (or just [a]) denote the Rs-class
containing a. The S-indexed family A/R can be made into a Σ-algebra, called Σ-quotient
algebra TΣ,R, by defining the operations σA/R as follows:
(1) If σ ∈ Σλ,s, then σA/R = [σA]
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(2) If σ ∈ Σs1...sn,s and [ai] ∈ Asi/Rsi, then σA/R([a1],..., [an]) = [σA(a1,..., an)].
Σ-word algebra
Given a Σ-signature, the algebra TΣ constructed in the following two steps is called the Σword algebra:
Step 1: Let Σ (ambiguously) denote the set of all operator symbols in the S-sorted signature, i.e., ∪w ∈S*, s ∈S Σw,s. The carriers of TΣ (often called the Herbrand universe of Σ) are
a family of sets (of terms) <TΣ,s>s ∈S constructed by:
(T0) Σλ,s ⊆ TΣ,s;
(T1) if σ ∈ Σ w,s, w = s1...sn, and ti ∈ TΣ,si, then σ(t1...tn) ∈ TΣ,s.
Step 2: The set of operations among the family <T Σ,s>is defined by:
(0) For σ ∈ Σλ,s, σT = σ ∈ TΣ,s
(1) For σ ∈ Σw,s, w = s1...sn and ti ∈ TΣ,si, σT(t1...tn) = σ(t1...tn) ∈ TΣ,s.
convertible operations
Given an axiom set A and an abstract data type T = [Cl(I,S+O+{f}), S+O+{f}] where
f:

TOI × Vi1 × ... × Vin → TOI

is not contained in S, if for each ground term of the form f(u, v1, v2, ..., vn) there exists a
theorem derivable from A of the form f(u, v1, v2, ..., vn) = z where z contains no instances of
f, then f is said to be convertible to S.
subalgebra
An algebra A’ = [S, F] is called a subalgebra of algebra A = [V, F] if there exists m ≥ 1 such
that
(1) V = {V1, ..., Vm} and S = {S1, ..., Sm};
(2) ∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ m [Si ⊆ Vi]; and

(3) {Si} is closed under the operations of F, i.e., for each fj ∈ F,
fj :

Vi1 × Vi2 × ... × Vin → Vk

where ∀ 1 ≤ h ≤ n [Vih ∈ V], and Vk ∈ V; if si ∈ Si and Si ∈ S for i = 1, 2, .., n,
then, fj(s1, s2, ..., sn) ∈ Sk and Sk ∈ S.
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